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Low-power, Wavelet-based Applications

in Dynamic Environments: Abstract

Consumers increasingly want to enjoy a wide variety of functionality such as
video and music playback and web browsing on portable devices, wherever they
are. In addition to this, the applications themselves also exhibit more and more
dynamism with regards to their resource requirements. Consequently, devices
should be able to tolerate a wide variety of execution conditions and system
resource availability, both of which have the potential to vary unpredictably
at run-time. Scalable, wavelet-based applications can form a large piece of
the solution to this puzzle by enabling maximum application quality, scaled
towards the encountered execution conditions. Clearly, this will also lead to
dynamically and unpredictably varying complexity demands on the executing
platform. Due to the low power requirements of embedded systems related to
the limited battery lifetime, it will no longer be acceptable to cope with these
complexity variations using worst-case mapping choices, as these will lead to a
heavily suboptimal use of the available resources.

This thesis demonstrates one way for wavelet-based applications to avoid such
a worst-case mapping, by switching at run-time to an execution order adapted
to the encountered execution conditions. In order to efficiently exploit this
switching principle at run-time, the middleware should be in possession of sys-
tematic mapping guidelines expressing the knowledge about which execution
order offers the lowest miss-rate and which gains can be obtained by switching
to it. These mapping guidelines are derived by formalizing the miss-rate be-
havior of the Wavelet Transform in function of temporal and spatial locality.
It proposes new layout choices to optimally exploit spatial locality, analyzes
the potential application-wide miss-rate gains and illustrates the effect of dy-
namism originating from within the application.
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Beknopte Samenvatting

Consumenten wensen in toenemende mate te genieten van een enorme diver-
siteit aan multimediatoepassingen zoals video en muziek en web browsing, on-
geacht waar ze zijn. Daarnaast vertonen de toepassingen zelf ook steeds meer
dynamisme met betrekking tot complexiteit en systeemvereisten. Bijgevolg
moeten multimediatoestellen in staat zijn een breed gamma aan uitvoeringsom-
standigheden en beschikbare systeemvoorzieningen te verwerken, waarbij beide
op een onvoorspelbare manier kunnen wijzigen tijdens de uitvoering. Schaal-
bare, wavelet-gebaseerde toepassingen spelen hierbij een belangrijke rol, door
toe te laten een maximale applicatiekwaliteit te bekomen voor de heersende
omstandigheden. Dit leidt tevens tot dynamisch en onvoorspelbaar wijzigende
complexiteitsbehoeften naar het uitvoeringsplatform toe. Door de vereisten
voor beperkt energieverbruik voor draagbare toestellen veroorzaakt door de
beperkte batterijlevensduur, is het echter geen optie meer om deze complexi-
teitsvariaties te verwerken aan de hand van worst-case mapping methoden.
Deze leiden immers tot een suboptimaal gebruik van de systeemvoorzieningen
tijdens gemiddelde uitvoeringsomstandigheden.

Deze thesis demonstreert een strategie voor wavelet-gebaseerde toepassingen
om worst-case mapping methoden te vermijden door tijdens de uitvoering over
te schakelen naar een uitvoeringsvolgorde, aangepast aan de omstandigheden
op het vlak van beschikbare niveau 1 geheugenvoorzieningen. Om een der-
gelijke omschakeling op een efficiënte wijze te voltooien tijdens de uitvoering,
is het noodzakelijk dat het middleware in bezit is van systematische mapping
richtlijnen die uitdrukken welke uitvoeringsvolgorde optimaal is in cache miss-
rate en welke winsten kunnen bekomen worden door ernaar om te schakelen.
Deze richtlijnen worden afgeleid aan de hand van een formalisatie van het miss-
rate gedrag in functie van temporele en ruimtelijke localiteit. De thesis stelt
nieuwe gegevensordeningskeuzen voor om de ruimtelijke localiteit maximaal te

v
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benutten, analyseert de miss-rate winsten op toepassingsniveau en illustreert
de gevolgen van dynamisme binnen de toepassing zelf.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“The arteries are clogging in the mainframe
There’s too much information in the pipes”

‘Your Belgian Things’ - The Mountain Goats

Multimedia completely pervades our everyday life: children play adventure
games on portable gaming devices during long car-trips; politicians use their
phones during coalition talks to check their E-mail or browse online op-eds
covering information leaks; commuters can download and watch movies while
travelling on trains; tourists can find their destination by consulting a photo-
realistic 3D representation of the route on a GPS device; meeting participants
can quickly retrieve a spreadsheet to illustrate their key arguments.

Recent years has seen multimedia applications become omni-present. This
remarkable rise in ubiquitous computing, where “computers are ubiquitously
available throughout the physical environment”, but “effectively invisible to the
users” [Weiser 1993], has been driven by multiple interacting technological ad-
vances, such as the astronomical rise in bandwidth resources, storage capacity,
compression and visualization efficiency and above all the continued validity of
Moore’s Law [Moore 1965]. Moore’s Law in its original form states that “the
complexity for minimum component costs has increased at a rate of roughly
a factor of two per year”. It has lead to a tremendous advance in semicon-
ductor capabilities, enabling ever more sophisticated multimedia applications
and the fast convergence of the computer, communications and entertainment

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

industries, so that various digital media applications offering the latest con-
tent are connected through communication networks, accessible from virtually
anywhere.

Increasingly, people expect to be able to access digital media applications
through devices with a wide diversity in capabilities such as cell phones, PDAs,
laptops and home entertainment devices, and they further expect to access
them over a wide variety of execution conditions in terms of available band-
width, total number of simultaneously running applications, amount of pro-
cessing power, remaining battery energy, etc. Satisfying these diverse demands
requires scalability, both in the digital media applications themselves in order
to optimize the supplied content to the execution conditions, as well as in the
application mapping in order to adapt to the conditions and to avoid running
in power-hungry worst-case mapping modes, which is of extreme importance
for wireless, low-power multimedia terminals.

One way to obtain scalability in digital media applications is through the use
of the Wavelet Transform (WT). The WT produces a mixed time-frequency,
multi-resolution representation of a signal, inherently offering scalability. This
is illustrated in Figure 1.1, which shows how 3 image resolutions can be ex-
tracted from an image transformed through a 2 level WT. By using this repre-
sentation, it is possible to successively refine the resolution of the reconstructed
signal (e.g. an image) using increasing subsets of the transformed signal. Aside
from this resolution scalability, the WT can also be used in other types of scal-
ability, such as distortion scalability, where larger subsets of the content stream
lead to an improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and temporal scalability, where
larger subsets of video sequences lead to a frame rate increase. The complexity
of these different quality modes scales orders of magnitude [Verdicchio 2004].
This should be taken into account when considering the mapping of the appli-
cation to the device, in order to optimally adapt the mapping and minimize
power consumption.

This dissertation proposes a methodology for wavelet-based multimedia appli-
cations to achieve low energy use of the data memory hierarchy in embedded
processors when faced with dynamically varying resource requirements. The
methodology is based on adapting the application mapping to the encountered
run-time conditions. This chapter starts by giving the corresponding problem
formulation in Section 1.1. Section 1.2 gives a short overview of the Wavelet
Transform, and motivates its importance by describing a wide range of fields in
which it is used. Section 1.3 summarizes the main contributions of this work.
Finally, Section 1.4 gives an overview of the structure of the dissertation.
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Figure 1.1. Input Image, 2 Level Transformed image, and 3 resolutions corresponding
to subsets of the transformed image.

1.1 Problem Formulation

Portable multimedia applications impose stringent and diverse requirements
on their host platforms, as they should be energy-efficient for extended battery
life, while simultaneously providing high performance. Many multimedia ap-
plications have huge data storage requirements, in addition to their pressing
computational requirements. Previous studies show that high off-chip memory
latencies and energy consumptions are likely to be the limiting factor for future
embedded systems [Catthoor 1998b, Vijaykrishnan 2000].

Memory hierarchy design has been introduced long ago to improve the data
access bandwidth to cope with the ever growing performance mismatch be-
tween processing units and the memory subsystem [Hill 1987, Patterson 1996].
Moreover, an SRAM-based domain or application specific memory hierarchy
can be used to minimize the power consumption, as data memory power con-
sumption depends primarily on the access frequency and the size of the data
memory [Amrutur 2000]. Performance and power savings can therefore be ob-
tained by accessing heavily used data from smaller Level 1 memories instead
of from large power-hungry background memories.

The Wavelet Transform (WT) produces a multi-resolution representation of a
signal, forming an important but complex algorithmic component for a new
class of scalable applications. In these applications it is possible to successively
refine the quality of the reconstructed signal (e.g., a video sequence) by selecting
increasing subsets of the transformed signal. This allows connecting heteroge-
neous systems to the same network with dynamically varying execution condi-
tions, where each end-user can download a varying subset of the transformed
signal and still achieve a reconstructed signal of optimal quality, according to
the system’s technical capabilities and the encountered conditions. On the sys-
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tem itself, the application will typically also have to deal with dynamism at
task-level by competing for resources with other dynamically generated tasks
with real-time constraints, meaning not only the amount of available signal
content varies, but also these resources.

Addressing this increased run-time dynamism will require new mapping strate-
gies to deliver power-efficient performance. Fully static design-time mappings
will not be able to optimally address the unpredictably varying application
characteristics and system resource requirements. Instead, the freedom to dy-
namically scale the mapping requirements to the available resources can be
exploited at run-time, so the battery life is adapted to these varying resources.
Further energy savings can be obtained by also exploiting the freedom offered
by reconfigurable systems and modifying the algorithm mappings to the chang-
ing system configurations, e.g. extra Level 1 memory can be activated under a
sudden heavy work load [Balasubramonian 2003] and by exploiting the inher-
ent scalability offered by wavelet-based applications in function of the user
preferences, e.g. by indicating a user prefers a lower resolution representa-
tion of a video sequence over a reduced frame-rate version, or by indicating
a user’s preference of seeing a complete low-resolution movie over half of the
full-resolution sequence, if the projected remaining battery life suddenly de-
creases due to another task popping up. In this context, it is important for
applications to optimally exploit the memory hierarchy under varying memory
availability. This dissertation presents a mapping strategy for wavelet-based
applications: depending on the encountered run-time conditions, it switches to
different memory optimized instantiations or localizations, optimally exploiting
temporal and spatial locality under these conditions. Obviously, this necessi-
tates real-time mechanisms and mapping guidelines, derived at design-time and
added to the middleware. This will be studied in this work through the para-
metric characterization of the WT miss-rate behavior for varying conditions.

1.2 Wavelet-based Applications

Wavelet-based coding is a powerful enabling technology for scalable applicati-
ons, such as the JPEG2000 [Skodras 2001] and MPEG4-VTC [Sodagar 1999]
compression standards and several similar proposed up- and downsampling
schemes for scalable video coding in MPEG [Tran 2007, Ohm 1994]. Schemes
coded by wavelet-based video coding have demonstrated that they can preserve
excellent rate-distortion behavior, while simultaneously offering full scalabil-
ity [Van der Auwera 2002, Woods 2001]. It is based on the principles of the
Wavelet Transform (WT), a special type of subband transform [Woods 1991]
producing a localized time-frequency analysis [Vetterli 1995], where the trans-
form coefficients reflect the energy distribution of the source signal in both the
space and the frequency domain.
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The following subsection briefly discusses the differences and similarities be-
tween the Wavelet Transform, the Fourier Transform and a related form of time
frequency analysis, the Short Time Fourier Transform. It is followed by a sum-
mary of the historical development of the Wavelet Transform [Daubechies 1996].
Subsequently we describe how Wavelets are use to enable scalable coding and
we finish this section by covering a range of specific multimedia and low-power
signal processing applications based on the Wavelet Transform, to motivate
why the WT is a representative and important building block for a wide range
of applications.

1.2.1 Fourier Transform vs. Wavelet Transform

The Fourier Transform is a very useful analysis tool which can reveal informa-
tion that is not directly visible in the time domain representation of a studied
signal. By decomposing a signal in terms of sinusoidal basis functions of differ-
ent frequencies, the signal is transformed into its frequency domain representa-
tion, allowing to analyze its frequency content and gain valuable insight in the
structure of the signal. Figure 1.2 plots an example of a rapidly varying sig-
nal, whose Fourier Transform is shown in Figure 1.3. Through this frequency
domain representation it is possible to derive that Figure 1.2 actually consists
of a sum of two sinusoids.
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Figure 1.2. Stationary signal consisting of sum of two sines.

However, by transforming the signal into the frequency domain, the informa-
tion about timing content is lost, since the signal is decomposed into sums of
sinusoids, which have perfect compact support in the frequency domain but
stretch out towards infinity in the time domain. For stationary signals such
as the sum of sinusoids in Figure 1.2 this need not be a problem, but a lot of
real-life signals are actually non-stationary, with spectral content that changes
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Figure 1.3. The Fourier Transform of the signal in Figure 1.2 reveals its frequency
content, consisting of two distinct frequencies.

over time and localized transient features such as discontinuities and edges.

Figure 1.4 gives an example of such a non-stationary signal, which intially
clearly consists of one single sinusoid, replaced halfway by a sinusoid with a
reduced frequency. Its Fourier Transform is shown in Figure 1.5, which is very
similar to that of Figure 1.3. Therefore the sinusoid components of both figures
have the same frequencies, but Figures 1.2 and 1.4 are visibly very different,
and therefore the Fourier Transform does not clearly represent these differences
between the signals. For a more complete picture, Figure 1.4 would benefit
from a mixed time-frequency representation, as opposed to just a frequency
representation.
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Figure 1.4. Non-stationary signal consisting of first a high-frequency sine and then a
lower frequency sine.

Such a mixed time-frequency representation can be obtained through use of
the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT), which is based on first segmenting
the signal by using a time-localized window and then applying regular Fourier
analysis on each segment. If the frequency content of the signal then evolves
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Figure 1.5. The Fourier Transform of the non-stationary signal in Figure 1.4 only
gives information on global frequency content of signal. It is not distinguishable from
Figure 1.3, even though their time domain signals are very different.

over time, it can then still be traced for each segment separately, thereby indeed
offering a mixed time-frequency representation.

The choice of the segmentation window determines whether there is a good time
resolution, so that events can be localized well in time, or a good frequency
resolution, so that frequency components close together can be distinguished.
More formally, we can define ∆t and ∆ω for a window function centred on the
origin in time and frequency respectively as

∆t2 =

∫

t2|ϕ(t)|2 dt
∫

|ϕ(t)|2 dt

∆ω2 =

∫

ω2|Φ(ω)|2 dω
∫

|Φ(ω)|2 dω

∆t and ∆ω can be seen as measures for the time and frequency resolution
respectively, where a higher ∆t represents a larger window width and more
uncertainty on the localization of events in the time domain, while a higher ∆ω
represents a larger window bandwidth and more uncertainty on the localization
of events in the frequency domain. A fundamental trade-off then exists in time-
frequency analysis [Mallat 1998], which states that:

∆t · ∆ω ≥ 1

2

This is similar to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, which states that it is
not possible to measure both the position and the velocity of an object exactly
at the same time.

The choice of the STFT segmentation window then represents a compromise
between the time- and frequency-based views of a signal. While the STFT
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does offer information about both when and at what frequencies a signal event
occurs, it can only offer this information with limited precision, and that pre-
cision is determined by the size of the window: for a wider analysis window
the frequency analysis can be performed with increased accuracy, but the time
resolution is reduced because it is smeared over the wide window. A narrow
window can be selected instead to avoid this, but then the frequency resolution
is simultaneously reduced. This is illustrated in Figure 1.6, where Figure 1.6c
uses a narrow analysis window, so that time domain events such as switch
points can be localized accurately, but at the same time the frequency resolu-
tion is sacrificed slightly. Figure 1.6d on the other hand uses a wider analysis
window and therefore has a more accurate frequency resolution, but the posi-
tion of time domain events get smudged in time and cannot be identified with
the same accuracy.

When analyzing real-life signals, it is often preferable to be able to locate fea-
tures such as discontinuities, sharp peaks, edges accurately in time, but also to
accurately identify the frequency content of slowly evolving components. This
is where the Wavelet Transform comes into play, by offering good time resolu-
tion for high-frequency events, and good frequency resolution for low-frequency
events. This is achieved by dilating or compressing the analysis window for dif-
ferent frequency bands, where compressed windows are applied for the high
frequency bands and dilated windows for the low frequency bands. This effec-
tively results in a different, non-uniform tiling of the time-frequency space or
rather the related time-scale space, where the scale factor signifies the amount
by which the analysis function is dilated or compressed, expressing information
related to frequency content. Since the Wavelet Transform is governed by the
same uncertainty principle as the STFT though, the total area of these tiles
remains the same, as shown in Figure 1.6e.

This different tiling leads to the Continuous Wavelet Transform, used as a
powerful signal analysis tool in a wide range of applications. However, this
representation has the drawback of being overcomplete and containing redun-
dant information. In digital image processing applications, the time-scale space
is therefore often subsampled using a specific subset of scale and translation
values, in a manner which still permits perfect reconstruction.

1.2.2 History of the Wavelet Transform

Interest in the Wavelet Transform really took off in the 1980’s, after the work
of a.o. Mallat and Daubechies lead to the widespread application in diverse
fields such as image processing, computer vision, speech recognition, statistics
and physics. However, the roots of the Wavelet Transforms can be traced back
to several seemingly independent fields, long before that time.
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a) time domain representation b) frequency domain representation

c) Short Time Fourier Transform
with higher time resolution

d) Short Time Fourier Transform
with higher frequency resolution

e) wavelet domain representation
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Figure 1.6. Different representations correspond to different tilings of the time-
frequency plane.
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In essence, the idea behind Wavelet analysis is to decompose a signal f accord-
ing to scale into a basis of functions Ψi:

f =
∑

i

aiΨi

This concept is related to the well-known Fourier Analysis developed by Joseph
Fourier in the early 1800’s. He stated that any 2π-periodic, square integrable
function can be represented by its Fourier Series consisting of a sum of sines
and cosines:

f(x) = a0 +

∞
∑

k=1

[ak cos(kx) + bk sin(kx)]

In doing so, the time domain representation of the signal is transformed into a
frequency domain representation, consisting of a decomposition into harmonics
of different frequencies. In contrast to the fixed sines and cosines Fourier Analy-
sis basis functions, an infinite set of basis functions are possible for the Wavelet
Transform, which can in principle be adapted to the application properties.

ψ(t) mother wavelet
(wavelet function)

tt
00

0.5

11

φ(t) scaling function

Figure 1.7. Haar Transform Basis Functions.

In 1909 the first recorded mention of what came to be known as “Wavelets”
could be encountered in the appendix of Alfréd Haar’s doctoral thesis. In the
Haar Transform, a function is projected on to a set of orthogonal basis func-
tions, specifically a scaling function with lowpass characteristics and squashed
versions of the “Mother Wavelet” with bandpass characteristics, shown in Fig-
ure 1.7. The Haar wavelets are the simplest of the wavelet families, but their
practical use is limited because they are not continuously differentiable, and
they can therefore not quickly approximate smooth real-life signals.

Nevertheless, Paul Lévy discovered in the 1930’s that the Haar transform was
preferable above the Fourier transform for modeling the detailed behavior in
Brownian motion, a type of random signal: due to the compact support of
the Haar basis functions, they could more easily represent the small details
present in Brownian motion, than was possible using the Fourier sinusoid basis
functions which have infinite spatial support.
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Related work on this shortcoming of the Fourier transform was performed by
Dennis Gabor in 1946, leading to the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT).
In order to handle non-stationary signals where the frequency content changes
over time, he proposed to first extract a signal segment using a time-localized
window function. In this segment, the frequency content could be assumed
to be stationary so that regular Fourier analysis could be performed on it.
By shifting this window over the entire time domain, a mixed time-frequency
representation is obtained in this manner. For the time-localized window func-
tion, Gabor selected a Gaussian function. Over the years, many variants on
this concept were developed, mostly by changing the window function to obtain
different trade-offs in time and frequency accuracy.

The following major steps in the evolution of Wavelets were performed in the
late 1970’s by Jean Morlet, a geophysical engineer working at the French oil
company Elf Acquitaine. In applying standard and Short Time Fourier Trans-
forms to analyze impulses sent into the ground during oil prospection to deter-
mine the thickness of underground oil layers, he found out that compressing or
dilating a (Gaussian) windowed cosine gave a better trade-off in time-frequency
localization. This process of dilating or compressing the basis functions is sim-
ilar the Haar basis functions and stands in sharp contrast to the single fixed
window used for the Short Time Fourier Transform. The term “Wavelet” also
originates from this work: because this process resulted in small and oscillatory
basis functions, Morlet referred to them as “ondelettes”, which translated into
English became “Wavelets”.

However, Morlet encountered difficulties convincing his fellow geophysics col-
leagues of the usefulness of his transform, due to the lack of a formal mathemat-
ical basis. Therefore he teamed up with Alex Grossman in 1980, a theoretical
physicist with a background in quantum mechanics, who helped him develop
a mathematically rigorous basis for his approach, as well as an exact inversion
formula.

In 1984, Yves Meyer, a French mathematician, noticed there was a great
amount of redundancy in Morlet’s choice of basis, and set about developing
an orthogonal wavelet basis with good time and frequency localization. To-
gether with Stéphane Mallat, who came from a computer vision background,
he developed the Multiresolution Analysis (MRA) construction for compactly
supported wavelets in 1986. The MR construction allowed researchers and
mathematicians to construct their own family of wavelets using its criteria.
Furthermore, it made the use of Wavelets practical for engineering applications
through the use of a simple and recursive filtering algorithm to construct the
wavelet decomposition of a function.

One drawback of Meyer’s orthogonal Wavelet bases was that their filters were
of infinite length and required truncation for a direct implementation. In 1987
this problem was solved by Ingrid Daubechies by using filter design to develop
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an orthonormal wavelet basis, instead of the other way around. This lead to a
family of wavelets that, in addition to being smooth and orthogonal, were also
compactly supported or zero outside a finite interval.

In 1992, Daubechies cooperated with Albert Cohen and Jean Fauveau to con-
struct the family of compactly supported biorthogonal wavelets. Relaxing the
orthogonality requirement allowed greater flexibility in the construction of the
wavelet filters so that it became possible to obtain nearly orthogonal Wavelets
of perfect reconstruction with certain additional useful properties. Most no-
tably this lead to linear phase filters of compact support, which is highly desir-
able in image processing applications to obtain convenient boundary extension
schemes and especially to avoid visually disturbing edge distortion. The JPEG
2000 compression standard in particular uses the biorthogonal Daubechies 5/3
wavelet (also called the LeGall 5/3 wavelet) for lossless compression and a
Daubechies 9/7 wavelet for lossy compression.

Wim Sweldens proposed the lifting scheme in 1995 as a new method to con-
struct biorthogonal wavelets, which did not rely on the Fourier Transform.
Benefits of the lifting scheme include a more efficient calculation method by
exploiting the similarities between the bandpass and lowpass filters, the freedom
to use a fully in-place calculation method which doesn’t require any auxiliary
memory, the straightforward generation of the inverse transform, the possibility
to generate Wavelet Transforms mapping integers to integers and the ability
to construct so-called second generation wavelets, which are not necessarily
translates and dilates of one function and have applications such as irregular
sampling and wavelets on curves and surfaces.

This brief summary of the history of the Wavelet Transform illustrates that
its roots originate from a fortuitous convergence of work in very diverse fields.
This already suggests why the WT is so successfully applied in a wide range of
applications. The following section focuses on how its multiresolution charac-
teristics enable it to form the basis of scalable coding applications.

1.2.3 Scalable Coding

The work of Mallat [Mallat 1989] uncovered the link between Wavelet The-
ory and Multiresolution Analysis (MRA), which additionally resulted in an
efficient procedure to calculate the DWT based on iterated filter banks. Fig-
ure 1.8 shows a schematic representation of the 1D multi-level Forward Wavelet
Transform (FWT) procedure, whose outputs correspond to a sampled time-
scale space representation (Figure 1.10). The 1D WT can be generalized to a
higher dimensional WT by interleaving the filtering in various dimensions dur-
ing each level of the WT. The analysis filtering is first performed on each row
of the input signal, and then on each column, before applying the necessary
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subsampling operations and proceeding to the next WT level.

Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level n

Input
Stream
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L Forward Lowpass Filter H Forward Highpass Filter 2 Subsampling

Figure 1.8. Forward Wavelet Transform Filtering Procedure.

The filtering procedure consists of a number of multiply-accumulate opera-
tions. The efficiency of this implementation procedure as a set of iterated filter
banks has contributed to the success of the WT in many applications due to
its conceptual simplicity: only one filter pair needs to be designed and the
only necessary operations are (rather short) filtering operations. However, the
iterative filtering combined with the subsampling typically leads to code with
complex data dependencies and non-linear loop and index expressions, as is
illustrated in Figure 1.9, where the row and column loopbounds scale exponen-
tially in function of the WT level iterator. While it is feasible to remove these
explicit non-linear loop and index expressions through code rewriting tech-
niques, in this case by unrolling the WT level loop, this does not change the
fact that the corresponding dependencies remain implicitly present in the code,
since a level k sample will still depend on an exponentially increasing amount
of samples from each lower WT level. This makes automated optimization
strategies difficult to apply to wavelet-based applications, because they cannot
suitably handle these non-linear dependencies and because the code unrolling
techniques increase the complexity of the internal representation used in these
strategies, making it difficult to find a good solution, as was shown for the
automated memory hierarchy mapping tool MH in [Geelen 2006] and for the
automated memory compaction tool in [Ferentinos 2005].

Each level of the FWT consists of a lowpass (L) and a highpass (H) filtering
followed by a subsampling operation. The output of the lowpass filtering, after
subsampling, represents the input to the next level of the transform, while
the highpass samples are directly sent to the output and are not involved in
the calculation of the successive FWT levels. The final output of an n level
FWT is the result of the nth lowpass filtering (LPn) combined with all the
highpass filtering results (HP1, HP2, HP3, . . . , HPn). The successive filtering
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Figure 1.9. Pseudocode for the WT, showing complex index and loop expressions.

repeatedly halves the bandwidth of the intermediate signal, corresponding to
the tiling of the time-scale space shown in Figure 1.6. As such, the complete
Wavelet filterbank corresponds to a lowpass filter and a set of bandpass filters
with constant relative bandwidth or

∆f

f
= c(constant)

The output of the DWT is often organized according to the Mallat layout.
Figure 1.10 shows this output organization for a 1D three level DWT and
illustrates its relation to the sampled time-scale space;
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Figure 1.10. 1D DWT Output of 32 samples in Mallat Organization.

Figure 1.11 shows an example of a 2D transformed image, as a hierarchy of
subimages, grouped in levels according to the Mallat layout. Multiresolution
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coding can be easily achieved by selective decoding of transform coefficients
related to a certain frequency range or subband image. Other significant ad-
vantages of the WT for image coding compared to the widely adopted Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT), include high energy compaction (leading to large
coding gain [Jayant 1984]), consistency with the human visual system (HVS)
characteristics, and freedom from the common DCT blocking artifacts in the
recovered images.

LL2
(DC) HL2

LH2 HH2

HL1

LH1 HH1

Figure 1.11. Input Image, 2 Level Transformed image, Regular Output Subband Or-
ganization.

A desirable feature for scalable compression systems is the ability to succes-
sively refine the reconstructed image. In this scenario, an approximation of the
compressed data can be reconstructed after decoding only a small subset of the
entire bitstream. As more of the bitstream is decoded, the reconstruction can
be improved incrementally, until full quality reconstruction is obtained upon
decoding the entire bitstream. Each part of the bitstream is itself a compressed
bitstream, but at a lower rate (quality resolution). In this way heterogeneous
systems can be connected to the same network, where each end-user can down-
load only the amount of data corresponding to a desired resolution.

The multiresolution representation of the WT complies with these require-
ments. Figure 1.11 (middle) and Figure 1.11 (right) respectively show a two-
level wavelet transformed representation and its generic output organization
for the original IMEC building test image (Figure 1.11, left). The WT de-
composes an input image into a hierarchy of subimages grouped in levels. The
DC-image contains a low-resolution version of the original image, while the
other subimages contain high-frequency information: the details needed to re-
construct the original image starting from the DC-image. In particular, the
HLi, LHi and HHi maximally contain the details in the vertical, horizontal
and diagonal direction of the original image respectively at resolution level i.
This multi-resolution representation decorrelates the input image information,
by packing the most relevant energy into a minimal number of pixels (the DC-
image), while spreading “refinement” information through the different WT
level subimages, with decreasing information relevance.
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1.2.4 General Lifting Scheme

Though convolution based filtering architectures are possible for performing
the WT operations, lifting based implementations offer certain advantages.
The lifting scheme is a method for simplifying the WT by factorizing the filters
into a set of prediction and update lifting stages [Sweldens 1995]. By exploiting
the redundancy between the highpass and lowpass filters of the WT, this results
in computationally more efficient implementations. Moreover, lifting scheme
algorithms have the advantage that they do not require temporary arrays in
the calculation steps, as the output of the lifting stage can be directly stored
in place of the input. Therefore it has been applied in our experiments. In
principle each of these lifting stages can themselves consist of different lengths,
but we will restrict ourselves to 2 tap lifting filters. This configuration can be
used to factorize all possible two channel, FIR subband transforms with perfect
reconstruction, linear phase and least dissimilar length [Taubman 2002], which
is of particular interest for image processing applications.
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Figure 1.12. Lifting implementation of wavelet analysis (encoding, top) and synthesis
(decoding, bottom) filter [Sweldens 1995]

The generic lifting scheme consists of three types of operations: an initial
lazy wavelet transform followed by prediction and update stages, as shown in
Figure 1.12. The first step of the lifting structure is the so-called lazy transform,
which splits the signal into its even- and odd-indexed components, and which
on its own does not improve the representation of the signal. Therefore, the
next step is to recombine these two sets in several subsequent lifting steps which
decorrelate the two signal components. The two basic operations are prediction
steps P (z) and update steps U(z), also referred to as respectively “dual” and
“primal” lifting steps. A sequence of lifting steps consists of alternating lifts,
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that is, initially the lowpass or even-indexed values are fixed and the highpass or
odd-indexed values are decremented by the outcome of a lifting filter operating
on the even-indexed values, while in the next step the highpass values are
fixed and the lowpass values are incremented by the outcome of a lifting filter
operating on the odd-indexed values. P (z) “predicts” the subsignal B, using
subsignal A. If the subsignals are correlated, the prediction will usually be
very good, so that subtracting the prediction from subsignal B will lead to
a reduced correlation between the subsignals. Since subsignal B can then be
reconstructed using this prediction error and subsignal A, we no longer have to
store subsignal B, and the prediction error can be stored directly in-place of it.
Meanwhile, subsignal A is updated to improve the subsignal properties (e.g. to
avoid aliasing) with the filter U(z). In general, several such lifting steps can be
applied in sequence. The number of lifting steps necessary as well as the values
of coefficients in each step are determined by factorization of the equivalent
wavelet filter pairs. Finally, normalization by factors KL and KH is applied.

Moreover, two useful properties of the lifting scheme can be deduced from
Figure 1.12: the inverse or synthesis transform can always be derived from
the forward or analysis transform by changing the direction of the arrows,
replacing the additions by subtractions and by inverting the normalization and
lazy transform in the graph and it is possible to apply in-placing, by storing the
output of each lifting stage directly in place of one of its inputs. For example,
in the first lifting step subsignal B can be directly overwritten by the prediction
error. Figure 1.13 illustrates that exploiting this in-placing freedom leads to
interleaved distribution of lowpass and highpass samples. Furthermore, the
repeated processing of the lowpass samples leads to exponentially separated
lowpass samples at the higher levels. This fine grained and complex in-placing
explains why automated in-placing optimization tools find it difficult to exploit
this in-placing potential [De Greef 1998]. Nevertheless, it is not required to
exploit this potential, since the outputs could just as easily be written to new
arrays.

Figure 1.13 shows a data-flow graph of the construction of the FWT by both
successive filtering and lifting calculations through 3 wavelet levels, with a 5-tap
lowpass filter and a 3-tap highpass filter and the equivalent lifting implementa-
tion, as applied in the JPEG2000 lossless mode. The lefthand side shows how
lowpass values are computed using a 5-taps FIR-filter and the highpass values
using a separate 3-taps FIR-filter. As shown on the righthand side, these same
computations can be combined in the lifting scheme using two lifting stages,
where initially the odd-indexed values are lifted in the first lifting stage using
a 2-taps lifting filter operating on the surrounding even-indexed values, to pro-
duce a highpass value. Subsequently, the even-indexed values are lifted in the
second lifting stage by a 2-taps lifting filter operating on the highpass values
produced by the previous lifting stage.

In general, each pair of filtering kernels of sizes 2n + 1 (lowpass) / 2n − 1
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Figure 1.13. Forward Wavelet Transform Filtering and Lifting Operations.

(highpass) is decomposed into a set of Lift lifting stages with simple 2 tap
lifting filters similar to the following pseudo-code:

for (pos=0;pos<signal_length; pos++)

for (stage=0; stage<Lift; stage++ )

sample[pos-stage]=sample[pos-stage]+coefficient[stage]*

(sample[pos-stage-1]+sample[pos-stage+1]);

This is shown in Figure 1.14 for 4 lifting stages, as is representative for the
9-taps lowpass and 7-taps highpass filters applied in the JPEG2000 lossy mode.

r1
r1r1

w1 stage 1

stage 2

stage 3

stage 4

HP output

LP output

filtering position T-4 T-2 T

Figure 1.14. 9/7 Filtering Kernel Decomposed in 4 Lifting Stages.

1.2.5 Wavelet-based Applications

The properties of the Wavelet Transform have led to its introduction in a
widespread range of applications. In the following section we will briefly de-
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scribe its use in a number of these applications, motivating its importance and
the need for efficiently optimized, low-power implementations.

JPEG2000

The JPEG2000 standardization processes, started in 1996, resulted in the ad-
dition of JPEG2000 to the family of international standards developed by
the Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) to meet the demand for ef-
ficient, flexible and interactive image representations. The JPEG2000 standard
is intended as the successor to the original discrete cosine transform-based
JPEG standard issued in 1992, in many of its application areas such as the
internet, digital cameras and printing and scanning peripherals [Skodras 2001,
Taubman 2002]. It employs many fundamentally different approaches than
those of the original JPEG, such as the use of the WT representation. At
a high level, a JPEG2000 encoder is composed of a pre-processing stage, the
WT itself, a quantization stage and the EBCOT (Embedded Block Coding with
Optimized Truncation) entropy coder.

The pre-processing stage is performed to efficiently enable the WT. It consists
of a tiling step which divides the image into rectangular and non-overlapping
tiles of equal size, allowing to independently process different image regions
and thereby reduce complexity. However, since at low bit-rates it can also lead
to the well-known blocking artifacts of the original JPEG standard, this step is
optional. The next pre-processing step is the level offset, ensuring the image has
a nominal dynamic range centered about zero. This is used to achieve regularity
between the lowpass and highpass wavelet filtering and to efficiently exploit the
bit-depth. The final pre-processing stage is the (reversible or irreversible) color
transform, intended to exploit some of the redundancy between the original
color components.

Subsequently, the WT separately transforms the tiles in each color component
to generate a collection of subbands, belonging to a multiresolution hierarchy.
Each successively higher resolution version of the image can be reconstructed
by combining the preceding resolution with three spatial detail subbands at
the same resolution. The wavelet coefficients are quantized using a uniform
quantizer with deadzone, which is a quantizer with a wider interval about 0.
Finally, before entropy coding is performed the subbands of each tile are further
partitioned into relatively small code-blocks (e.g. 64× 64 or 32× 32), such that
code-blocks in the same subband have the same size. This partitioning into
code-blocks is used to permit a flexible bitstream organization.

Each code-block is encoded independently into a finely embedded bitstream
by the Embedded Block Coding with Optimized Truncation or EBCOT algo-
rithm [Taubman 2000], which scans through the matrix of code-block quanti-
zation indices in a striped manner. Truncating the embedded bitstream asso-
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ciated with any given code-block has the effect of quantizing the samples in
that block more coarsely. As the bitstream is finely embedded, it offers numer-
ous useful truncation points with rate-distortion characteristics comparable to
those which could be obtained by adjusting the quantization parameters as-
sociated with an efficient non-embedded coding scheme. Each block of each
subband in each image component may be independently truncated to any
desired length after the coding is complete.

The size of the code-blocks determines the degree to which one is willing to
sacrifice coding efficiency for flexibility in the ordering of information within the
final compressed image representation. Intuitively, an apparent disadvantage
of independent block coding would seem to be that it is unable to exploit
redundancy between different blocks within a subband or between different
subbands. In fact, an important premise of so-called zero tree schemes is that
substantial redundancy exists between “parent” and “child” samples within
the subband hierarchy. However, [Liu 2001] uses information-theoretic models
to show that intra-band statistical dependencies are stronger than inter-band
dependencies in wavelet-transformed images and that the gains obtained by
also including the inter-band parent information are marginal.

Moreover, the use of independent blocks enables independently optimizing the
contributions of each code-block to the final bitstream by the Post Compression
Rate-Distortion Optimization (PCRD-opt) algorithm. This algorithm tries to
order the data in the bitstream so that the packets which contribute most to
reducing the distortion are encountered first, so that the convex rate-distortion
hull is well approached for all truncation points. In other words, there are no
real disadvantages due to omitting mechanisms for inter-band dependencies,
which explains why intra-band models have been followed in various codec de-
signs, such as JPEG2000 [Taubman 2000] and the intra-band quadtree approach
of [Munteanu 1999].

Combined the WT and EBCOT enable JPEG2000 to deliver flexible resolu-
tion and distortion scalability, allowing to compress once but decompress in
many ways. Clearly, the WT here primarily enables the resolution scalability
through its multi-resolution decomposition, while EBCOT lies at the basis of
the distortion scalability. However, the WT also contributes to many of the
other features present in JPEG2000, such as the distortion scalability itself,
where the PCRD step assumes (near) orthogonality of the transform’s basis
functions to approximate the global image distortion when ordering the data
in the bitstream. A further scalability axis may be linked to the Region of
Interest (ROI) coding support, which permits prioritizing or extracting specific
spatial regions of the image when decoding a bitstream, and which relies on the
compact spatial support of both the wavelet filters and the code-blocks. The
WT lifting scheme enables support of lossless and lossy coding within one single
algorithm. The improved coding efficiency of JPEG2000 compared to the origi-
nal JPEG (resulting on average in a rate reduction of 11% to 53% for the same
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visual quality [Taubman 2002]) relies in part on the high energy compaction
of the WT, while the removal of the JPEG blocking artifacts can be traced
back to the overlapping nature of the WT basis functions. Finally, JPEG2000
exhibits improved performance in error prone transmission environments due
to the improved error resilience, which benefits from the natural prioritization
of information induced by the WT and the embedded block coding.

SVC

The successful use of Wavelets in JPEG2000 inspired a wide range of work on
its use within the context of Scalable Video Coding (SVC) [Schwarz 2007]. The
goal of this work is to form a solution to the problems posed by modern video
transmission systems, by enabling the one-time encoding of high-quality video
streams containing multiple subset bitstreams, which themselves can also be
decoded at a complexity and reconstruction quality comparable to that of an
H.264/AVC stream [Wiegand 2003] with the same amount of data. In this way
the video quality can be adapted to the needs and preferences of the end user
and to the varying terminal characteristics and network conditions.

Most existing video coding designs in widespread use consisted of hybrid video
coding techniques with synchronized prediction loops between the encoder and
the decoder. These prediction loops are based on motion estimation and motion
compensation. Differences between these encoder and decoder loops lead to
a “drift” phenomenon, where the decoder video data increasingly drifts away
from that of the encoder, accumulating over time to produce annoying artifacts.

Since the use of scaled down representations of video streams at the decoder
could contribute to these drift phenomenons in such closed loop prediction
structures, research mainly focused on open loop prediction structures related
to motion compensated 3D Wavelet Transforms: 12 of the 14 submitted pro-
posals in response to the original call [MPEG 2004] represented scalable video
codecs based on 3D wavelet transforms, while the remaining two proposals
were extensions of H.264/AVC. The wavelet based proposals generally con-
sisted of a 2D WT to exploit spatial redundancy and Motion Compensated
Temporal Filtering (MCTF), which is temporal wavelet filtering along the di-
rection of motion intended to exploit temporal redundancy and support tem-
poral scalability. These schemes mainly differed in the order in which the
temporal and spatial wavelet transforms were combined: the so-called t+2D
or Spatial Domain MCTF (SDMCTF) schemes (e.g. [Ohm 1994, Choi 1999])
first apply temporal filtering to the full-resolution sequence and subsequently
perform a 2D WT on each frame, whereas the 2D+t or In-Band MCTF (IBM-
CTF, e.g. [Andreopoulos 2004]) invert that order and first apply a 2D WT
before performing the MCTF in the wavelet domain. In order to perform mo-
tion estimation in the wavelet domain, these schemes need to overcome the
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shift-variant nature of the WT, where the transform of a shifted input signal
is not necessarily the same as the shifted version of the original transformed
signal, complicating the motion estimation procedure. This can be overcome
through use of the overcomplete wavelet representation for the motion estima-
tion [Andreopoulos 2005].

An issue encountered in SDMCTF schemes is that the motion estimation is
performed in the spatial domain, on full resolution frames. This leads to prob-
lems when the resolution is scaled down due to the resulting mismatch of the
motion vectors at the encoder and the decoder. IBMCTF schemes resolve this
problem by performing the motion estimation directly in the wavelet domain,
separately for each resolution. However, these schemes suffer from a lower cod-
ing efficiency, which can be traced to the fact that the MCTF is less suited
for the spatial highpass bands in the wavelet domain. Therefore an interme-
diate scheme called STP-tool [Adami 2004] was adopted by MPEG, based on
a 2D+t+2D scheme, consisting of a multiscale pyramid, where MCTF is ap-
plied at each scale, followed by a further spatial transform and an interscale
prediction (ISP) step.

However, after an evaluation of all the proposed schemes based on subjective
testing under various conditions, it became clear that, as is, the wavelet-based
schemes typically at best offered a similar rate-distortion performance com-
pared to a DC-based scheme with an H.264/AVC base-layer [Leonardi 2006]
exploiting spatial scalability similarly to the Laplacian pyramid [Burt 1983]
and this scheme was therefore selected. Moreover, its AVC base-layer meant
there could be a maximal similarity to the generally accepted H.264/AVC stan-
dard itself.

While wavelet-based video-coding currently is not mature enough to be ac-
cepted into SVC, there is a feeling that there is a lot of room for improvement,
considering that the rate-distortion performance is already quite comparable to
the AVC-based scheme. Moreover, the performance of hybrid video codecs has
seen a strong rise in performance due to the introduction of optimized tools
and configuration settings. When compared to state-of-the-art hybrid video
codecs, wavelet based coding lacks many of these tools, and would benefit from
the adaptation of existing tools to the characteristics of WT-based video codecs
or even the introduction of entirely new tools and solutions [Adami 2007].

Nonetheless, the algorithmic distinction between DCT-based and wavelet-based
video codecs are not essential for our purposes, since the dependencies intro-
duced due to the combination of the Laplacian pyramid and downsampling
filters lead to similar dependencies as encountered in the WT, with filter sizes
which are often even larger than those used in JPEG2000 [Sullivan 2005].
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Biomedical Applications

Biomedical signals often exhibit non-stationary behavior and contain events
containing significant time and frequency content, making them well-suited
for Wavelet-based time-frequency analysis. An extensive review of Wavelets
in biomedical applications is given in [Unser 1996], showing its use for mul-
tiresolution statistical analysis, denoising, feature extraction, image enhance-
ment, compression and creation of signals including electrocardiogram (ECG),
positron emission tomography (PET), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), elec-
troencephalograph (EEG) signals.

Figure 1.15 gives an example of how the Wavelet Transform can be used in
EEG signal analysis, to improve the identification of the parts of the brain
where abnormal processes take place in the context of monitoring epileptic
patients. The first two rows show a time sequence of the original EEG signal,
while the last two rows show the results of the wavelet decomposition at the
same time instants, which reveal a spike originating in the frontal part of the
brain. In the original signal sequence a more extended area seems involved.
This example demonstrates that the wavelet representation provides a better
spatial discrimination.

Figure 1.15. Temporal sequence of an original EEG signal (first two rows) and the
output of a wavelet decomposition at the same time demonstrating improved spatial
discrimination (last two rows) [Senhadji 1995].

Especially the problem of remote patient monitoring [Jovanov 1999], where low
power consumption is desirable, exhibits similarities to the embedded multime-
dia domain which this work targets. Examples include the work done on the de-
tection of so-called QRS-complexes and P and T waves in ECGs [Mart́ınez 2004]
and the monitoring of EEG curves for seizure detection and epilepsy con-
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trol [Zarjam 2003]. Of particular interest is the work performed in IMEC Holst
for the Human++ program on increasing the lifetime of battery-powered de-
vices for these applications [Penders 2008, Nimmala 2008].

Directional Extensions of the Wavelet Transform

Even though the WT can efficiently represent one-dimensional piecewise smooth
signals due to its mixed time-frequency representation, recent years has seen
extensive research efforts in the field of directional extensions of the WT. As
the 2D WT is constructed as a separable extension of 1D wavelet bases, it lacks
directional selectivity because it can only distinguish between three different
spatial-feature orientations and it cannot efficiently represent discontinuities
along smooth edges, even though natural images often consist of homogeneous
regions delimited by such edges. In contrast, these directional transforms can
be shown to have a significantly lower asymptotic approximation error when
applied to typical images with sufficiently smooth contours [Do 2005], and they
exhibit superior directional selectivity, as illustrated in Figure 1.16 where the
tiling of the frequency space for directional transforms is also performed along
orientation.

Wavelet Transform tiling of frequency plane Directional (curvelet) tiling of frequency plane

ω1ω1

ω2ω2

Figure 1.16. Comparison between frequency plan tiling of Wavelet Transform and a
directional transform.

Many different variants with different properties have been proposed, often
with creative names: curvelets, which have been defined in continuous space
and also exist in an overcomplete discrete variant [Candès 2006], contourlets,
derived from a discrete iterated filter bank representation and with links to the
Laplacian Pyramid [Do 2005], bandelets, which wrap wavelets along detected
discontinuities [Le Pennec 2005], wedgelets [Romberg 2002], edge adapted mul-
tiscale transforms [Cohen 2001].
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There are still some open issues in this field, such as the derivation of a less
redundant discrete variant and of efficient fast transforms. Nevertheless di-
rectional transforms show a lot of promise for a wide range of applications
such as image compression and analysis, denoising, computation of PDEs and
statistical estimation.

1.3 Summary of Contributions

This section summarizes the contributions of this PhD to the state-of-the-art in
low-power embedded system design. Much of this work was done in cooperation
with Aris Ferentinos of University of Patras, especially the work in Chapter 8.

• Switching principle [Geelen 2006]: We have proposed a switching prin-
ciple between different implementations of wavelet-based applications.
Increasing application dynamism will lead to more and more variations
in available Level 1 memory sizes. Depending on the encountered run-
time execution conditions and Level 1 resources, specific execution orders
exhibit the lowest miss-rate. Switching to these execution orders at run-
time, instead of using worst-case implementations, will therefore lead to
significant energy gains. We have shown qualitatively how these miss-rate
gains depend on varying Wavelet Transform parameters (Chapter 4).

We have additionally extended a cache simulation framework to aid in
studying the potential gains (Chapter 3).

• Formalization of miss-rate behavior in function of temporal lo-
cality [Geelen 2008d]: In order to switch between different execution
order at run-time at a low cost, the middleware should be in posses-
sion of mapping guidelines, indicating which execution order offers the
lowest miss-rate and which gains can be obtained by switching, for va-
rying Level 1 resources and different algorithmic Wavelet configurations.
These are derived using the extended simulation framework by focusing
on differences in data reuse potential for two typical execution orders
(Chapter 5).

• Formalization of miss-rate behavior in function of spatial local-
ity [Geelen 2008b, Geelen 2008a]: The efficiency of real-life memory hier-
archies is not based on data reuse or temporal locality exploitation alone,
but also on the principles of spatial locality. We have shown that the
different execution orders are also characterized by spatial locality trade-
offs. We have extended the miss-rate formalization to additionally take
these spatial locality characteristics into account. We have shown that
similar mapping guidelines still hold under these circumstances, given the
data layout is judiciously chosen (Chapter 6).
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• Worst-case layout reordering analysis [Geelen 2008c]: Adapting the
data layout to a specific application component such as the Wavelet
Transform can potentially have a negative influence on the miss-rate be-
havior of other application components. We have demonstrated that this
is not the case for the representative JPEG2000 still-image compression
application, and we have shown how this problem can be theoretically
extended for general data layouts, by applying two strategies for resolv-
ing conflicting data layout choices in surrounding blocks, based on lay-
out propagation and run-time layout reordering. We have illustrated
that even for worst-case layout choices miss-rate gains remain feasible
and we have derived how to further refine the miss-rate gain estimates
when applying layout reordering for known layout choices, where often
a minimal reordering miss-rate can be obtained. We have finally proven
however that theoretic layout choices exist for which this minimal re-
ordering miss-rate can only be obtained at unrealistically large Level 1
sizes (Chapter 7).

• Influence of dynamism on mapping guidelines [Ferentinos 2007]:
The formalization of the miss-rate behavior for temporal and spatial lo-
cality has focused on static, 2D Wavelet Transforms. In contrast, wavelet-
based video codecs often make use of motion-dependent, 3D Wavelet
Transforms. We have shown qualitatively how this can influence the
miss-rate behavior and mapping guidelines for a Motion Compensated
Temporal Filtering (MCTF) application (Chapter 8).

1.4 Overview of This Thesis

The structure of this dissertation is as follows:

• Chapter 2 – Related Work: This chapter describes how this work fits
into the general Data Transfer and Storage Exploration (DTSE) method-
ology, gives an overview of related loop transformation work and shows
why the Wavelet Transform is particularly problematic in this context,
summarizes related Wavelet optimization work and shows how this work
is different from cache-oblivious algorithms.

• Chapter 3 – Simulation Framework: This chapter introduces our
architecture assumptions and describes the extensions that were made to
an existing cache simulator to help with the miss-rate behavior formal-
ization.

• Chapter 4 – Basic Switching Method: This chapter shows how the
miss-rate behavior of the wavelet execution orders can be described over
a wide range of Level 1 memory sizes using miss-rate curves, explains
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the differences between the miss-rate curves for two execution orders and
shows how these differences are influenced by algorithmic choices. It
further describes how these miss-rate differences translate to energy dif-
ferences and gives the requirements for encountering miss-rate differences.

• Chapter 5 – Formalization of Temporal Locality: This chapter
derives a parametrized description of the miss-rate curves to characterize
the miss-rate behavior when considering temporal locality, and uses this
characterization to derive mapping guidelines.

• Chapter 6 – Formalization of Spatial Locality: This chapter ex-
tends the miss-rate characterization by also considering spatial locality
effects, and uses this extended description to suggest improvements to
the data-layout.

• Chapter 7 – Global Impact of New Layout Choices: This chapter
applies the suggested data layout choices to the Wavelet Transform within
JPEG2000 to show the impact on miss-rates from a global application
context, and further extends this problem for general, potentially worst-
case data layout choices in surrounding blocks, where global miss-rate
gains are still shown to be possible.

• Chapter 8 – Overview of Influence of Dynamism within Applica-
tion: This chapter shows how the miss-rate curves and execution orders
can be influenced by the data-dependent indexing present in advanced
wavelet-based applications.

• Chapter 9 – Conclusions and Future Work

This structure is further illustrated in Figure 1.17, which shows how Chapter 4
may be seen as qualitatively describing the miss-rate behavior, and motivating
the need for mapping guidelines, which are further derived in a formal sys-
tematic manner by Chapters 5, 6 and 8, based on the simulation framework
extensions of Chapter 3. Chapter 7 validates the WT-specific layout choices
made in Chapter 6, by demonstrating these choices still lead to miss-rate gains
within the context of a complete application, where conflicting layout choices
can possibly occur.
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Basic Switching Method

Mapping Guidelines

Simulation Framework

Temporal Locality Intra-Task Dynamism

Spatial Locality

New Layout Choices

Chapter 3

Chapter 4

Chapter 8

Chapter 7

Chapter 5

Chapter 6

Figure 1.17. Switching Principle Application Flow.



Chapter 2

Related Work

“What’s a computah?”

‘Eat Y’self Fitter’ - The Fall

In this chapter we survey the related work. Section 2.1 gives an overview of
the Data Transfer and Storage Exploration (DTSE) methodology. Its formal
approach to system-level memory management is extremely important in the
embedded systems context due to the large impact of data transfer and storage
in terms of power, area and performance. The work in this PhD can be situ-
ated in the DTSE context, where it studies the trade-offs in locality resulting
from different execution orders due to varying platform contexts. Section 2.2
discusses related work in the field of the loop transformation area, where the
geometrical model is typically used to automate the generation of different exe-
cution orders with improved temporal and spatial locality, but it is hindered by
the complexity of the WT. Section 2.3 covers the related work in WT specific
optimizations, including different WT execution orders or localizations and
parallelization of the WT. Section 2.4 discusses the so-called cache-oblivious
algorithms, which try to generate algorithms with optimal cache behavior, re-
gardless of the cache size.

29
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2.1 DTSE Methodology Overview

The memory subsystem and bus usage consumes over 50% of the energy con-
sumption in embedded systems [Meng 1995]. This is especially true for mod-
ern multimedia systems such as image processing or video encoding/decod-
ing which manipulate large multi-dimensional data sets, resulting in a large
amount of data storage and transfers. Therefore, optimizing the global mem-
ory accesses of an application is a crucial task for achieving effective low-
power realizations. These principles have been formalized in the Data Trans-
fer and Storage Exploration (DTSE) methodology developed at IMEC. The
goal of the DTSE methodology for system-level power optimization is to de-
termine an optimal execution order for the data transfers together with an
optimal memory architecture mapping for storing the data of the given ap-
plication [Catthoor 1998b, Catthoor 2002]. This leads to a reduction in the
number of main (off-chip) memory accesses and more efficient on-chip local
memory (cache or SPM) utilization. Improving the global memory accesses
generally also has a positive influence on the performance because it reduces
the (external) bus traffic and it improves the cache hit-rates [Kulkarni 1999].

The DTSE methodology is split into several substeps combined in two groups:
platform independent and platform dependent steps. The platform indepen-
dent steps transform the program independently of the parameters of the mem-
ory (data storage) target platform, which is, in effect, chosen or constructed
based on the results of these steps. The platform is subsequently used to further
optimize the program in the platform dependent steps. The platform indepen-
dent steps optimize the data flow, the regularity and locality of data accesses
in general, and make the data reuse possibilities explicit. The subsequent
platform dependent steps take physical properties of the target background
memory architecture into account to map and schedule the data transfers in a
cost-efficient way.

The starting point is an executable system specification with multi-dimensional
array accesses. The output is a transformed source code specification, poten-
tially combined with a (partial) netlist of memories which is the input for the fi-
nal platform architecture design/linking stage when partly customizable or con-
figurable memory realizations are envisioned. The transformed source code is
input for the software compilation stage in the case of instruction-set processors.
The flow is based on the idea of constraint orthogonalization [Catthoor 2000],
where in each step a problem is solved at a certain level of abstraction. The
consequences of the decisions are propagated to the next steps and as such
decreases the search space of each of the following steps. The order of the steps
should ensure that the most important decisions and the decisions that do not
put too many restrictions on the other steps are taken earlier. The former cri-
terion is quite obvious. The latter is also intuitively clear because if we would
perform the decisions which impose many constraints at the beginning, these
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4 Meet real-time constraints
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5 Exploit limited life-time
and data layout freedom

Figure 2.1. Principles of DTSE.

constraints would limit the exploration freedom of the remaining steps.

In this way the steps are decoupled and placed in an order to reduce the number
of iterations between the steps and to shorten the overall design-time. The
methodology systematically minimizes the memory storage and transfers in
order to reduce the power and the area for data dominated applications. To
reduce the power consumption of an application the power formula should be
examined:

P = Cload · freal · Vswing · Vdd

We can reduce both freal and the effective Cload by the way we use the storage
and interconnect devices. The goal is to arrive at a memory and transfer
organization with the following characteristics (see Figure 2.1).

• Reduce the redundancy in data transfers (reduces freal)

• Introduce more locality and regularity in the accesses so that more data
can be retained in registers local to the data-path (reduces freal for the
background memories)

• Use a hierarchical memory organization where the smaller memories (with
reduced Cload) are accessed the most, and larger ones are accessed the
least

• Avoid the use of N-port memories if 1-port alternatives with a reasonable
cost can be used instead (because of area, interconnect and power)
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• Exploit limited data life-time and data layout freedom (to reduce the
memory size and corresponding Cload)

The complete DTSE methodology is described in detail in [Catthoor 1998b]
for customized architectures and in [Catthoor 2002] for programmable archi-
tectures. The global DTSE framework is shown in Figure 2.2. For each of the
stages we describe briefly their general functionality and, if appropriate, their
specific relation to our work.

2.1.1 Platform Independent Steps

The first steps are platform independent, optimizing the regularity and locality
of data accesses in general, and exposing the data reuse possibilities.

1. Pruning and related preprocessing steps

This step precedes the actual DTSE optimizations and is intended to
isolate the data-dominant code which is relevant for DTSE and to present
this code in a way which is optimally suited for transformations. All
freedom is exposed explicitly, and the complexity of the exploration is
reduced by hiding constructs that are not relevant [Catthoor 1998b].

During the preprocessing, pointer accesses are converted to array ac-
cesses [van Engelen 2001, Franke 2003], other constructs that cannot be
modeled by the geometrical model are hidden away [Palkovic 2004], func-
tions are selectively inlined [Absar 2003] and the code may be rewritten
in Dynamic Single Assignment conversion (DSA) form [Feautrier 1988,
Vanbroekhoven 2003].

2. Global data-flow transformations

The main goal of the global data-flow optimization step is to reduce the
number of bottlenecks in the algorithm that prevent optimizing code re-
structuring transformations from being applied and remove access redun-
dancy in the data-flow [Catthoor 1996, Catthoor 1998a]. The transfor-
mations consist mainly of advanced signal substitution avoiding unnec-
essary copies of data, modifying computation order in associative chains
enabling certain loop transformations, shifting of “delay lines” through
the algorithm to reduce the storage requirements, and recomputation is-
sues to reduce the number of transfers and storage size. For the data-flow
transformations only a limited set of prototype tools exists.

3. Global loop and control-flow transformations

The goal of the global loop and control-flow optimization step is to re-
duce the global lifetimes of array variables and to increase the locality
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and regularity of the data accesses. Locality of data accesses means that
the accesses to the same (or nearby) memory locations have to be close
in time and the regularity means that the consumption order should be
the same as the production order. The transformations remove system-
level buffers introduced due to regularity problems related to mismatches
in production and consumption ordering. Later in the design flow, they
enable storing the data in smaller memories, closer to the data paths.
The state of the art in GLT traditionally focuses on one cost function re-
sulting in one optimal solution for GLT [van Swaaij 1992, Franssen 1994,
Danckaert 2001, Verdoolaege 2005]. [Palkovic 2007] shows that an exten-
sion of this approach towards different cost-functions resulting in trade-
offs is needed. This work focuses on the trade-off between miss-rate
and Level 1 size in dynamic environments for wavelet-based applications,
which exhibit complex data-dependencies making the use of automated
transformation tools difficult.

The GLT step is applied before the data reuse exploration and in-place
steps: loop transformations change the execution order to bring the pro-
duction and the consumptions of data elements closer together in time.
The result is that the data reuse copies in the memory hierarchy can be
made smaller since data is kept in the copy for a shorter time period, and
higher data reuse factors can be achieved. Furthermore, the transforma-
tions can reduce the lifetimes of array elements and arrays, which can
be exploited by the in-place optimization step by recycling the memory
locations of this data for other arrays or array elements.

4. Data reuse exploration

The goal of the data reuse decisions step is to improve hierarchical mem-
ory exploitation, to benefit from the available temporal locality in the
data accesses. This work focuses on miss-rate trade-offs resulting from
different locality properties of different loop-transformed wavelet trans-
forms. An important consideration here is the distribution of the data
over the hierarchy levels such that frequently accessed data can be read
from smaller and less power consuming memories. This obviously has a
positive effect on the total power consumption of the application because
the most frequently accessed data is then read from less power consum-
ing memories. Also the smaller memories can then be closer to the data
paths thereby reducing the dissipation in the interconnect, especially if
off-chip memory accesses are replaced by on-chip memory accesses.

The basic methodology of [Diguet 1997] is systematic, though it has re-
strictions on the actual data reuse behavior that can be handled. It has
been extended by [Wuytack 1998] and [Van Achteren 2004], by introduc-
ing some vital cost parameters to describe a more complete search space.
They further explored the relationship between these parameters and the
cost function for power and memory size, and proposed heuristics to steer
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the search for a good solution. However, these approaches are not able to
handle the complex data-dependencies present in the Wavelet Transform
and resulting from its multi-resolution characteristics.

2.1.2 Platform Dependent Steps

The following steps are platform dependent, where physical properties of the
target architecture are taken into account to map and schedule the data trans-
fers in a cost-efficient way.

1. Memory Hierarchy Layer Assignment (MHLA)

The MHLA step maps the most beneficial candidates from data reuse
copy trees to a virtual memory hierarchy. During MHLA, the data
reuse copy trees and the corresponding transfers resulting from the data
reuse exploration step are partitioned over several hierarchical mem-
ory layers, based on the bandwidth and high-level memory size estima-
tion [Brockmeyer 2003].

2. Storage Cycle Budget Distribution (SCBD)

The goal of the SCBD step is to ensure that the (usually stringent) real-
time constraints are met at a minimal cost penalty. The major substep
involves Storage Budget Optimization (SBO) to determine which data
should be made simultaneously accessible in the memory architecture
such that the real-time constraints can be met with minimal memory
bandwidth related costs.

3. Memory/bank allocation and signal assignment (MAA)

The goal of the memory allocation and assignment step is to determine an
optimal memory architecture for the background data. The step allocates
memory units and ports (including their types) from a memory library
and assigns the data to the best suited memory units, given the cycle
budget and other timing constraints [Balasa 1997, Slock 1997].

4. Memory data layout optimization

In the memory allocation and signal-to-memory assignment step, signals
were assigned to physical memories or to banks within predefined mem-
ories. However, the signals are still represented by multi-dimensional
arrays, while the memory itself knows only addresses. In other words,
the physical address for every signal element still has to be determined.
This transformation is the data layout decision.

This involves several sub-steps and focuses both on the cache(s) and the
main memory. One of the main issues involves in-place mapping of ar-
rays and sub-arrays. When the lifetimes of arrays or elements in the array
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are not overlapping, the space reserved in the memory for these groups
can be shared [De Greef 1998]. The single assignment arrays and array
copies introduced in the data reuse step are in-placed during this step,
leading to final optimal copy sizes. The in-place technique for SPM or
software-controlled caches has been implemented in the Memory Com-
paction (MC) tool based on the ATOMIUM framework. Lifting-based
Wavelet Transforms exhibit extensive fine-grained in-placing potential,
which MC however is not able to exploit.

For hardware-controlled caches, advanced main memory layout organiza-
tion techniques have been developed, which allow to remove most of the
conflict misses, due to the limited cache associativity [Kulkarni 2001a].

2.1.3 Other Related Methodologies and Stages

Aside from the main DTSE methodology, there are several related method-
ologies and stages, complementing DTSE. The most important and the most
coupled are high-level memory size estimation, formal verification techniques
for system-level transformations and Reduction of Arithmetic Cost of Expres-
sions (RACE).

• High-level memory size estimation

The memory data layout optimization is the last step in the DTSE meth-
odology and determines the overall required memory size of the applica-
tion. However, during the earlier DTSE steps (GLT) the final execution
order of the memory accesses is not yet fixed. Lower and upper bounds
for the needed memory size for a partially defined loop organization and
order, have been proposed by [Kjeldsberg 2001]. These can be used to
steer the many possible loop transformations for a given application.

• Formal verification techniques for system-level transformations

In addition to the results on exploration and optimization methodolo-
gies, work has been done on system-level validation by formal verification
of global data-flow, loop and data reuse transformations [Samsom 1995,
Cupak 1998, Shashidar 2005]. Such a formal verification stage avoids
very costly CPU-time and design-time re-simulation.

• Reduction of Arithmetic Cost of Expressions (RACE)

The DTSE introduces a lot of addressing and control overhead. To deal
with this overhead, the Address Optimization (ADOPT) methodology
has been developed at IMEC [Miranda 1998]. That methodology has
been extended to programmable processor contexts [Gupta 2000], includ-
ing modulo addressing reduction [Ghez 2000]. The ADOPT methodology
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has been implemented in the RACE tool based on the ATOMIUM frame-
work.

The DTSE steps will typically significantly increase the addressing com-
plexity of the applications, e.g. by introducing more complex loop bounds,
index expressions and conditions. When this computational overhead is
neglected, the optimized system will, although being more power efficient,
suffer a severe performance degradation. This is also the case for heavily
transformed versions of the Wavelet Transform. However, most of the ad-
ditional complexity introduced by DTSE can be removed again by source
code optimizations such as constant propagation, code hoisting, strength
reduction and others [Ghez 2000, Falk 2004].

2.2 Loop Transformation Automation

The global loop transformation step is an important part of the platform-
independent DTSE flow, which aims to reduce the global lifetimes of array
variables and to increase the locality and regularity of the data accesses, by
modifying the execution order of these array accesses. In this way, the in-
placing and data reuse opportunities are maximized. This section describes
the use of the geometrical model (GM) in automating the global loop transfor-
mation step to increase both temporal and spatial locality in subsections 2.2.1
and 2.2.2. It shows that the GM cannot be used to generate different WT
execution orders, which is required in this work to characterize their locality
trade-offs for dynamically varying Level 1 sizes. The reason it cannot be used
relates to the complex WT data-dependencies which make the use of the GM
difficult. These same dependencies further make the use of automated memory
hierarchy mapping tools difficult as shown in subsection 2.2.3.

2.2.1 Transformations for Temporal Locality

Programs spend large percentages of their execution time executing loops,
making loops a common target for optimizations [Lamport 1974]. One of
the first fields where loop transformation were applied was that of high per-
formance computing, where the goal was to increase parallelization poten-
tial [Aho 1986, Banerjee 1993a, Bacon 1994]. Aside from maximizing perfor-
mance through parallelization, they have grown to be of extreme interest in the
modern embedded systems field, where low energy consumption is of utmost
importance. By increasing the regularity and locality of memory accesses, the
loop transformations enable an improved mapping of arrays to smaller mem-
ory layers, thereby avoiding costly bus usage and accesses to larger, less energy
efficient memory layers [Wolf 1991, Catthoor 2002].
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Manually restructuring code is tedious and error prone. Therefore, this task
should ideally be carried out automatically by an optimizing compiler. One
way of doing this, is by using the geometrical model (GM). A large range of
loop transformations may be elegantly expressed through the GM model us-
ing simple matrix manipulations [Pugh 1991, Wilde 1993]. It has been widely
applied in a large range of loop transformation research work [Wolf 1991,
Kandemir 2001a, Darte 1995, McKinley 1996]. Loop transformations performed
on the GM are starting to be introduced in popular modern compilers [Pop 2006].

In the GM model, all iterations of a particular statement are represented by
a polyhedral shaped domain. A loop-nest of depth n can be represented as
a finite convex polyhedron in the integer space in R

n, where the loop bounds
define the boundary of the polyhedron. Each iteration of the loop nest cor-
responds to an integer point in the polyhedron and is identified by its index

vector
−→
I = [ i1 i2 . . . in ]. The iterations are executed in lexicographical or-

der. Loop transformations should change the execution ordering of statements
without violating the data (flow) dependencies in the program. This execution
ordering can easily be changed using affine transformations. The affine trans-
formation TS maps each iteration vector in the iteration space of statement

S to a new iteration vector: TS :
−→
Ii 7→ Ts(

−→
Ii ) = T

−→
Ii + −→o where the T is a

linear transformation matrix and −→o is the translation vector. The T matrix
is often chosen to be unimodular (square integer matrix with determinant +1
or -1). This implies that there is then a one-to-one mapping of the iteration
points of the input and the output polytopes, and that the loop-nest depth
remains constant (so that e.g. loop tiling transformations are not possible).
The dependencies within the algorithm are represented as relations between
iteration points whose statements exhibit dependencies. To ensure the legality
of the transformation, a dependency analysis procedure should check that the
dependencies are still respected in the transformed version.

Until recently, the state of the art in GLT traditionally focused on one single
cost function resulting in one optimal solution for GLT for a particular prop-
erty, e.g. data locality or feasibility to parallelize the program [van Swaaij 1992,
Franssen 1994, Danckaert 2001, Verdoolaege 2005]. In practice, no single opti-
mal GLT solution exists, since applying loop transformations influences multi-
ple optimization criteria.

In [Vander Aa 2005b] a trade-off is described between data locality and the
instruction locality. After merging small loop nests, it shows that on the one
hand the data locality increases by moving production and consumption of data
closer together so that less intermediate buffer space is needed. On the other
hand the fused loop nest exhibits increased complexity and reduced instruction
locality due to the larger loop body size. If the resulting code no longer fits in
the loop buffer organization, this can result in an overhead in the instruction
memory.
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[Palkovic 2007] shows that a systematic extension of this approach towards
different cost-functions resulting in trade-offs is needed. It studies and identi-
fies the particular cost components contributing to the data locality and the
potentially negative impact of data locality improvements on subsequent opti-
mization steps. This results in trade-offs between different cost components like
inter in-place, intra in-place, data reuse, control flow complexity, code size and
parallelization for Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP), etc. Combined, these
cost components determine the final area vs. performance vs. energy trade-
off. In particular, the trade-off between intra in-place mapping and data reuse
is studied, for the QSDPCM [Strobach 1988] application. It leads to a simi-
lar trade-off between size and miss-rate as is studied extensively in this work
However, we focus on characterizing this trade-off in the context of wavelet-
based applications. Moreover we study the benefits of exploiting this trade-off
at run-time in the context of dynamically varying platform contexts, whereas
[Palkovic 2007] focuses on describing all the inter-dependent trade-offs within
the entire design-time optimization flow.

Despite the conciseness of the model and its effectiveness in dealing with generic
loop transformations, the model imposes strict limitations on the input source
code [Bastoul 2003], prohibiting its use for the generation of loop transformed
WTs. The GM can only handle source code which features manifest and affine
for loop bounds and if conditions, which together determine the iteration
domain polytope. Furthermore the array access index functions should be
manifest and affine as well. Only those parts of the code which are compile
time analyzable, called the Static Control Parts (SCoPs [Bastoul 2003]) can be
parsed to the model and transformed. The SCoP is a maximal set of consecutive
statements without while loops, where loop bounds and conditionals may only
depend on invariants within this set of statements. These invariants include
symbolic constants, formal function parameters and surrounding loop counters.
This is problematic for Wavelet Transforms, as they depend non-linearly on the
WT level (see Figure 2.3). Additionally versions of the WT such as the Motion
Compensated Temporal Filtering (MCTF), where array index functions depend
on varying motion sequences, cannot be directly transformed by the model.
Therefore the GM has not been directly applied in this work.

2.2.2 Transformations for Spatial Locality

Different execution orders exhibit varying data reuse potential for different
cache sizes. This data reuse potential is linked to temporal locality, which
represents the concept that if a certain data element is accessed at a particular
point in time, it will be accessed again soon afterwards with higher probability.
Another important locality component is that of spatial locality, which states
that a data element will have a higher probability of being referenced, if a data
element situated nearby was recently accessed [Johnson 1997].
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Figure 2.3. Pseudocode for the WT, showing complex and non-linear loop bounds.

By changing the order in which data items are accessed and computed, loop
transformations can bring accesses to the same element closer together in time,
and can thereby improve the temporal locality. However, they can also impact
the spatial locality, such that data items that are placed close together, are
also accessed close in time. The spatial locality also depends on the place-
ment of data in memory, and can therefore be further improved by data layout
transformations complementary to loop transformations.

A memory line is an aligned cacheline-sized block in the memory. When data
is loaded from the memory, a complete memory line is brought into the cache,
in order to exploit spatial locality. Larger line sizes are essential for modern
memories to increase the access bandwidth and to reduce the access-related
latency per word and energy per word. For cache based systems, good spatial
locality means each cache line fetch contains useful data, thereby reducing the
cache misses, while for scratchpad memories good spatial locality can reduce
the number of block transfers by the DMA [Absar 2005, Kandemir 2004]. Since
different execution orders have an impact not only on temporal locality but also
on spatial locality, the spatial locality should be taken into account when char-
acterizing the miss-rate behavior and evaluating the locality trade-offs between
different execution orders, as is done in Chapter 6.

Related work in the domain of loop and/or data layout transformation au-
tomation for increased spatial locality includes [Anderson 1995], which first
applies loop transformations for parallelization purposes such that synchro-
nization and data sharing are minimized, and then restructures the layout of
data in a multi-processor shared address space to minimize false sharing. For
a given execution order, [Leung 1995] focuses on array restructuring to match
the access pattern and thus maximize locality. [McKinley 1996] finds loop
organizations considering both temporal and spatial locality. [Cierniak 1995]
integrates both data space and iteration space transformations, considering
simple interchange transformations only. [O’Boyle 1997] proposes a unified
transformation technique for multiple loop nests, giving examples of propagat-
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ing data placements and using loop transformations to align access order to the
predetermined placements to improve layout locality. [Kandemir 2001b] also
presents an automated scheme for improving whole-program locality by ap-
plying both loop and data-layout transformations, based on ranking the loops
using profiling. These optimization schemes are again not compatible with the
complex index and loop code of the WT, nor do they consider the dynamically
fluctuating resources.

Work which focuses on dynamically adapting the cache line size configuration to
the program characteristics include [Veidenbaum 1999], which tries to dynami-
cally update the global cache line size according to counters and [Liming 2007]
which tries to detect execution phases of the program and to adapt a range of
cache configuration parameters, including line size. [Kumar 1998, Johnson 1997]
try to better exploit spatial locality by predicting the useful portion of the cache
block at run-time and modifying the cache block size for a particular instruc-
tion or data location accordingly. [Nicolaescu 2001] propose a system where
the compiler can set the cache line size for different portions of the program.
These techniques do not adapt to fluctuating resources, but rather adapt to
application characteristics and as such are complementary to our work. In
fact, the miss-rate characterization with a focus on spatial locality described
in Chapter 6 can be used in those techniques which adapt the line size at
design-time.

2.2.3 Memory Hierarchy Mapping

This work studies locality trade-offs for different WT execution orders. Under
dynamically varying platform constraints, the different execution orders will
require specific cache sizes to exploit a certain amount of data reuse and obtain
the corresponding memory hierarchy performance. This memory hierarchy can
be either a cache or a software-controlled scratchpad. For a cache the data
transfers and storage can be automatically controlled by hardware such as a
cache controller, freeing the application programmer of the responsibility over
this complex task. However, then only reuse opportunities based on local access
locality are exploited, since the run-time cache controller lacks an accurate
knowledge of future reuse possibilities. Secondly, hardware caches are very
power-inefficient due to the tag comparison overhead. In [Steinke 2002] a factor
4 difference in energy per access is reported due to this overhead for a 4Kbyte,
4-way set associative cache, compared to an equally sized scratchpad. Finally,
since it cannot always be predicted beforehand when cache misses occur, a
hardware-controlled cache is not suitable for embedded systems with hard real-
time constraints.

In contrast, a compile-time analysis and code optimization stage can be in-
troduced to arrive at a global data reuse exploitation across the entire appli-
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cation. Explicit data copies are introduced in the source code and assigned
to layers of small power-efficient software-controlled memories or scratchpad
memories. This requires either manual selection and implementation of these
explicit copies by the application designer or, automatic tool support. In prac-
tice a fully manual derivation of the mapping rapidly becomes unacceptable due
to the complexity of the (manifest) code, so systematic methods and partial tool
support are essential. As was the case for the global loop transformation step,
these tools do exist [Steinke 2002, Brockmeyer 2003, Kandemir 2004], but un-
fortunately, as was also the case for the loop transformation automation, they
cannot handle the complex loop structures and index expressions present in the
WT [Geelen 2006]. Nevertheless, the scratchpad’s energy efficiency is essential
for embedded devices. This emphasizes the importance of the WT miss-rate
characterization studied in this work, which can be helpful in determining the
scratchpad mappings.

2.3 Wavelet Transform Optimizations

Due to the importance and complexity of the WT, a large body of work exists
on WT specific optimizations. This section first covers memory-related opti-
mizations, which is also the general domain of this work, and then gives an
overview of complementary optimizations.

2.3.1 Memory Optimizations

The execution order of the filtering instructions has a big influence on the
memory and energy requirements of the WT. Aside from the traditional level-
by-level execution order [Mallat 1989], various memory-optimized execution
orders of the WT have been presented, offering different methods to avoid off-
chip misses: [Meerwald 2002] reduces conflict misses in the vertical WT filter-
ing by modifying the data layout and improves the spatial locality by applying
loop tiling to the vertical filtering. [Chatterjee 2002] reorganizes the data after
each WT level to increase spatial locality, by laying out each quadrant con-
tiguously in memory. [Chaver 2003] realizes a trade-off between the in-placing
freedom and spatial locality present in certain implementation styles of the
WT. [Bernabe 2005] reduces the cache misses during vertical filtering by com-
puting tiles of merged horizontal and vertical filtering, [Chrysafis 2000] further
avoids misses during the higher WT levels by merging lines of computation
over all the WT levels, while [Lafruit 1999] offers the same advantages, but
by merging in a block-based manner, which is well-adapted to the subsequent
block processing.

Comparisons between several execution orders are performed amongst other
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in [Zervas 2001] using an ASIC oriented approach, in [Huang 2004] for a rather
limited single level WT scenario, in [Masselos 2006] by evaluating their exe-
cution time on a Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) digital signal proces-
sor (DSP) and in [Andreopoulos 2003] by comparing their cache performance,
which is similar to our approach.

However, none of these implementations or comparisons consider dynamically
varying memory access or storage requirements, or their impact on the map-
ping. Specifically, this work focuses on the locality trade-offs between the
traditional level-by-level execution order of [Mallat 1989], and the block-based
execution order of [Lafruit 1999], which will subsequently both be described in
more detail.

Level-By-Level

The iterative filtering creates strong dependencies between the operations of the
various levels of the transformation. The simplest scheduling order to respect
these dependencies is the traditional level-by-level implementation (sometimes
referred to as the row-column schedule [Andreopoulos 2003, Masselos 2006]).
Here, the WT is sequentially calculated level by level, starting from the original
input signal.

However, this schedule requires large amounts of memory to store results at the
intermediate levels. More precisely, in the level-by-level algorithm, it is only
after all the data of an intermediate level have been calculated (and temporarily
stored in memory) that the calculation of the next (higher) level may start.
Consequently, the required memory size to store the temporal data is equal to
the input length. These large amounts of intermediate data are unlikely to fit
in small, efficient Level 1 (L1) memories and will need to be stored in large L2
memories or even off-chip SDRAM, if the on-chip space is restricted for area
or power reasons.

Block-Based

The block-based implementation is an ordering which tries to avoid these costly
background accesses between the WT levels [Lafruit 1999]. It is an “as soon
as possible” scheduling algorithm, which consumes inputs and intermediate
results as soon as possible after their creation, so that immediate storage in
SDRAM can be avoided. The block-based schedule takes advantage of block-
based constrained applications where the data has to be processed on a block-
by-block basis (e.g. motion estimation/compensation and entropy coding in
video coding).
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ASAP Execution OrderIdeal Execution OrderWT Data-dependency

Level 3

Level 2
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Figure 2.4. Block-based 1D-WT, with the skewed As-Soon-As-Possible execution
schedule compared to the ideal (but not feasible) schedule.

Ideally, for each input block calculation step, the execution schedule prioritizes
the vertical order through the wavelet levels in order to exploit the production-
consumption reuse between the levels as soon as possible. However, because of
the wavelet filtering data dependencies, this is not feasible, and thus a “skewed”
schedule is followed, where the filtering has to be bumped backwards in the
higher WT levels to ensure all required filtering inputs are available. For the 1D
WT, the difference between the ideal and the best possible execution schedule
is illustrated in Figure 2.4, which shows that in order to compute the first
two level 3 samples, 23 samples in the input level should be processed, and
not just the 8 samples located at the corresponding spatial location in the
input level. The combination of loop merging over the consecutive WT levels
with these data dependencies leads to the even more complex code partially
illustrated in Figure 2.5. To resume the calculations after the first front line of
the schedule, the last processed lowpass samples must be stored in a temporary
memory. The total amount of temporary memory required for this data is likely
to fit in more efficient Level 1 memory, leading to a potentially faster and
more energy efficient implementation of the WT in comparison to the level-by-
level approach, but then the available opportunities for data reuse have to be
exploited very effectively.

Figure 2.6 illustrates how the analysis filter dependencies force the LWT sched-
ule to follow the “skewed” bands. For example, after reading up to sample
x0 = 14 at the input level (level 0), all lowpass and highpass pairs up to num-
ber x1 = 6, x2 = 2 and x3 = 0 can be created respectively in levels 1, 2 and 3 of
the WT. Two such data dependency fronts are shown with arrows in Figure 2.6.
The ASAP schedule performs the calculations along the first data dependency
line (14 → 6 → 2 → 0) and then continues by performing filtering operations
along the front (22 → 10 → 4 → 1). To resume the calculations after the first
front line, the last lowpass samples, corresponding to the “Re-usable Memory”
cells of Figure 2.6 must be stored in a temporary memory (or fetched again).
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for(rowC=0; rowC<(H+TILE)/TILE; rowC++)

for(colC=0; colC<(W+TILE)/TILE; colC++)

for(level=0; level<nrLevels; level++)

for(rowF=0; rowF<(TILE>>level); rowF+=2)

for(colF=0; colF<(TILE>>level); colF+=2){

//horizontal filtering

…

//vertical filtering

for (hor=0; hor<2; hor++){

data[level+1][1+2*hor][((TILE>>level)*rowC+rowF- vrowBUMP[L])/2]

[((TILE>>level)*colC+colF- colBUMP[L])/2] = …

}

Figure 2.5. Partial block-based WT pseudocode illustrating complex, non-linear index
expressions & loop structures.
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Figure 2.6. Forward Wavelet Transform Data Dependencies.

2.3.2 Parallelization

As we will be specifically targetting locality trade-offs between different WT ex-
ecution orders leading to corresponding memory hierarchy performance trade-
offs, we have thus far focused on memory related WT optimizations. Aside
from this optimization field, a large body of work exists on exploiting par-
allelism, which can be considered complementary to our work. These works
additionally apply a variety of the memory optimization techniques discussed
in Section 2.3.1.
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The Arquitectura y Tecnologa de Computadores (ArTeCS) group at the Univer-
sity of Madrid have extensively studied a number of topics on exploiting multi-
level parallelism, specifically for the Wavelet-based JPEG2000 on General Pur-
pose CPUs. These topics include SIMD parallelism exploitation [Chaver 2002,
Chaver 2003], symmetric multithreading [Garćıa 2005], evaluation of functional
pipeline splits and data level splits [Tenllado 2004a]. The parallelization of the
WT on high performance supercomputers, as opposed to the General Pur-
pose CPU approach of the ArTeCS group, is studied by [Nielsen 2000] which
looks at different communication approaches for computing the horizontal and
vertical filtering within a single level WT, while [Kutil 2000] extends this to-
wards multilevel WTs and considers the trade-off between communication and
recomputation.

In recent years, interest has risen in using Graphics Processing Units (GPU)
not only for 3D graphics acceleration but also for non graphics related ap-
plications, as their programmability increased, thereby offering the potential
to exploit the massive parallelism they offer on commodity hardware. This
General-Purpose computing on Graphics Processing Units (GPGPU) concept
can offer significant speed-ups for data-parallel computational problems. In
this context, [Wong 2007] applies the GPGPU concept to the WT computa-
tion and maps the RGB channels to 4 element GPU texels for additional SIMD
exploitation, [Tenllado 2004b] uses a more balanced packing choice where se-
lections of neighboring pixels in one channel are mapped to the GPU tex-
els, while [Tenllado 2008] compares filtering and lifting-based WT implemen-
tations, where the filtering based implementations are more suited for the
stream processing based GPGPUs. This is in contrast to traditional imple-
mentations where lifting based implementations are superior due to their re-
duced arithmetic complexity, and is related to the read-write dependencies
between the lifting stages, which are problematic for the examined GPU plat-
forms and programming model, so that the different lifting stages should be
computed sequentially. The resulting reduced data locality compensates the
effects of low arithmetic complexity of lifting-based WT implementations, mak-
ing the filtering based implementation superior. However as GPU platforms
are becoming increasingly more flexible and new programming models such as
CUDA [NVIDIA Corporation 2008] are introduced, the constraints requiring
sequential lifting stage computation can be expected to disappear.

2.4 Cache-oblivious Algorithms

[Frigo 1999] introduces a theory of Cache-oblivious Algorithms, representing al-
gorithms where no variables dependent on hardware parameters such as cache
capacity or line size need to be tuned to achieve optimality, and gives examples
of such implementations for a number of algorithms such as matrix multipli-
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cation, matrix transpose, and FFT. Cache-oblivious algorithms typically are
based on a hierarchical divide and conquer principle, where the problem is re-
peatedly divided into smaller and smaller subproblems. Eventually, a subprob-
lem size is reached which fits into cache, regardless of the cache size. Benefits of
such cache-oblivious algorithms include simplification of porting towards other
platforms and optimized performance on a memory hierarchy with different lev-
els of cache having different sizes. The principle of a cache-oblivious algorithms
contradicts our premise that different execution orders are optimal depending
on the cache capacity. However, the theory of cache-obliviousness interprets
optimality as asymptotic optimality, ignoring constant factors, so that further
machine-specific tuning can be required. This is verified by [Olsen 2002], which
implements a number of algorithms such as priority queues, and concludes that
in practice the overhead incurred by making algorithms cache oblivious is too
big for them to be competitive on all levels in the memory hierarchy.
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Chapter 3

Simulation Framework

“I hear you’re buying a synthesizer and an arpeggiator and are throwing your
computer out the window because you want to make something real.

You want to make a Yaz record.”

‘Losing My Edge’ - LCD Soundsystem

This chapter presents our simulation flow and our architecture assumptions,
based on which we develop the miss-rate characterizations for temporal and
spatial locality in Chapters 5 and 6 and for intra-task data dependent behavior
in Chapter 8.

Section 3.1 describes the architecture template and characteristics. It shows
how we can adapt to dynamically changing execution conditions, by switching
between WT execution orders at run-time. Section 3.2 presents an extended
reuse distance based simulator, which permits efficient analysis and charac-
terization of the miss-rate behavior for a fully associative LRU cache, over all
possible Level 1 sizes, despite the code and data dependency complexity present

49
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in the WT. Section 3.3 shows how to extend the characterization results gen-
erated using the extended reuse distance simulator for fully associative LRU
caches towards other memory hierarchy systems. The chapter is concluded in
Section 3.4.

3.1 Architecture Template
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Figure 3.1. Architecture template used in this dissertation, including loop buffers.

Figure 3.1 shows our architecture template which consists of (multiple) VLIW
or DSP processors, possibly with SIMD capability. The Level 2, or main mem-
ory is assumed to be off-chip Synchronous DRAM (SDRAM). Each processor
possesses a private Level 1 memory. Typical sizes for the on-chip Level 1 mem-
ories in embedded systems are 2KB to 16KB. Modern embedded processors
may further possess additional layers of on-chip memory. While this work fo-
cuses on architectures with one layer of on-chip memory, the techniques are
extendable towards additional layers (see Section 4.1.7). The architecture also
contains support for efficiently switching between implementations, in the form
of small loop buffers and a non-volatile flash memory.

The Level 1 data-memory can be either cache or scratchpad memory (SPM).
In the embedded systems community, where energy and area are prime con-
cerns, the SPM has lately gained prominence, in addition to the traditional
cache. A SPM is essentially an on-chip SRAM that occupies a small part of
the address-space of the main memory. The advantage of the SPM is that it
is smaller in size and consumes less energy on a per access basis, because of
its hardware simplicity: in [Steinke 2002] a factor 4 difference in energy per
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access is reported due to this overhead for a 4KB, 4-way set associative cache,
compared to an equally sized SPM. Moreover, since it cannot be predicted be-
forehand when cache misses occur, a hardware-controlled cache is not suitable
for embedded systems with hard real-time constraints. On the other hand,
inserting a cache next to the SPM can also offer certain benefits, such as en-
abling the execution of applications ill-suited for SPM mappings, e.g. heavily
unpredictable applications [Absar 2007]. Moreover, it is also possible to design
intermediate reconfigurable schemes, e.g. where sets in a set-associative cache
can be selectively configured as SPM [Texas Instruments 2004].

For a SPM the decision regarding which data should reside on it at any point in
time is made in the application software. In this regard a SPM is significantly
different from a cache, where this decision is made in hardware, typically by
e.g. a least recently used (LRU) algorithm. In contrast, a SPM requires dif-
ferent (design-time) optimization techniques with increased emphasis on the
energy reduction optimizations. Nowadays, these methodologies are imple-
mented separately as source-to-source optimization frameworks. However, the
complex data dependencies present in the Wavelet Transform make applying
these methodologies in an automated manner difficult.

On each of these processors multiple tasks will share the use of the processors
and Level 1 space, to make more efficient use of these resources [Zhe 2006]. In
this manner the processor idle time due to limited parallelism within a single
task can be reduced, while varying resource requirements caused by application
dynamism can be counteracted.

These dynamically and unpredictably varying system resource requirements
can arise from multiple sources. Tasks such as audio players and 3D visualiza-
tion will pop up and get shut down at run-time. Moreover, the applications
themselves will also present more and more dynamism. Complexity variations
can result from multiple sources: content property changes, e.g. decoding of
simple sea regions instead of complicated land regions in an image decom-
pression application, dynamic user interactions leading to constantly changing
running speed requirements, a scalable video coder which can switch to a lower
quality video mode with a reduced resolution and frame rate, depending on the
user’s wishes, the network conditions, etc. This will obviously result in different
requirements being placed on the system architecture, as the processing require-
ments for these different modes can vary orders of magnitude [Verdicchio 2004].

If this dynamism is handled using static worst-case design strategies, the de-
signs will typically be severely overdimensioned, making inefficient use of sys-
tem resources. If the design is instead adapted to the encountered execution
conditions, system resources will be exploited more efficiently and energy gains
can be obtained. One way of doing this is by switching between different
memory-optimized implementations or localizations of a 2D WT, which are
more suited for specific Level 1 memory size ranges.
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When dynamically introduced, pre-emptable tasks are present, especially in a
multi-threading context, this Level 1 space can be traded off at run-time with
other applications, meaning the amount of space varies over time and cannot
be statically predicted. How the two execution orders behave when less (or
more) Level 1 space is available than in the typical configuration, is different
for both and results in a crossover point at smaller Level 1 sizes where e.g. the
level-by-level localization performs better. This can be exploited at run-time
by switching to the Pareto-optimal execution order for the encountered size,
where Pareto-optimal signifies a solution is optimal in at least one trade-off
direction, when all other directions are fixed. Figure 3.2 illustrates this for a
4 level forward WT of a 512 × 512 image, using the biorthogonal 9/7 wavelet
filters, as employed in the JPEG2000 lossy mode [Skodras 2001]: it shows that
for Level 1 sizes ranging from 20 bytes to 800 bytes the level-by-level execution
order should be used, while for Level 1 sizes beyond 1KB the block-based
execution order offers the best performance. The performance is compared
using miss-rate as the evaluation metric. A miss tries to access data which
is not present in Level 1 memory and which first needs to be fetched from
costly L2 memory. A hit, in contrast, accesses data which is present in Level 1
memory [Patterson 1996].

This different behavior offers the freedom to dynamically scale the mapping
requirements to the available resources so the battery life is adapted to these
varying resources. Further energy savings can be obtained by also exploiting
the freedom offered by reconfigurable systems and modifying the algorithm
mappings to the changing system configurations, e.g. extra Level 1 memory
can be activated under a sudden heavy work load [Balasubramonian 2003].
The mapping can then be adapted to this new configuration, by selecting a im-
plementation with higher memory requirements, but significantly fewer misses.

Obviously, this necessitates real-time mechanisms and mapping guidelines, de-
rived by the compiler flow and added to the middleware. At design-time, the
system can then be profiled to determine the most likely set of operating con-
ditions or scenarios [Gomez 2002, Marchal 2003, Palkovic 2005], allowing the
selection of a minimal set of different memory-optimized implementations. At
run-time the middleware can then determine what the actual execution scenario
is and, using mapping guidelines derived at design-time, switch to the most
compatible localization, providing an optimized division of work over design-
time and run-time. The mapping guidelines will represent a design-time char-
acterization of the miss-rate behavior of different execution orders over a wide
range of Level 1 sizes and for various algorithmic parameters, such as image size,
filter size and number of WT levels, as will be derived in this dissertation. The
run-time switching cost itself can be limited to a reasonable overhead using this
characterization, even when multiple characterized tasks are present and the
total available Level 1 space should be allocated between them in an optimized
manner. This problem corresponds to the Multiple Choice Knapsack Problem
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Figure 3.2. Relative miss-rate differences for 2 localizations of a 4 level, 9/7 filter WT.

(MCKP), which is known to be NP-hard [Martello 1990]. Nonetheless, the
heuristic algorithm described in [Yang 2003] can find a good enough solution
in as short as possible time, by exploiting the fact that the design-time derived
configuration points are already Pareto optimal and ordered, i.e. it exploits the
monotonicity of the curves, as opposed to the convexity of the miss-rate curves,
which indeed they are not.

Aside from the costs related to deciding whether and how to switch, costs re-
lated to performing the actual switching also exist. The costs of these other
phenomena can be ignored, relatively speaking, if there is sufficient architec-
tural support. This architectural support, illustrated in Figure 3.1, consists
of small loop buffers for storing the program code of the relevant alternative
implementations for one program phase, complemented by non-volatile (flash)
memory for storing the program code of all possible implementation alter-
natives. The latter keeps leakage in the memory array fully under control.
However, the periphery contains logic transistors that will still contribute to
leakage in a very limited way [Samsung Electr. 2007, Snowdon 2005]. On the
other hand it will exhibit a rather high read cost and a very high write cost,
but this is compensated by the low access frequency: it is only written dur-
ing program start-up or ideally even less, since it is non-volatile, which would
also be beneficial for wear-levelling. In some cases, the flash program memory
will be upgraded, e.g. based on a new downloaded version of code, but this
will also happen extremely rarely, so it can be ignored. In addition, it is only
read when a new program phase starts up, such as the 2D WT. For relatively
predictable applications the loop-buffers can be filled by prefetching from this
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flash memory, so that the switching delays can be ignored.

The loop buffers themselves can be kept very small, due to the limited code-
size for similar implementation alternatives [Palkovic 2007], and the inherent
efficiency of small sizes for loop buffers, as shown in [Vander Aa 2005a], which
shows an energy sweet spot for loop buffer depths between 32 and 128, for the
Mediabench [Lee 1997] application suite.

The switching frequency will depend on the different sources of dynamism. It
will range from relatively low frequency switching due to events such as the
end-user starting up new applications, selecting different configuration modes
or variations in execution conditions such as battery capacity or network band-
width, up to relatively high frequency switching related to events such as dif-
ferent motion scenarios within a video stream. According to [Yang 2003] an
acceptable initial solution could be found in less than 12k cycles, which is 60 µs
on a 200MHz processor. If we assume there would be 4 motion scenarios per
frame at 30 frames/s, this would lead to 8.3 ms execution time per motion
scenario, so that the switching time would amount to 0.7% of this execution
time. Moreover, this would assume that during each frame a re-allocation of
Level 1 space due to the introduction of new motion scenarios was required,
whereas in reality this is likely to be lower, if the motion scenarios in a future
frame could be predicted based on those present in the current frame.

3.2 Simulation Framework

The simulation framework used in this work to derive the design-time char-
acterization of the miss-rate behavior is based on the concept of reuse dis-
tance [Beyls 2002], a metric expressing locality. In this section we first give the
definition of reuse distance and how it relates to the notion of stack simula-
tion [Mattson 1970]. Then we describe how the simulator has been extended
to take the cost of write backs into account, and to aid in visualizing the reuse
distance, which is helpful for the characterization of the miss-rate behavior.
We conclude by briefly describing how generalized Wavelet Transforms were
generated, used as inputs for the simulator.

3.2.1 Reuse Distance Simulator

The following definitions are used [Beyls 2004]:

Definition 1. A memory reference corresponds to a read or a write in the
source code of a program, while a particular execution of that read or write
at run-time is called a memory access. A reuse pair is a pair of accesses
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to the same data location without intervening accesses to that location. The
use of a reuse pair is the first access, the reuse is the second access. The
reuse distance of a reuse pair is the number of unique data locations accessed
between use and reuse, or more formally, for two read accesses xr(t1) and xr(t2)
to the same address x in the memory address space MA, at times t1 and t2,
the reuse distance (RD) can be defined as [Vander Aa 2005a]:

RD(x)(t1, t2) := #{y ∈ MA | ∃ y(t) and t1 < t < t2}

Definition 2. The backward reuse distance (BRD) of a memory access
is the reuse distance of the reuse pair in which this access is the second access.
If the element is accessed for the first time no such pair exists and the BRD is
defined as ∞.

Figure 3.3 illustrates this for a short reference stream. Note that the reuse
distance for the final access to A here is equal to 3 instead of 4, because the
reuse distance corresponds to distinct locations accessed.

33 5

A A A AX X XY YZ ZW WV V V

t1 t2 t3 t4

Figure 3.3. Reuse Chain for Reads to Element “A”.

In [Beyls 2002], it is proven that for a fully associative cache with n entries
and least recently used (LRU) replacement policy [Hayes 1988], an access with
a reuse distance r < n will hit, while an access with reuse distance r ≥ n
will miss. This implies there is a one-to-one relation between the miss-rate of
a fully associative cache of a certain size n and the sum of all accesses with
reuse distance r > n. This sum of all accesses can be obtained by using a
reuse distance histogram. The cumulative histogram then represents the total
hit-rate, or the total accesses−miss-rate. For the references to A in Figure 3.3
the reuse distance histogram contains two accesses at distance 3, one at 5 and
1 at ∞, so that for a cache size ≤ 3 all accesses will miss, for cache sizes ≤ 5
just 2 accesses will miss, and otherwise only the first access will miss.

All these reuse distances can be computed as the depth of an access in a
LRU stack, which is related to the concept of stack simulation, first proposed
by [Mattson 1970] in the context of page replacement in virtual memory sys-
tems. Stack simulation allows single-pass, trace-driven simulation of many
alternative caches, subject to the same stack replacement algorithm. In order
to simulate the miss-rates for multiple cache sizes, a possible procedure could
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consist of executing a different simulation pass for each cache size. Such a brute
force simulation would determine the cache contents at any time t and would
keep track of the number of times an access could not be resolved by the cache,
leading to a cache miss. As such it would have to count the cache miss-rates
separately for each separate size.

A greatly simplified method for deriving the miss-rate over a wide range of
cache sizes can be obtained from certain properties of the replacement function,
i.c. the LRU replacement function. After accessing at least C distinct data
elements, a cache of size C will contain the C most recently used elements.
When a new element is addressed, this element replaces the least recently used
element present in the cache, so that at that particular time the cache still
contains the C most recently used elements. In fact, for all possible access
traces and cache sizes C, the contents of the cache at a particular moment
t may be derived by by scanning backwards from point t in the trace and
collecting the first C distinct elements encountered.

Since the set of C most recently referenced distinct elements is always contained
in the set of C + 1 most recently referenced distinct elements, the contents of
a cache of size C will be a subset of the contents of a cache of size C + 1.
This is referred to as the inclusion property: at any instant, a larger cache
always contains all the data in all smaller caches. Because of this inclusion
property the cache contents at any time and for any cache capacity can be
represented by one single LRU stack, containing an ordered set of all encoun-
tered accesses, ordered along the time of least recent use, meaning the most
recently used element is stored at the top and the least recently used element is
stored at the bottom. In general, this inclusion property should hold in order
for stack simulation to be possible for other replacement policies, so that one
single simulation pass can be used to simulate all possible cache sizes for these
other replacement policies. The sequential list-based search of this stack may
form a bottleneck in stack simulation. The simulator of [Beyls 2004] therefore
computes the full histogram of reuse distances more efficiently using a random
treap representation of a LRU stack, which is a data structure combining a tree
and a heap, that orders the nodes by adding a random priority attribute to a
node, as well as a (LRU counter) key. The nodes are ordered so that the keys
form a binary search tree and the priorities obey the max heap order property,
so that on average the binary search trees are balanced thanks to the use of
the random priorities [Seidel 1989].

3.2.2 Write Back Extension

The simulator makes no distinction between read and write accesses, and there-
fore does not accurately consider the cost of write accesses. In order to improve
the accuracy of the simulation results and to permit a fair comparison to the
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existing scratchpad based mapping tools, the simulator has been extended to
take write accesses into account. Multiple write policies are possible, where the
most significant simulator changes are required for a write back policy. For this
policy, the data is only written back to the main memory when it is evicted
from the cache, to avoid unnecessary write backs. For this purpose, a status
bit is commonly used, called the dirty bit, indicating whether the block is dirty
(modified while in the cache) or clean (not modified).

One option to simulate the write back cost is by explicitly using these dirty
bits. After each write access, the addressed data becomes (or stays) dirty and
will suffer a write back upon eviction. Moreover, if the write access misses,
there can additionally be a load miss, depending on the applied policy. We
typically assume a fetch-on-write-miss policy. For the read accesses, a hit will
not modify the status of the dirty bit, whereas after a miss the status must
be clean, as the data would have already been written back upon a previous
eviction.

An issue here is that the moment of eviction is cache size dependent, and
therefore we cannot simply add clean or dirty flags for each element, since their
value would also depend on the cache size. Instead, the cost of write backs can
be modeled by using the concept of a maximal write distance, which exploits
the fact that these flags do change in a systematic manner: once a particular
element A has been written to, its status becomes dirty. Afterwards, as it
moves through the LRU stack due to accesses to other elements, it will cause
write backs for increasingly larger cache sizes. Right before being accessed
again, it will have reached a maximal distance inside the LRU stack. Therefore
it will cause write backs for all caches with a size lower than this corresponding
distance, called the write distance. If the subsequent access to A is again a
write, it will overwrite the previous value, so that that particular value or
corresponding write operation will only be written back for cache sizes below
the write distance. This means we can add an access to the write distance
histogram at that distance. However, if the subsequent access to A is a read,
the element will remain dirty, and may afterwards move even further through
the LRU stack, to an even higher distance. Accordingly, we should not simply
insert the write distance directly after a write access into the reuse distance
histogram, but we should actually insert the maximal write distance, in between
two subsequent write accesses. The method described above is similar to the
work in [Thompson 1989], but it has been independently developed.

For two consecutive write accesses xw(t1) and xw(t2) to the same address x at
times t1 and t2, the write distance (WD) can be formally defined as follows:

WD(x)(t1, t2) := max{BRD(t) | ∃xr(t) and t1 < t ≤ t2}

The concept is illustrated in Figure 3.4.

The access at t1 is a write access, making the considered element A dirty and
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Figure 3.4. Read and Write chain for element A.

causing a maximal write distance of 5, until the following write occurring after
two arcs with reuse distances of respectively 3 and 5. This means A will have
travelled the LRU stack to a distance of 3 before the second (read) access, and
to a distance of 5 before the second write access at t3, implying that for caches
≤ 3 the eviction and corresponding write back will occur during the first arc,
while for cache sizes of 4 or 5 the write back will occur during the second arc.
However, this has no impact on the total write back costs and the write distance
histogram: if the cache size ≤ 5, this first write access will have been written
back. If the cache is larger than 5, A will have been over written again, thereby
avoiding the first write back. The write at t3 will then simply be written back
if the cache size ≤ 3. The final write access at t4 will either always be written
back (if the cache is flushed at the end), or it will be written back for cache
sizes ≤ 10, assuming 10 distinct locations will have been accessed before the
end of the stream, after this write.

To compute this, it is sufficient to add a maximal backwards write distance to
each node representing a data element in the LRU stack. The reuse distance
histogram for read accesses can simply be computed in the traditional manner:
each time a read occurs the data element is brought to the front of the LRU
stack and the reuse distance histogram is incremented for the distance that the
data element was originally positioned at in the LRU stack. Furthermore, if
the element has ever been written to, this distance should be compared to its
stored maximal reuse distance, replacing it, if it is larger.

After the first write access to an element, the element is identified as having
been written to. The maximal reuse distance is once more updated, the node is
moved to the front of the stack and if there is a fetch-on-write-miss policy, the
reuse distance histogram is incremented as if the access were a read. Finally,
the maximal write distance is also inserted into the write distance histogram
and the maximal reuse distance of the element is reset to 0. For the final write
backs, the entire LRU stack should be traversed to find the elements which have
ever been written to. For each of these elements the write distance histogram
is either incremented at ∞ (if the cache is flushed and the final write back can
therefore not be avoided) or at the final distance of those elements in the stack.
Finally, if a write through policy is desired instead of write back the reads may
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%Reuse Distance Misstrace:

%Location Source Line Tag Reuse Distance

%-------- ----------- --- --------------

input[0][0] 50 wb First Write

input[0][0] 50 wl Compulsory Miss

input[0][1] 102 r Compulsory Miss

input[0][0] 102 r 1

input[0][2] 102 r Compulsory Miss

input[0][1] 104 wb First Write

input[0][1] 104 wl 2

input[0][0] 112 r 2

input[0][1] 112 r 1

input[0][1] 112 r 0

input[0][0] 114 wb 2

input[0][0] 114 wl 1

input[0][3] 102 r Compulsory Miss

input[0][2] 102 r 3

input[0][4] 102 r Compulsory Miss

input[0][3] 104 wb First Write

input[0][3] 104 wl 2

Figure 3.5. Miss-trace extract from the start of a WT

be processed as usual, while for writes the write distance histogram is always
incremented at ∞, as these writes occur regardless of the cache size.

3.2.3 Characterization Extensions

The simulator has additionally been extended to dump miss-traces and visualize
access footprints, to help in the characterization and formalization of the miss-
rate behavior. A miss-trace consists of the original access trace, annotated with
the encountered reuse distance for each access. It is dumped by the simulator
while performing the reuse distance analysis and updating the reuse distance
histograms. To further aid in the interpretation, each address is translated
back to the corresponding array location and tags distinguishing between reads,
write loads or write backs are included in the miss-trace, as well as the line
in the source code where the access is performed. Figure 3.5 shows a short
extract from the beginning of a trace for a fully in-placed WT. As the extract
is limited to a short fragment from the start of the trace, all of the illustrated
reuse distances are quite low. By searching the trace for specific occurrences
of larger distances, it helps determine which reuse mechanisms contribute to
miss-rate drops at specific Level 1 sizes.

The miss-traces can further be used to visualize why these reuse mechanisms
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occur at a particular size. For a specific occurrence of a reuse distance in the
miss-trace, this is achieved by dumping an image marking all distinct samples
accessed between the use and reuse of a reuse pair representing the access
footprint of the data contributing to the targeted reuse distance. Figure 3.6
illustrates this for 4 reuse distance points on block-based and level-by-level miss-
rate curves of a 9/7 filter, 4 level in-placed WT. The first two points correspond
to the block-based localized execution order. After zooming in on the images,
the first size is revealed to correspond to only a small number of locations, while
the second point shows a complicated access pattern over the entire width of
the image and represents the size required to exploit all possible block-based
reuse. The final two points are located on the level-by-level curve at relatively
large sizes. On the image the actual reuse location itself, representing a specific
access in the miss-trace with the targeted reuse-distance, is highlighted in light
gray. The actual reuse mechanisms and the link to the execution orders will
be further explained in Chapter 4 and formalized in Chapter 5.

A final visualization extension added to the simulator helps analyze the spa-
tial locality effects. The second and third points in Figure 3.6 show a varying
distance between many of the samples in the access footprint, leading to a
reduced spatial locality for these samples. When visualizing the access foot-
print, in addition to plotting the samples directly accessed, it is also possible
the show those samples which are located on the same cache-line as directly
accessed samples in the footprint. When data is loaded from the memory, a
complete line is always brought into the cache, and therefore these samples are
also fetched and stored. This is illustrated in Figure 3.7 for the maximal reuse
point of the block-based execution order of Figure 3.6, when the line size is
increased from 1 to 4 words/line. In Chapter 6 this is used to formalize the
impact of spatial locality on the miss-rate behavior.

3.2.4 Source Code and Trace File Generation

Since the simulator uses access traces as inputs to produce the reuse distance
histograms, the miss-traces and the access footprint visualization, there should
be a way to produce these access traces for WTs under varying algorithmic
parameters. For this purpose, scripts are used to generate source code for
various WT instantiations, which are instrumented, using ATOMIUM analy-
sis [IMEC 2006], to generate access traces of array references. It is assumed
that only the array references generate memory accesses.

WT filters of different length, based on lifting implementations, are simulated
by concatenating multiple lifting stages composed of 2 tap lifting filters, as in
the pseudo-code below:

for (pos=0;pos<signal_length; pos++)
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a) 1 word/line b) 4 words/line

Figure 3.7. Additional data stored at maximal reuse point of block-based localized
WT when line size increases from 1 to 4 words/line.

for (stage=0; stage<Lift; stage++ )

sample[pos-stage]=sample[pos-stage]+coefficient[stage]*

(sample[pos-stage-1]+sample[pos-stage+1]);

This is illustrated in Figure 3.8, with values of Lift equal to 3 and 4 respec-
tively. This structure allows simulating the memory accesses of all possible two
channel, FIR subband transforms with perfect reconstruction, linear phase and
least dissimilar length [Taubman 2002]. This class of filters is of specific interest
for JPEG2000, since the two wavelet kernels defined for Part 1 of the standard
both have this form. The pseudo-code above does not give details concerning
boundary treatment or alignment of kernels, which is further shown in Fig-
ure 3.8, illustrating that the alignment of the lifting stages is chosen depending
on the parity of the Lift number of lifting stages, so that the produced lowpass
samples are always located in even positions. For this convention, producing
the first lowpass sample requires the presence of Lift + 1 available samples at
the input.

To generate level-by-level execution orders, the first WT level is completely
filtered horizontally and then vertically. Then for each additional level this is
repeated independently of the filter size, on the resulting LL-subband, which
is 4 times smaller.

Generating the block-based localized execution orders is less trivial due to the
filter size dependent bumping between the WT levels. The required bumping
can be derived by considering the total number of input samples required to
produce the first lowpass output sample at the highest WT level, illustrated in
Figure 3.9 for two lifting stages and varying levels in a 1D WT. Specifically, it
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Figure 3.8. Concatenation of lifting stages allows simulating varying filter sizes.

shows that in order to produce the first WT level 5 lowpass output value, Lift+1
or in this case 3 samples in WT level 4 (lowpass) are necessary, cf. Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.9 further shows that producing these particular 3 samples in WT level
4 subsequently requires 7 WT level 3 samples, if the subsampling is taken into
account. By further tracing the dependencies through the levels it shows that
15 WT level 2 samples, 31 WT level 1 samples and finally 63 WT level 0
samples or input samples are required in order to produce the first WT level 5
output sample.

2*3232

WT Level 1

WT Level 2

WT Level 3

WT Level 4

WT Level 5

2*2 -1
5

2*2 -1
4

2*2 -1
3

2*2 -1
2

2*2 -1
1

Figure 3.9. Input samples required to produce first output samples over different WT
levels, for 2 lifting stages.

Through induction this amount of input samples can in general be shown to
be equal to ntot = Lift · 2L − (Lift − 1), for L levels of the WT:

• Basis: For 1 WT level ntot reduces to Lift · 21 − (Lift − 1) = Lift + 1,
which is the value shown in Figure 3.8.

• Induction step: Due to the downsampling applied when advancing
to the higher WT levels, producing k samples in level l, requires the
availability of 2 · n samples in level l − 1, plus additional filtering over-
lap of Lift − 1 samples at the end (Figure 3.10). Therefore if ntot,L =
Lift · 2L − (Lift− 1) samples are required for L level, adding 1 more level
necessitates 2 ·ntot,L +Lift−1 samples or ntot,L+1 = Lift ·2L+1−(Lift−1)
samples.
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n samples

2n samples lift-1 samples

lift+1 samples

Figure 3.10. Producing n lowpass samples requires 2 · n + Lift − 1 samples in the
preceding level.

More generally without a lifting implementation, if n input samples are required
to produce the first Level 1 lowpass sample, ntot can similarly be shown to
become ntot = (n − 1) · 2L − (n − 2).

This permits determining the bumping required within each level to produce
the first level L output sample as soon as possible: in the first WT level, blocks
of 2L samples are processed to produce 2L−1 lowpass samples, and so forth for
the following levels. Since ntot,l = Lift · 2l − (Lift − 1) samples are required at
level l, the computations should be bumped back Lift − 1 places at each level.
The first final level output sample may be expected after Lift blocks have been
processed in the input level, as shown in Figure 3.9.

3.3 Generalization of Results

The reuse distance based simulator permits direct simulation of miss-rates for
a fully associative LRU cache over a wide range of Level 1 sizes. When a phys-
ical cache hierarchy has to be chosen, fully associative caches are not a realistic
option though, as they are very area and power-inefficient [Steinke 2002]. How-
ever, by applying the proper code and data layout techniques [Kulkarni 2001b,
Vander Aa 2003, Rivera 1998, Panda 1999], it has been shown that the miss-
rate of a direct mapped cache can be substantially reduced. Figure 3.11
illustrates this for a direct mapped cache, simulated using the Dinero IV
cache simulator [Hill 1998], after applying the layout transformations men-
tioned in [Meerwald 2002]. After these layout transformations, the miss-rate
trends of these fully associative and direct mapped caches are very similar.

As stated in section 3.1, the scratchpad has lately gained prominence in the
embedded systems community, due to energy and area concerns. Instead of
letting a cache dynamically decide at run-time which data will be transferred
and stored, for a scratchpad a compile-time analysis and code optimization
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Figure 3.11. Comparison of miss-rate behavior under a fully associative and a direct
mapped cache for a 4 level, 9/7 filter WT with level-by-level and block-based execution
orders.

stage can be introduced to arrive at a global data reuse exploitation across the
entire application task. Explicit data copies are introduced in the source code
and assigned to layers of small power-efficient software-controlled memories or
scratchpad memories. This either requires manual selection and implemen-
tation of these explicit copies by the application designer or, automatic tool
support. In practice, a fully manual derivation of the mapping rapidly becomes
unacceptable because of complex (manifest) code, so systematic methods and
partial tool support are essential.

However, these static code analysis approaches are not able to handle the com-
plex WT data-dependencies, resulting from the multi-resolution characteris-
tics. For the reuse distance based simulator, measurements are done using
instrumentation and profiling, without requiring static analysis. The main ad-
vantages for this approach compared to the analytical are that there are no
constraints on the source code, as the source code is not even needed for the
simulator, and the capability of handling irregular access patterns and irregular
reuse.

Figure 3.12 compares the cache-based miss-rates to those generated using the
Memory Hierarchy (MH) scratchpad mapping tool, which combines the Data
Reuse Exploration step (DR) [Van Achteren 2002] and the Memory Hierarchy
Layer Assignment step (MHLA) [Masselos 2001], to find Data Reuse in the code
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Figure 3.12. Comparison of miss-rate behavior under a fully associative cache with
LRU replacement policy and an MH-based software-controlled scratchpad mapping
for a 4 level, 7/5 filter WT with level-by-level and block-based execution schemes.

at compile-time and explore how it can be optimally exploited. Performing this
comparison required both the write back extensions to the reuse distance based
simulator, and manually pruning and post-processing the solutions generated
by MH. Furthermore, for irregular access patterns, such as those encountered
in fully in-placed WT implementations, the reuse analysis will not work at all.
Figure 3.12 shows that a comparable miss-rate performance can be achieved by
using MH. However, using it to characterize the miss-rate performance would
require manual fine-tuning of the chosen copies at each size, which would there-
fore be counterproductive for characterization purposes. In contrast, the results
of the characterization in Chapters 5 and 6 can be useful to derive the neces-
sary copies and transfers for the scratchpad-based mapping. Moreover, since
the reuse mechanisms are known, in principle MH can then even outperform
the cache, when the LRU replacement policy is not suboptimal.

The replacement policy of a cache refers to the type of protocol used to iden-
tify the line in the cache which will be replaced on a cache miss. As men-
tioned, a least recently used (LRU) type policy is typically used, because it
has acceptable results. Since the implementation cost of an exact LRU pol-
icy can become prohibitive, an approximation of LRU is usually implemented.
Other replacement policies include first in first out (FIFO) [Hayes 1988] and
Belady’s optimal (OPT) replacement policy [Belady 1966], which presumes a
full knowledge of all the future accesses and then always discards the data which
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will not be needed for the longest time. The OPT replacement algorithm is
provably optimal [Mattson 1970] in maximally exploiting data reuse, making
it a useful benchmark replacement algorithm. However, it does not consider
the cost of write backs. Moreover, any optimal replacement algorithm which
does consider write backs can be shown to be NP-hard in terms of the cache
size [Farach-Coton 2000]. Although OPT has very good results, it is impossible
to implement in hardware and compared to the LRU replacement policy it is
also very time consuming to simulate. Therefore it is not used in this work.

3.4 Conclusion

In low power contexts, direct mapped caches, software controlled caches or
scratchpad memories are preferred due to their higher energy efficiency and
because they allow sharing Level 1 space between multiple threads more eas-
ily. Therefore, we will assume that a similar memory hierarchy system will be
chosen in a real-life architecture. Nevertheless, the miss-rate characterization
results in this work are derived from the reuse distance based simulator de-
scribed in this chapter, since the analysis is performed much more easily and
efficiently and since the results can be extended towards other memory hier-
archy systems. The following chapter qualitatively describes how the different
miss-rate behavior of block-based localized and level-by-level execution orders
may be exploited at run-time by switching to the most optimal one for the
encountered conditions.
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Basic Switching Method

“A horse, a horse
My kingdom for a horse

Rattling on magnetic fields”

‘Homecoming Queen’ - Sparklehorse

Chapter 3 presented our simulation flow allowing to efficiently analyze miss-
rate behavior over all possible Level 1 sizes. This miss-rate behavior can be
represented by miss-rate curves representing the miss-rate evolution over these
Level 1 sizes for a particular execution order. This chapter studies how these
curves behave at different sizes and what the effect of varying algorithmic pa-
rameters is. The various execution orders behave differently at specific Level 1
size ranges, which can lead to intersecting miss-rate curves. This chapter de-
scribes the basic principles of a switching method, which takes these intersec-
tions into account to switch to the execution order offering the lowest miss-rate.
It further shows how the corresponding miss-rate differences translate to en-
ergy differences and describes what application properties result in intersecting

69
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miss-rate curves.

This chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.1 qualitatively describes the
miss-rate curve behavior, Section 4.2 presents and explains how relative miss-
rate differences translate to relative energy differences, while Section 4.3 shows
requirements for having intersecting miss-rate curves, exhibiting these energy
differences. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 4.4.

4.1 Miss-rate Curves

This section describes qualitatively how the miss-rate curves of both execution
orders evolve in function of the available Level 1 size and which reuse sources
contribute to drops in the miss-rate at specific Level 1 sizes.

4.1.1 Level-by-level Miss-rate Curves
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Figure 4.1. Reuse distance histogram for level-by-level execution order (4 WT levels,
9/7 lifting-based filters on a 512x512 image).

Figure 4.1 shows the reuse histogram for the level-by-level execution order (4
WT levels, lifting-based filters of size 9/7 on a 512x512 image). The X-axis
displays the reuse distance or equivalently the Level 1 size and the Y-axis the
miss-rate incurred at that Level 1 size. As the Level 1 size increases, more and
more data can be stored, increasing the likelihood that additional data reuse is
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exploited and the miss-rate drops. This has as a consequence that the miss-rate
curves are monotonically decreasing. The drops in miss-rate that appear in the
graph correspond to specific sources of reuse which can be exploited once a
certain amount of Level 1 memory is available. These sources of reuse will be
thoroughly described in this chapter.

As can be seen in Figure 4.1 there are three major characteristic points and
two real sources of reuse. The first point occurs at a minimal Level 1 size and
does not exploit any reuse. Point 2 occurs at a small Level 1 size and reuses
the pixels around the overlapping filtering kernels, causing a large miss-rate
reduction.

Figure 4.2 illustrates this for the first level only of a WT, which shows that
beyond this kernel size where the reuse due to overlapping kernels is exploited,
only those samples in the non-overlapping, new positions miss as the kernels
shift to the right each new x-iteration of the horizontal filtering, or down at each
new y-iteration of the vertical filtering. At a final point the complete image is
reused across different dimensions and WT levels. This point of maximal reuse
occurs when entire images fit in Level 1, ensuring that each WT level array is
only loaded once. At the earlier filter-level reuse point, the different WT levels
arrays are re-fetched at each different level of computations. In contrast, at
these larger Level 1 sizes e.g. the horizontally filtered samples stay in Level 1
before being used as vertical filtering inputs, thereby removing these input
misses for the vertical filtering. These characteristic points are present for all
WT instantiations, regardless of the number of WT levels, filter size, or lifting
or convolution based filtering style. Furthermore, an additional characteristic
point may be observed in Figure 4.1, between the point of no reuse and the
filter-level reuse. This point is only present for lifting-based filter styles and
corresponds to the reuse between lifting stages (Chapter 3).

4.1.2 Block-based Localized Miss-rate Curves

Figure 4.3 shows the reuse histogram for the block-based localized execution
order (4 WT levels, 9/7 filters on a 512x512 image). Figure 4.4 illustrates how
the skewed dependency bands of Figure 2.4 generalize to dependency pyramids
in a 2D WT.

In order to calculate an output sample in the highest WT level, the execu-
tion order first has to perform the horizontal and vertical wavelet filtering on
the lower level samples situated beneath it in the dependency pyramid and on
which this output sample therefore depends. Because the block-based localized
execution order tries to compute these highest level samples as soon as pos-
sible, the computations proceed as if following the boundaries of neighboring
dependency pyramids. Due to this more complicated execution order, 4 points
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Figure 4.2. Different sources of reuse in the first level of a level-by-level execution
order.

of reuse can be discerned in Figure 4.3, representing reuse linked to the filtering
within a dependency pyramid at smaller Level 1 sizes and linked to filtering
overlap between neighboring pyramids at larger Level 1 sizes.

After the first point of no reuse, the second source of reuse is related to the
merged horizontal and vertical kernels sliding horizontally to the right at each
new x-iteration within the dependency pyramid, thereby exploiting the hori-
zontal overlap of the merged kernels within the pyramid, as is represented for
each WT level within a dependency pyramid in Figure 4.4 by drawing two
consecutive positions of a set of kernels and the resulting overlap. When this
group of merged kernels proceeds to the next subrow within the same level of
the dependency pyramid at a new y-iteration, the vertical overlap between the
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Figure 4.3. Reuse distance histogram for block-based localized execution order (4
WT levels, 9/7 filters on a 512x512 image).

merged kernels within the pyramid can also be exploited.

The fourth point of reuse occurs once a complete dependency pyramid fits in
Level 1. Once this is possible, two additional sources of reuse can be exploited:
the reuse between the WT levels within a pyramid, where data filtered within
one WT level is read again by the following WT level, and the reuse due to
the horizontal overlap between the pyramids. Figure 4.4 represents this by also
drawing the following position of the dependency pyramid and the thereby
resulting horizontal overlap. The point of maximal reuse for a block-based
localized execution order occurs once a complete row of dependency pyramids
fits in Level 1, so that the vertical overlap between dependency pyramids can
also be exploited.

4.1.3 Impact of Algorithmic Parameters on Miss-rate Be-

havior

How the miss-rate curves of different execution orders behave under varying
algorithmic parameters can be explained by using the reuse mechanisms corre-
sponding to the explained reuse points.

Figure 4.5 shows the effect of varying aspect ratios for the input images, and
here only the Level 1 size of the block-based maximal reuse point is influenced,
since it depends on the image width and not the image height. The sizes for
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Figure 4.4. Different sources of reuse in the block-based localized execution order.

the maximal level-by-level reuse on the other hand depend on the overall image
size which remains constant.

Figure 4.6 further shows the influence of increasing image sizes in a log-log
graph. Generally speaking, the curves simply shift upwards, indicating the
miss-rates are multiplied by the image size, whereas the Level 1 sizes of the
reuse points mostly do not depend on the image size. The only points for
which this does not hold are the maximal reuse points, where level-by-level has
to store entire image arrays, while block-based has to store a row of pyramids
over the width of the image, so that these reuse sizes do grow with the image
size. Aside from these points, the general shape of the curves is not influenced
by the image size. In other words, even though the image size has a tremendous
influence on the total miss-rates, both execution orders are influenced similarly,
so that the trade-offs between the execution orders do not change.

Figure 4.7 shows what happens when the number of WT levels grows: the
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Figure 4.5. Influence of varying image aspect ratio on miss-rate curves.

level-by-level miss-rates increase slightly since each additional WT level is 4
times smaller, leading to a miss-rate saturation. For the block-based execution
order the influence is somewhat more complicated, because the dependency
pyramids grow exponentially with each additional level. Therefore the Level 1
size grows for many of the points, while the miss-rate tends to drop, as more
filtering reuse is exploited within the pyramid.

Figure 4.8 illustrates the effect of increasing filter sizes. For level-by-level this
only increases the Level 1 size of the filter-level reuse point, which requires
enough space to store a filter. For the block-based curve, pronounced size and
miss-rate increases can be observed for most points.

From these examples we may conclude that the miss-rate trade-offs are influ-
enced least by the image aspect ratio and image size parameters, which only
modify limited parts of the miss-rate characteristics, whereas the influence of
filter size and wavelet levels is more pronounced, as they also influence the loca-
tion of the cross-over sizes and the distance between the curves. The influence
of all these parameters will be formalized quantitatively in Chapter 5.
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4.1.4 Other Execution Orders

Moreover the execution orders are not limited to just the level-by-level or block-
based localizations. In fact many more are obtainable through localization loop
transformations, only some of which are Pareto-optimal over certain Level 1 size
ranges, as is shown in Figure 4.9 for 5 different localizations, including level-by-
level and block-based localized, but also a line-based variant [Chrysafis 2000],
an intermediate between level-by-level and fully block-based and a tiling of
merged horizontal and vertical filtering [Bernabe 2005].

The intermediate block-based localizations are localized up to a certain level,
as shown in Figure 4.10(b). In contrast to Figure 4.10(a), where each value
in the final output level is computed as soon as possible by first processing all
values on which it depends sequentially from the input level up to the final
level, in Figure 4.10(b) only the values in the second-to-last output level are
similarly computed as soon as possible, but the final level values are computed
only after all previous levels are fully processed. In this manner, the extended
Level 1 space requirements due to exponentially growing dependency pyramids
are reduced and the costly off-chip accesses corresponding to the lower WT
levels are avoided, but at the same time less filtering reuse is exploited within
the (smaller) dependency pyramids. In this way a trade-off may be realized
between Level 1 size for specific reuse points, and the corresponding miss-
rate. A similar trade-off is realized in the tiled execution order of merged
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horizontal and vertical filtering, where each level is independently tiled to avoid
the dependency pyramids, so that the reuse between the levels is exploited less,
in return for more filtering reuse and reuse between horizontal and vertical
filtering at smaller L1 sizes.

The line-based variant is a two-dimensional extension of the recursive pyramid
algorithm (RPA) [Vishwanath 1994]. Whereas the block-based localized exe-
cution order sequentially filters each level within a dependency pyramid, the
RPA continuously switches between the WT levels, producing each higher level
sample as soon as the required input samples are available, as is illustrated in
Figure 4.10(c). This has as a benefit that the Level 1 size, required to exploit
all the production-consumption reuse between the WT levels, does not grow
exponentially with the number of WT levels (as is the case for block-based lo-
calized level 1 size which has to store an entire dependency pyramid). Instead
it grows linearly with the number of levels, since at each level only the data cor-
responding to one filtering operation needs to be stored. In the 2D line-based
extension, each 1D sample in Figure 4.10(c) is replaced by a complete image
line. Therefore the size required to maximally exploit reuse can in principle
be smaller for this localization than for the block-based localization, as the
size grows linearly with the number of levels and not exponentially. This can
be seen in Figure 4.9, where the line-based curve dips below the block-based
localized curve in the region of maximal reuse. However, due to the line-based
processing order, it is not possible to exploit vertical filtering reuse unless the
full set of lines is stored, leading to a poor miss-rate at smaller Level 1 ranges.
Furthermore, this particular line-based instance is a variant which is split over
the lefthand and righthand side of the image, so that half lines may be stored
instead of full lines, leading to a factor two reduction in Level 1 size required for
vertical filtering and production-consumption reuse, and only a slight miss-rate
increase at larger Level 1 sizes.

We further focus our analysis on the representative level-by-level and block-
based localized execution orders, since Figure 4.9 shows these are Pareto-
optimal over a wide Level 1 range. Nevertheless the analysis can easily be
extended for the other localization variants.

4.1.5 Execution Order Switching

The two WT execution orders described in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 result in
different memory hierarchy performance: the level-by-level style needs to access
the samples between the different WT levels from off-chip, as the required size
for this intermediate data is typically too large to still store in the foreground
layers. This results in many more misses to off-chip memory than for the block-
based localized execution order, which can keep the intermediate data on-chip
and more or less only needs to go off-chip to access the input and output data.
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However this presumes that a certain amount of space is available in the Level 1
memory to achieve this performance. The behavior described for level-by-level
assumes that only the spatial filtering reuse within each level is exploited, so
that only enough space corresponding to the filter size should be present in
Level 1, which can be reused for the different levels (and directions in a N-
dimensional WT). In contrast, in a block-based localization style all WT levels
are alive simultaneously and “blocks” of samples should be stored for each level
in a dependency pyramid, meaning the Level 1 space required for the desired
performance is much larger than for level-by-level.

How the two execution orders behave when less (or more) Level 1 space than
in the typical configuration is available, is different for both and results in a
crossover point at smaller Level 1 sizes where level-by-level has a better hit-
rate. This can be exploited at run-time by switching to the Pareto-optimal
execution order for the encountered size.
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Figure 4.11. Relative miss-rate differences for 2 localizations of a 4 level, 9/7 filter
WT.

Figure 4.11 illustrates this principle for a 4 level, 9/7 filter. It shows that the
level-by-level execution order indeed offers a better miss-rate at small Level 1
sizes, but that its performance does not scale with a growing Level 1 size: due
to the processing order, the miss-rate improves only when complete wavelet
levels are stored on-chip, which is typically for unrealistically large Level 1
sizes. When the available Level 1 space exceeds about 2 kB, the block-based
localized WT on the other hand is able to exploit more data reuse, between the
horizontal and vertical filtering and between the various levels of the WT. As
a consequence, at Level 1 sizes larger than 4 kB the block-based localized WT
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offers a miss-rate 18% lower than the level-by-level WT miss-rate. Accordingly,
it makes sense to select this execution order for implementation.

If less Level 1 space is available at run-time due to task-level dynamism and
a very heavy workload, the block-based WT performs significantly worse. It
is then not only impossible to exploit the data reuse between horizontal and
vertical filtering and between the WT levels, but also the temporal filtering
reuse is underexploited. This is not the case for the level-by-level execution
order. Accordingly at very small sizes, corresponding to a heavy workload,
level-by-level can have up to a 52% lower miss-rate.

4.1.6 Other Memory Mapping Strategies
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Figure 4.12. Comparison of behavior under a fully associative and a direct mapped
cache for a 4 level, 5/3 filter WT with level-by-level and block-based execution orders.

These trade-off trends may also be observed when using other memory hierar-
chy mapping schemes than the fully associative cache-based scheme with LRU
replacement policy used to generate the earlier miss-rate curves. This is illus-
trated in Figure 4.12 for a direct-mapped cache instead of a fully associative
cache, simulated using the Dinero IV cache simulator [Hill 1998], after applying
the simple array-padding layout transformations mentioned in [Panda 1999] to
reduce conflict misses. The miss-rate behavior of the direct-mapped caches can
be seen to closely follow that of a fully-associative cache, if care is taken to
avoid conflict misses.
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Figure 4.13. Comparison of miss-rate behavior under a fully associative cache and
an MH-based software-controlled scratchpad mapping for a 4 level, 7/5 filter WT with
level-by-level and block-based execution schemes.
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Figure 4.13 further shows the result of a software-controlled scratchpad map-
ping using MH while Figure 4.14 shows the result using the Belady replace-
ment policy. The same trends can once more be observed in these graphs,
with the level-by-level order displaying a lower miss-rate at small Level 1 sizes
and block-based displaying a lower-miss-rate at larger Level 1 sizes. However,
for the MH-based scratchpad solution the crossover point is situated at larger
Level 1 sizes than for the LRU cache mapping, due to the difficulties caused
by the WT data dependencies for the MH tool. Through manual refinement
it should be possible to reduce the required sizes and reach the same perfor-
mance as that of a fully associative LRU-based cache. Using Belady’s optimal
replacement policy the crossover point is located at smaller Level 1 sizes.

4.1.7 Multi-layer Hierarchies

We are using a memory hierarchy with a single on-chip layer in our simulation
flow, but this can in principle be extended to multiple layers. Since trade-offs
are possible at different sizes, they may also occur at the larger sizes corre-
sponding to these bigger additional layers.

Using our simulator toolflow, it is possible to generate miss-rate curves repre-
senting the miss-rate behavior over a wide range of Level 1 sizes. Therefore it
should be possible to focus on the smaller sizes of the curve to study the Level 1
miss-rates, while the larger sizes of the curve can give information about the
miss-rates for Level 2 or higher layers. This assumes it is possible to represent
the miss-rate of multiple layers using a single miss-rate curve.

If the memory hierarchy would be composed of a chain of independent LRU-
based caches, this might not necessarily be the case. As it is the goal of the
smaller layers to maximally exploit reuse, they would only let those accesses
with low locality miss and they would actually filter out the accesses with
high locality towards the larger layers. In this way these larger layers would
observe a different access trace, which would modify the LRU-behavior and the
resulting miss-rate.

A related problem is the ambiguity in how to evaluate the relative miss-rate
performance of the second and higher layers: this can either be done inde-
pendently for each layer, where the misses are compared to the total number
of memory accesses to each layer, resulting in the local miss-rate or it can be
done globally, where the misses are compared to the total number of memory
accesses generated by the processor, resulting in a global miss-rate. This global
miss-rate is the more useful measure: it indicates what fraction of the memory
accesses that leave the processor, go all the way to memory, while the local
miss-rate is distorted due to the previous layers skimming the high-locality
accesses away [Patterson 1996]. This global miss-rate can be directly derived
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from a single miss-rate curve, by dividing the misses by the total amount of
memory accesses.

In multilayer caches, a policy of multilevel inclusion is often followed, imply-
ing that Level 1 data are always present in the higher layers, which can be
guaranteed if these layers observe the actual access trace [Baer 1988], so that
they would not be influenced by smaller present layers and one miss-rate curve
could be used for the entire hierarchy. However, as explained in Chapter 3, even
though a cache simulator based toolflow is used in the experiments for reasons
of simulation efficiency, we are targetting scratchpad hierarchies instead of mul-
tilevel caches, because of their energy efficiency: in [Steinke 2002] a factor 4
difference in energy per access is reported due to the cache tag comparison
overhead for a 4 kB, 4-way set associative cache, compared to an equally sized
SPM.
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For these scratchpad based multilevel hierarchies it is possible to derive the
miss-rates of the different layers using the existing miss-rate curves. However,
the mapping guidelines and switching choices should be extended for these
multilevel hierarchies, since it is not possible to switch between execution orders
independently for Level 1 and Level 2, as is shown in Figure 4.15. Based on
the traditional single layer mapping guidelines, if the available Level 1 space
shrinks from 8 kB to 1 kB, the middleware would switch from the fully block-
based localized curve to the level-by-level curve, giving about 52% fewer Level 1
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misses. However, doing so will also influence the Level 2 behavior, which would
suffer about twice as many misses and since Level 2 has a higher energy cost
than Level 1, this is typically not acceptable.
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On the other hand, if the middleware switches to the weakly localized curve,
the Level 2 misses would not increase assuming more than 80K Level 2 space
is available and similar Level 1 gains would then be realized for this scenario.
This weakly localized curve represents a different localization where the filter-
ing kernels within the dependency bands have not been fully merged. In this
way, compared to the fully localized execution order, more filtering reuse is
exploited within the dependency bands at small Level 1 sizes, but the reuse
exploitation between dimensions within the dependency bands only occurs at
larger Level 1 sizes. In a single layer architecture, this localization would not
have been optimal in any Level 1 size region. However, in a multilevel hier-
archy, we must consider not only missL1 gains, but also the missL2 gains, by
looking at the Level 1 size, the Level 2 size, and their relative shifts due to
dynamism. Figures 4.16 and 4.17 represent other localizations, which can be
better than level-by-level under the illustrated circumstances. These localiza-
tions additionally offer limited Level 2 miss-rate gains by switching. Therefore
we can conclude that the miss-rate trade-offs become significantly more com-
plicated in a multilevel hierarchy, and that the mapping guidelines should be
extended accordingly, but that similar miss-rate gains can be obtained then.
The following section will examine how these relative miss-rate gains translate
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to relative energy gains.

4.2 Energy Gains Due to Switching

To determine how relative miss-rate differences translate to relative memory
energy differences, we will now derive a translation factor linking a relative
gain in miss-rate to a relative gain in energy consumption: we assign a fixed
cost EL1 to a Level 1 memory access and a fixed cost EL2 to a Level 2 memory
access [Kamble 1997], based on the assumption that the memory architectures
are fixed at run-time and that reconfiguration is not allowed. This results in a
cost EL1 for each cache hit and a cost 2 · EL1 + EL2 for each cache miss (due
to one Level 2 read and one Level 1 write and read), or a total energy cost:

E = (2 · EL1 + EL2) · miss + EL1 · hit
= EL1 · (hit + miss) + (EL1 + EL2) · miss

= EL1 · accessestotal + (EL1 + EL2) · miss
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For two execution orders a and b, this leads to a relative energy difference
(assuming missb > missa and Eb > Ea):

Eb − Ea

Eb
=

(EL1 + EL2) · (missb − missa)

EL1 · (accessestotal) + (EL1 + EL2) · missb
(4.1)

=
missb − missa

missb
× 1

1 + EL1

EL1+EL2

accessestotal
missb

(4.2)

=
missb − missa

missb
× τ (4.3)

When converted to a relative gain in energy, a gain in miss-rate is reduced by
the translation factor τ given in equation 4.3 above. It indicates that when
the miss-rate is relatively low and EL2 is not much higher than EL1, most
of the gains related to the miss-rate reduction are hidden by the constant
EL1 ·accessestotal in the energy formula. However, in a good memory hierarchy
design for embedded applications, the total energy consumption is reduced
by making EL1 low, requiring small Level 1 sizes. The Level 2 size and the
corresponding EL2 will then be much larger, as it still needs to be large enough
to store large data in background. In such cases, the translation factor τ is
close to one, even for small miss-rates, and a reduction in miss-rate translates
directly to a reduction in energy.

Table 4.1. On-chip SRAM energy [Papanikolaou 2003]

size (bytes) 1024 4096 8192 65536 131072 1048576
energy (nJ/access) 0.024 0.045 0.068 0.311 0.473 1.894

Table 4.2. Off-chip SDRAM energy (Micron MT48LC16M8A2, [Micron 1999])

energy (nJ/access) 3.5
energy (nJ/page activate) 10

According to the energy numbers given in table 4.1, an 8 kB Level 1 SRAM
memory has an energy cost of 0.068 nJ/access, while according to table 4.2 if
we assume 20% page misses, a 128 MB Level 2 SDRAM memory on average
leads to an energy cost of 3.5 + 0.2 · 10 = 5.5 nJ/access. For these energy
costs, and with the miss-rates given in Figure 4.11, the translation factor τ
for the miss-rate reduction of 18% is 95.3%, leading to an energy gain of 17%,
while for the miss-rate reduction of 52%, τ is 97.7%, giving an energy gain of
51%. This shows that within the embedded multimedia and wireless context,
these miss-rate reductions indeed lead to nearly proportional energy reductions.
These two miss-rate gains are plotted on Figure 4.18, which shows how the
translation factor τ evolves in function of the energy ratios EL1/EL2 and the
miss-rate ratios missb/totalaccesses.
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Note that if there is further also an on-chip Level 2 memory, this will typically
be in a size range of 128 kB to 1MB. For those kinds of large sizes, the mem-
ory layers will become more costly to access in terms of energy, resulting in a
smaller energy-per-access difference between Level 2 and the off-chip memory.
Consequently, the translation factor will decrease, so that the miss-rate differ-
ences will translate to smaller energy differences. However, even for a EL2 of
1MB and the miss-rate reduction of 18%, the corresponding translation factor
of 50% (cf. Figure 4.18) will still result in an energy reduction of 9%.
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In a static environment, a designer knows how much Level 1 space is available
and can choose a suitable execution order. As level-by-level is only optimal
for quite limited Level 1 sizes, a block-based execution order will be chosen
typically. In a dynamic environment we cannot predict at design-time how
much Level 1 space is available. We can then either keep only the block-based
execution order, which will have an optimal miss-rate most of the time, or we
can switch to a level-by-level execution order when there is a heavy workload
and Level 1 space becomes limited. If we assume enough memory for the
block-based execution order is available 80% of the time, switching over to the
level-by-level execution order in the remaining 20% would still deliver a 19%
energy saving, compared to always staying in the block-based execution order,
if the run-time switching energy overhead costs may be ignored.

The SRAM and SDRAM energy figures given in table 4.1 and table 4.2 can
also be used to give an idea of the run-time switching energy overhead costs, by
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comparing the orders of magnitude of the energy consumed by the switching
strategies in the instruction memory hierarchy, to the energy savings obtained
in the data memory hierarchy, keeping in mind the architecture template shown
in Figure 3.1. This shows architectural support for efficiently performing the
switching, consisting of small loop buffers for storing the relevant alternative
implementations’ program memory, complemented by non-volatile flash mem-
ory used for storing the program code of all possible implementation alterna-
tives.

(a) 32 bits wide, 64 rows high, umc90
technology loop buffer [Raghavan 2008]

energy (nJ/activation) 0.00943
leakage power (µW ) 9.19

(b) NAND flash mem-
ory, [Samsung Electr. 2007]

page read (nJ/512 bytes) 171
page write (µJ/512 bytes) 1.98
standby power (µW ) 18

Table 4.3. Energy consumption of loop buffers ((a)) and flash memory ((b))

For the loop buffers, we assume that one is used per scenario, with a width of
32 bits and a height of 64 rows. This is well inside the optimal specifications
of 32 to 128 rows mentioned in [Vander Aa 2005a], and will lead to a dynamic
cost of 0.00943 nJ/activation and a leakage power of 9.19 µW (table 4.3(a)).
For the flash memory, a page read incurs an energy consumption of 171 nJ/512
bytes, a page write suffers an energy consumption of 1.98 µJ/512 bytes and
the standby power consumption is 18 µW (table 4.3(b)).

Since the flash memory is written very infrequently, in principle even less than
once per program activation, the high page write cost can be ignored globally.
Flash memory read accesses, on the other hand, will occur more often: in order
to reduce the switching time overhead for relatively predictable applications,
the loop-buffers can be filled by prefetching from this flash memory each time
a new program phase with new scenarios occurs. If 8 complete loop buffers
should be filled in this manner, this amounts to a flash memory read cost of

Eflash,r = 171 nJ/512 bytes · 256 bytes/loop buffer · 8 loop buffers = 684 nJ

and a corresponding loop buffer write overhead cost of

Eloop buffer,wr = 8 loop buffers · 64 rows · 0.00943 nJ/activation = 4.83 nJ

Likewise, if there are 8 scenario changes during a program phase, and an entire
loop buffer should be read each time, an energy cost occurs of

Eloop buffer,r = 8 changes · 64 rows · 0.00943 nJ/activation = 4.83 nJ

In total this amounts to a cost of 693.66 nJ per program phase.

To approximate the leakage energy during a program phase, we examine the
contributions of the flash memory and of the loop buffers. In order to calculate
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the leakage energy of the loop buffers, we will use the above-mentioned figure for
the leakage power, multiplied by the time of the program phase. Beyond that
phase, the buffer and the associated logic can be cut off from the power supply
by power gating, so that no leakage occurs any more. To compute the leakage
contribution, we can use a very rough approximation of the execution time,
attributing 2 cycles to a data access and 1 cycle to an arithmetic operation.
For the WT parameters of Figure 4.11 on a 200MHz processor, this leads to

TWT = 512 rows · 512 cols · 2 dims · 1.33 Level scaling · 4 Lifting stages

(2 · 4 accesses + 3 operations)/200 MHz = 0.1532 sec

or a leakage energy of:

Eleakage,loop buffers = 8 loop buffers · 0.1532 sec · 9.19 µW = 11.26 µJ

The standby energy of the flash memory is similarly evaluated as:

Eleakage,loop buffers = 0.1532 sec · 18 µW = 2.76 µJ

This execution time approximation is very coarse, and ignores factors such as
ILP, loop buffer shutdown and cache misses, but we are primarily interested in
its order of magnitude, to compare the corresponding leakage cost to the data
memory energy savings. The sum of the dynamic and static switching costs is
equal to 14.7 µJ .

Using the 2D WT as an example of a program phase, we can reuse the energy
figures of tables 4.1 and 4.2 to calculate the total data memory energy gains
during this program phase. The energy consumed during normal operating
conditions amounts to

Enormal = 0.068 nJ/L1 access · 6963200 total accesses +

(0.068 nJ/L1 access + 5.5 nJ/L2 access) · 1432776 misses

= 8.451 mJ

The energy consumed during peak conditions, respectively without switching
and with switching (to the level-by-level execution order), can be computed as

Epeak,no switch = 0.068 · 6963200 total accesses +

(0.068 + 5.5) · 3649475 misses

= 20.793 mJ

Epeak,switch = 0.068 · 6963200 total accesses +

(0.068 + 5.5) · 1740800 misses

= 10.166 mJ
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If peak conditions occur 20% of the time, the total amount of energy saved by
switching then amounts to:

∆switch = (a · Enormal + (1 − a) · Epeak, no switch) −
(a · Enormal + (1 − a) · Epeak, switch)

= 2.1255 · 106 nJ = 2.1255 mJ

Compared to the combined dynamic and static energy cost of 14.7 µJ , these
overhead costs are only 0.7% of the total savings, indicating they can indeed
be ignored, even if the static energy consumption calculation is quite coarse.

These principles will potentially need to be adapted when reconfigurable archi-
tectures are considered or for unpredictable applications, where future work will
be needed to enable the mapping guidelines to evaluate the impact of e.g. the
energy and timing cost of activating extra Level 1 memory or the timing over-
head of scenario code transfers, when this cannot be hidden by prefetching in
unpredictable applications.

4.3 Miss-rate Trade-off Requirements

The previous section demonstrated how the relative miss-rate differences found
between different WT execution orders can translate to memory transfer energy
gains. This section covers what the requirements are to encounter these miss-
rate differences for different execution orders. For this purpose, the proposed
JPEG XR still-image compression standard and the Cavity Detector medical
image segmentation application are used to illustrate when miss-rate trade-offs
can occur.

4.3.1 JPEG XR

JPEG XR is a recent JPEG proposal [JPEG 2007], based on Microsoft’s HD
Photo [Srinivasan 2007]. It offers many similar features to JPEG2000 at signif-
icantly reduced complexity, but with reduced flexibility. The compression per-
formance is still under investigation, with the first results suggesting it is typi-
cally worse than JPEG2000 and better than traditional JPEG [De Simone 2007].
It offers resolution scalability and as such it is an interesting multi-resolution
candidate to check whether the localization switching principles also apply here.

In contrast to the JPEG2000 filtering based system, the HD photo hierarchical
system is block-based with each 4 × 4 sample input block within a 16 × 16
macroblock undergoing a first stage transform, producing 1 DC coefficient and
15 AC coefficients as outputs for each of the 16 blocks within the macroblock.
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Similar to the Wavelet Transform, the 16 DC coefficients are then further trans-
formed in a second transform stage, after being collected into 1 single 4 × 4
block, ultimately leading to 1 Level 2 DC coefficient (“DC”), 15 Level 2 AC
coefficients (“Lowpass”) and 240 Level 1 AC coefficients (“Highpass”). This im-
plies the resolution scalability is algorithmically limited to 3 resolutions, with
a downscaling factor of 4. In contrast, JPEG2000 has more flexibility in its
resolution scalability, with a downscaling factor of 2 and a limit on resolution
levels which is only determined by the input image size, and not by a hard
algorithmic constraint.

Each of the two transform stages is constructed as a flexible concatenation of
two different block-based transform operators: Photo Core Transform (PCT)
and Photo Overlap Transform (POT). PCT is similar to the widely used dis-
crete cosine transform (DCT) and can exploit spatial correlation within the
block. However, PCT has some of the same shortcomings as DCT and other
block transforms in that it cannot exploit redundancy across block boundaries
and can result in blocking artifacts at low bitrates. Therefore, POT is intended
to exploit the correlation across block boundaries as well as to reduce blocking
artifacts and thus address the drawbacks of PCT. The PCT is always per-
formed, at each transform stage. However, there are 3 options for controlling
the POT: disabled for both stages, enabled for the first stage but disabled for
the second, and enabled for both stages [Srinivasan 2007].

Figure 4.19 is a top-down view showing how these operators cause similar
exponentially increasing dependencies as the WT, both without and with the
presence of the optional POT operator. In the first case a macroblock of 16 ×
16 samples is needed to directly produce 1 sample at the highest resolution,
while in the second case, due to the overlap operator, a much larger size of
36 × 36 samples is required, overlapping similarly to the dependency bands
of the WT. Furthermore localization transformations can be applied in both
cases, but in the first case only those misses related to the second PCT will be
avoided or about 1/16 of the total misses. This is less than in the WT because
the 2D WT has a downscaling factor of 2 instead of 4 and it has horizontal
and vertical dimensions of filtering, whereas JPEG XR applies block-based
processing instead. In the second case with the POT operator, the misses
between POT1 and PCT1 can also be avoided. Therefore localization makes
more sense then.

Figure 4.20 illustrates the miss-rate behavior for a simulated PCT/POT chain.
The localization indeed offers a useful 22% miss-rate decrease, but there is no
miss-rate trade-off: the localized execution order always offers a superior or
equal performance. It still needs a relatively large Level 1 size to exploit the
inter-level reuse, but in contrast to the WT, this does not translate to a worse
miss-rate if these Level 1 size requirements are not met.

This is not the case for the WT, where at small Level 1 sizes the localized
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Figure 4.19. Multi-resolution analysis in JPEG XR.

execution order fails to exploit not only the inter-level reuse, but also a large
part of the filtering reuse within each WT level due to its irregular execution
order, whereas the level-by-level execution order still manages to exploit this
filtering reuse at these small Level 1 sizes. However, since JPEG XR works
on a block-basis, there is no reuse source similar to the filtering reuse, which
level-by-level can exploit and localized cannot. Indeed, at low Level 1 sizes,
we need to ensure that a block still fits. If it fits, the intra-block reuse can be
exploited, but it can be exploited by both execution orders. If a block does
not fit, neither execution order can exploit the intra-block reuse. In fact, to
have a miss-rate trade-off between different localizations, there should also be
a reuse source trade-off, where exploiting more of a particular type of reuse
at a particular size, means exploiting less of another type of reuse at a lower
size. In a block-based localized WT different WT levels are merged within a
dependency pyramid, to move the inter-level reuse to smaller Level 1 sizes, but
this also moves the filtering reuse to larger Level 1 sizes.
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Figure 4.20. Missrate behavior for JPEG XR using level-by-level and localized execu-
tion orders.

4.3.2 Cavity Detector

A similar reuse trade-off can be observed in the Cavity Detector application.
Cavity detector is an image processing algorithm for the segmentation of med-
ical images consisting of a pipeline of processing stages [Deklerck 1993]. These
multiple processing stages (horizontal filtering, vertical filtering, edge detection,
root labeling) can also be merged together, similar to the WT resolutions. By
merging the processing stages the size required to exploit the reuse between
the stages shift towards smaller line-buffer-based or kernel-based sizes. At the
same time other sources of reuse are shifted towards larger Level 1 sizes, such as
the vertical filtering overlap reuse which shifts towards larger line-buffer sizes
and the horizontal overlap reuse which shifts towards merged kernels for all
processing stages. The resulting miss-rate trade-off is shown in Figure 4.21.

The reason why multi-resolution analysis is interesting in the context of miss-
rate trade-offs, is that the sizes required for merging grow exponentially with
the number of resolution levels due to the downsampling dependencies, com-
plicating the analysis and ensuring that the trade-off is likely to occur over an
extended Level 1 range. In contrast, if only a few horizontal kernels are merged,
the size required for this merged kernel-group is likely to be limited, so that
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Figure 4.21. Missrate trade-offs in Cavity Detector.

the unmerged version is only optimal over a limited Level 1 range, reducing
the likelihood of these size ranges being encountered at run-time and there-
fore making the necessity for switching-enabled implementations less pressing.
Nevertheless, Figure 4.21 shows the reuse trade-offs can still be present in other
types of applications and the analysis of the following chapters can easily be
extended towards these applications as well.

4.4 Conclusion

This chapter has studied the requirements for having miss-rate trade-offs, which
are shown to be caused by trade-offs between different sources of reuse. The
relationship between miss-rate trade-offs and energy gains has been given and
the influence of algorithmic parameters on the behavior of miss-rate curves
has been qualitatively described. The following chapter further looks into this
miss-rate behavior, by formalizing the influence of algorithmic parameters, so
that the miss-rate trade-offs between different execution orders can be directly
derived, allowing the middleware to switch at low cost to the optimal execution
order at run-time.
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Formalization of Temporal Locality

“You realize the sun doesn’t go down
It’s just an illusion caused by the world spinning round”

‘Do You Realize?’ - The Flaming Lips

[Zhe 2006] proposes interleaved scheduling of subtasks on heterogeneous mul-
tiprocessor SoCs, allowing to make more efficient use of resources, as is illus-
trated in Figure 5.1. Through interleaved scheduling of subtasks the processors
are shared between the subtasks, thereby reducing the processor idle times or
slacks, caused by the limited amount of parallelism within each subtask and
the fact that the basic subtask scheduling units at low-level (or thread nodes)
do not have consistent energy efficiencies when running on different heteroge-
neous processing elements. Similarly more efficient utilization of L1 space can
be achieved by sharing between subtasks. Due to the presence of dynamically
introduced and pre-emptable tasks and changing application characteristics,
the available amount of Level 1 space varies over time and cannot be statically
predicted. Nevertheless, the miss-rate behavior for different execution orders of

97
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1 DWT task can be statically characterized at design-time for different Level 1
space availability, enabling to adapt to the encountered execution conditions
at run-time, by switching between different memory-optimized implementa-
tions or localizations, more suited for specific Level 1 memory size ranges, as
was demonstrated in Chapter 4. This requires parametrized equations of some
form, representing which execution order offers the best miss-rate over an ex-
tended range of Level 1 memory sizes and for various algorithmic parameters,
such as image size, filter size and number of WT levels, as will be derived in this
chapter. The calibration of the parameter values in these equations can then
be postponed until the run-time phase when their actual values are known.
This chapter derives these parametrized equations, focusing on the exploita-
tion of temporal locality and data reuse, based on the output of the extended
simulation flow introduced in Chapter 3.
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Figure 5.1. Sharing of resources enables more efficient resource utilization.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 presents a detailed description
of the miss-rate characteristics of the level-by-level execution order in function
of different algorithmic wavelet parameters, while Section 5.2 does the same
for the block-based localized execution order. Section 5.3 uses this informa-
tion to derive run-time mapping guidelines. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.4.

5.1 Level-by-level Miss-rate Behavior

Figure 5.2 illustrates the miss-rate behavior of the typical level-by-level, lifting-
based execution order style, as described qualitatively in Chapter 4. It will be
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compared to the block-based miss-rate behavior to derive which execution order
offers the best behavior for varying WT parameters. This info can then be used
at run-time by the middleware to switch to the optimal version. The level-by-
level, lifting-based behavior can be summarized at 4 cache sizes: the smallest
size, at which no temporal reuse is exploited, a small size at which the lifting
reuse within 1 filtering kernel is exploited, a slightly larger size at which the
horizontal and vertical filtering temporal reuse is exploited, and a large size
at which all possible reuse, including the reuse between WT dimensions and
WT levels, is exploited. These features are present for all algorithmic WT
instantiations and aside from the second feature related to lifting reuse, they
further also occur in convolution based filtering implementations.
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Figure 5.2. Characteristic points of a 4 level, 9/7 filter, level-by-level, lifting-based
WT.

To explain the miss-rate behavior in terms of varying filter sizes, it is useful
to examine the lifting-based filtering implementation. The lifting scheme is a
method for simplifying the WT by factorizing the filters into a set of predic-
tion and update lifting stages [Sweldens 1995]. By exploiting the redundancy
between the highpass and lowpass filters, this results in computationally more
efficient implementations. Each pair of lowpass and highpass filtering kernels
of sizes 2n + 1 (lowpass) / 2n − 1 (highpass) is decomposed into a set of n
lifting stages with simple 2 tap lifting filters. This is shown in Figure 5.3 for
4 lifting stages, as is representative for the JPEG2000 lossy mode. Each of
these lifting stages reads 3 inputs and writes 1 output which is directly read
by the next lifting stage. This is referred to as intra-kernel reuse, which will
be important to derive the relative miss-rate differences at small level 1 sizes.
Furthermore, when the final lifting output at position T has been computed,
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the “filtering kernel” moves to position T + 2, where it reloads a number of
samples used in the previous position. This corresponds to the temporal filter-
ing reuse which also occurs in FIR-filter implementations, and is referred to as
inter-kernel reuse.

r1
r1r1

w1 stage 1

stage 2

stage 3

stage 4

HP output

LP output

filtering position T-4 T-2 T

Figure 5.3. 9/7 Filtering Kernel Decomposed in 4 Lifting Stages.

5.1.1 No Reuse

Since all accesses miss at cache size 0, the miss-rates are equal to the total
load and write back counts for the lifting implementation described above.
We assume a fetch-on-write-miss policy, giving 4 load misses and 1 write back
miss per lifting stage of Lift number of stages in total. Each kernel is applied
on every other column and every other row during the horizontal and the
vertical filtering, respectively. Finally, each consecutive WT level operates on
the previously produced LL subband, meaning the sizes of the levels are reduced
by four each time. Representing the image width and height by W and H, the
number of WT levels by L and the initial load and write back miss-rates by
Mno reuse,l and Mno reuse,w, this gives

Mno reuse,l = (Lift · 4) · 2 · W · H
2

·
L−1
∑

k=0

(

1

2k
· 1

2k

)

Mno reuse,w = (Lift · 1) · 2 · W · H
2

·
L−1
∑

k=0

(

1

2k
· 1

2k

)

5.1.2 Intra-kernel Reuse

An additional opportunity for reuse is the earlier described intra-kernel reuse,
where the samples produced by one particular lifting stage are read by the
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consecutive lifting stage. This intra-kernel reuse occurs at a size of 3 words,
corresponding to 1 lifting stage. It avoids the 1 write and 4 load misses per
lifting stage. Instead, the miss-rate is determined by the in-placing choices: in
the horizontal filtering the output directly overwrites the input, as is possible
using the lifting scheme, whereas for vertical filtering the output is written
to a new output array (similar to [Chaver 2003]). This has the advantage of
offering a higher spatial locality for the following WT levels, since exploiting
the in-placing potential of the lifting scheme required writing the various WT
subbands in an interleaved manner. The drawback is a higher amount of com-
pulsory misses and potentially more space required to exploit this reuse, which
is further evaluated in Chapter 6. As the reuse between the lifting stages within
1 filtering position is exploited, but not yet the reuse between consecutive fil-
tering positions, all unique data accessed at a kernel position misses at that
position (Figure 5.4) so that for varying filter sizes we can define the intra reuse
misses as

Intrahor,lev = Lift + 2 Intraver,lev = Lift + 4

reducing (only) the load miss-rates to

Mintra,lev,l = (Intrahor,lev + Intraver,lev) · W · H
2

·
L−1
∑

k=0

(

1

2k
· 1

2k

)

Mintra,w = Mno reuse,w

Horizontal filtering Vertical filtering

1

1

Lift

Lift

22 3 4

Output

Input

Figure 5.4. Unique data accessed at horizontal and vertical filtering positions for Lift
lifting stages.

5.1.3 Inter-kernel Reuse

The next characteristic point occurs when all the lifting stages fit in Level 1
memory, so that both the reuse between the lifting stages in one kernel and
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the horizontal and vertical filtering reuse can be exploited. The space required
corresponds to all unique data accessed at a kernel position, and 2 additional
words accessed at the next filtering position before the reuse is exploited. The
space again differs for the horizontal and the vertical filtering due to the in-
placing configuration

Sinter,hor = (Lift + 2) + 2

Sinter,ver = (Lift + 4) + 2

leading to miss-rates where, for each WT level, during the horizontal filtering
one in-placed input/output array is loaded and written back once, while during
the vertical filtering both an input and a different output array are loaded, and
this output array is also written back.

Minter,lev,l = (1 + 2) ·
L−1
∑

k=0

(

W

2k
· H

2k

)

Minter,lev,w = (1 + 1) ·
L−1
∑

k=0

(

W

2k
· H

2k

)

5.1.4 Maximal Reuse

The final characteristic cache size is reached when all possible reuse is exploited.
Compared to the previous characteristic point, this implies that both the reuse
of data between WT levels and the reuse between horizontal and vertical fil-
tering is exploited. These reuse sources cause the miss-rate to drop gradually,
until all reuse is fully exploited. This occurs when all data produced during
the horizontal filtering remains in Level 1 memory before being consumed by
the vertical filtering, requiring enough space to store the input and the output
array for the first WT level. At this size, only the original input array and all
the output arrays will miss

Smax reuse,lev = 2 · WH

Mmax reuse,lev,l = WH + WH ·
L−1
∑

k=0

(

1

2k
· 1

2k

)

Mmax reuse,lev,w = WH + WH ·
L−1
∑

k=0

(

1

2k
· 1

2k

)
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5.1.5 Gradual Miss-rate Drop

Before the maximal reuse point is reached, the miss-rate gradually decreases.
This is caused by the mismatch in the direction between the horizontal and
vertical filtering. Typically, the sizes required for this reuse are too large for
on-chip storage. Nevertheless, this miss-rate behavior can be accurately ap-
proximated and so that part of data reuse is also exploitable for very large L1
sizes.

To determine the load miss-rate behavior between the horizontal and vertical
filtering, the reuse of data produced during horizontal filtering and consumed
during vertical filtering is analyzed. This data is fully reused, as each sample
consumed during vertical filtering has been produced during the preceding
horizontal filtering stage, but the Level 1 size required to exploit the reuse of a
particular sample varies depending on the position of the sample in the image.
This size (or equivalently the reuse distance) at each location corresponds to
all the data accessed between the production and consumption of a specific
location, or more precisely all the data accessed in the input array between the
horizontal filtering of the examined location up to the end of the horizontal
filtering, as well as all of the (distinct) data accessed in the input and the array
for the next WT level, in-between the beginning of the vertical filtering and
the actual reuse of the location during the vertical filtering. As illustrated in
Figures 5.5 and 5.6, this can vary between W −1+2 · (H−1) and 2 · (WH −1).

Input Array

End of Horizontal Filtering

row

colcol 00

0

WW

W-1

H H

H-1

Input Array

Start of Vertical Filtering

rowrow

col0

00

W

H

Output Array

H-1

Figure 5.5. Minimal reuse distance resulting from the orientation mismatch between
horizontal and vertical filtering.

Figure 5.7 shows that the reuse distance at location (row, col) is given by
d = WH − 1 − row · (W − 2 − col) + H · col. Since the reuse distance of a
particular sample is equal to the Level 1 size required to exploit its reuse, the
total number of samples with a particular reuse distance determines the rel-
ative miss-rate reduction at that corresponding Level 1 size. In Figure 5.8a,
samples with an identical reuse distance are connected by equi-distance curves.
The sum of all samples whose reuse distance is less than or equal to a cer-
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Figure 5.6. Maximal reuse distance resulting from the orientation mismatch between
horizontal and vertical filtering.

tain reuse distance then determines the absolute miss-rate reduction up to the
corresponding Level 1 size. As Figure 5.8a indicates, this sum of discrete ar-
ray locations can be well approximated by the area beneath the equi-distance
curves or, equivalently, the integral of

col =
d − WH + 1 + (W − 2) · row

H + row
or

area(d) =

∫ H

β

d − WH + 1 + (W − 2) · row
H + row

d row

The lower bound here is determined by the column-intercept β of the equi-

distance curves, where β = max (0, row(col = 0)) = max
(

0, WH−1−d
W−2

)

. For

(W − 1) + 2 · (H − 1) < d < WH − 1,

area(d) = (WH − 1 − d) + (2H(W − 1) − d − 1) · ln
∣

∣

∣

∣

2H(W − 1) − 1 − d

2H(W − 2)

∣

∣

∣

∣

while for WH − 1 < d < 2 · (WH − 1),

area(d) = H · (W − 2) + (d + 1 − 2H(W − 1)) · ln(2)

This equation describes how the miss-rate drops due to the reuse of horizontal
filtering outputs, read as input for vertical filtering. By modifying the size
ranges in this formula, it also describes the corresponding effect in the higher
WT levels.

Moreover, a final component of data reuse causing a gradual miss-rate drop
remains, where the output of vertical filtering is loaded again and overwritten
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Figure 5.8. Reuse distance distribution due to the filtering orientation mismatch.

during the horizontal filtering of the following WT level. The same principles as
for the horizontal to vertical filtering case can again be applied here. However,
here only the LL-subband samples produced during the vertical filtering are
reused as inputs to the horizontal filtering in the next WT level, influencing
the reuse distance formula as shown in Fig 5.9. Figure 5.8b shows the resulting
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distribution over the output image of the equi-distance curves for d = row ·
(col − 3) − col · (4H − 1) + 2WH − 1.

2 row2 row
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Figure 5.9. Reuse distance formula resulting from the orientation mismatch between
vertical and horizontal filtering.

For W/2 + 4H − 2 < d < W
2

H
2 + 2H − 2, this gives

area(d) = (
W

2
− 3)

2d− W − 8H + 4

W − 8
+

(2H(W − 6) + 2 − d) · ln
∣

∣

∣

∣

2H(W − 6) + 2 − d

(4H − 1)(W/2 − 4)

∣

∣

∣

∣

while for W
2

H
2 + 2H − 2 < d < 2WH − 1,

area(d) = (W/2 − 3) · H/2 + (2H(W − 6) + 2 − d) · ln
∣

∣

∣

∣

7H

2(4H − 1)

∣

∣

∣

∣

These formulas describe the corresponding effect on both the loads and the
write back miss-rates, which can again be directly adapted for the higher WT
levels by modifying the W and H parameters. Figure 5.10 shows a portion
of the simulated load miss-rate curve and the corresponding approximation,
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Figure 5.10. Load miss-rate and its approximation.

which is practically indistinguishable. This experimentally proves the accu-
racy of our formalization. In fact, we can expect our formalization to corre-
spond more closely to the simulated miss-rates, than that the simulated miss-
rates will to the real-life miss-rates, since the simulated fully associative caches
are not a realistic option in real-life due to their large area and power over-
head [Steinke 2002]. However, as stated in Chapter 3, the miss-rate of a direct
mapped cache can be substantially reduced by applying the proper code and
data layout techniques, making the miss-rate trends of these fully associative
and direct mapped caches very similar. [Kulkarni 2001b, Panda 1999].

5.2 Block-based Miss-rate Behavior

The miss-rate behavior of a block-based WT execution order style is given in
Figure 5.11. This execution order proceeds directly through the WT levels, by
calculating output values of the highest WT level as soon as possible. When
extended to 2D, the calculation of a new LL subband value at the highest WT
level L requires filtering 2 × 2 new samples in WT level L − 1, 22 × 22 new
samples in WT level L−2 and in general a block of 2l ×2l new samples in WT
level L− l. The reuse between the various WT levels can be exploited once all
these blocks can be stored in Level 1 memory. For the level-by-level execution
order the miss-rate behavior corresponding to this inter level reuse occurred at
extremely large Level 1 memory sizes.

Each of these blocks are individually filtered horizontally and vertically. Within
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Figure 5.11. Characteristic points of a 4 level, 9/7 filter, block-based WT.

each block, this horizontal and vertical filtering is merged together by vertically
filtering groups of 2 × 2 samples directly after horizontal filtering. This allows
capturing the reuse between horizontal and vertical filtering at much smaller
sizes than without this merging, where it would require storing a complete
block. These localization features can be used to explain the characteristic
points of the block-based localization miss-rate curves.

5.2.1 No Reuse

At cache size 0, the block-based WT does not exploit any reuse either, resulting
in the same miss-rate as for level-by-level

Mno reuse,l = (Lift · 4) · 2 · W · H
2

·
L−1
∑

k=0

(

1

2k
· 1

2k

)

Mno reuse,w = (Lift · 1) · 2 · W · H
2

·
L−1
∑

k=0

(

1

2k
· 1

2k

)

5.2.2 Intra-kernel Reuse

The intra-kernel reuse again occurs at the same size of 3 words as for level-by-
level, and reduces the load miss-rate to the same miss-rate of
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Mintra,block,l = (Intrahor + Intraver) ·
W · H

2
·

L−1
∑

k=0

(

1

2k
· 1

2k

)

5.2.3 Inter-kernel Reuse

Compared to the level-by-level execution order, the inter-kernel reuse occurs
at significantly larger sizes due to the tight merging of horizontal and vertical
filtering: instead of accommodating space for 1 kernel, 2 horizontal and 2
vertical kernels are now required. The merged kernel moves horizontally, so
that space for 2 new words is required at the next kernel position, per horizontal
kernel. If we assume these kernels to be aligned so that the produced horizontal
filtering outputs are directly consumed by the vertical kernels, 4 locations are
reused and the required space is

Sinter,hor = Lift + 2

Sinter,ver = Lift + 4

Sinter,block = 2 · (Sinter,hor + 2 + Sinter,ver) − 4 = 4 · Lift + 12

This allows exploiting all horizontal filtering reuse within a block, as well as
reuse due to horizontal production and vertical consumption. Consequently,

since each of the W
2L · H

2L blocks is filtered in a row major order over 2L−k

2 rows,
we only need to load the horizontal kernel overlap data of 2 · (Sinter,hor − 2)
of a merged kernel at each first column position out of 2L−k column positions
per block, while at each of the following 2L−k column positions the filtering
reuse is exploited and only the 2 new samples miss, as is shown in Figure 5.12.
The vertical filtering doesn’t exploit any filtering reuse, and therefore Sinter,ver

non-overlapping samples are required per column position. However, two of
these have been produced by the horizontal filtering and therefore are already
in Level 1. The write back miss-rate drops in a similar manner.

Minter,block,l =
W

2L

H

2L

L−1
∑

k=0

2L−k

2

(

2 · (Sinter,hor − 2 + 2L−k)+

2L−k(Sinter,ver − 2)
)

Minter,block,w =
W

2L

H

2L

L−1
∑

k=0

2L−k

2

(

2 · (Sinter,hor − 4 + 2L−k)+

2L−k(Sinter,ver − 4)
)
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Figure 5.12. The inter-kernel reuse exploits the horizontal filtering reuse and horizon-
tal to vertical filtering production-consumption reuse.

5.2.4 Subrow Reuse

The exploitation of vertical filtering reuse requires enough space to avoid flush-
ing the data loaded while filtering one subrow within a block, before proceeding
to the next subrow. In this next subrow 2 · Sinter,hor samples belonging to the
first horizontal filtering kernels are accessed, before the vertical filtering reuse
starts being exploited. Since the block size is WT level dependent, so is the
size required for this reuse

Ssubrow,k =
(

2 · (Sinter, hor − 2) + 2L−k · Sinter, ver

)

+ 2 · Sinter, hor

For WT levels ≥ k, this will additionally make use of the vertical filtering reuse
within each block. When it is exploited for all levels, the resulting miss-rate is

Msubrow,l =
W

2L

H

2L
·

L−1
∑

k=0

2L−k
(

2L−k · 2 + (Sinter,hor − 2) + (Sinter,ver − 4)
)
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Msubrow,w =
W

2L

H

2L
·

L−1
∑

k=0

2L−k
(

2L−k · 2 + (Sinter,hor − 4) + (Sinter,ver − 6)
)

5.2.5 Pyramid-based Reuse
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Figure 5.13. Sources of reuse contributing to pyramid-based reuse and the maximal
reuse.

Proceeding towards a pyramid-based size (cf. section 4.1), we exploit 2 addi-
tional sources of reuse: production consumption between the WT levels within
the pyramid and filtering reuse at the boundaries of horizontally neighboring
pyramids, as illustrated in Figure 5.13. The latter requires the space to store
the blocks within a dependency pyramid for all levels, while the former can al-
ready be exploited once blocks corresponding to specific levels fit. This implies
that considerably less space is required to exploit the production consumption
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between the WT levels than for the equivalent reuse source in the level-by-level
execution order, described in subsection 5.1.5. To exploit both these sources of
reuse, the space corresponding to blocks over all levels is

Spyramid = 2L(2L + Lift) +

L−1
∑

k=0

2L

2k

(

Sinter,hor − 2 +
2L

2k
+ Sinter,ver − 4

)

The corresponding miss-rate consists of each new row of block that has to be
loaded, as well as the additional vertical filtering overlap between the rows of
blocks

Mpyramid,l =
H

2L
(W2L +

L−1
∑

k=0

W

2k
(2L−k + Sinter,ver − 4))

Mpyramid,w =
H

2L
(W2L +

L−1
∑

k=0

W

2k
(2L−k + Sinter,ver − 6))

5.2.6 Maximal Reuse

Finally, when a complete row of pyramids over all levels fits in Level 1 Memory,
there is a final relatively small miss-rate drop because the filtering reuse between
the rows of pyramids is also exploited, as shown in Figure 5.13. This requires
a size of

Smax reuse,block = W · 2L +

L−1
∑

k=0

W

2k
(2L−k + Sinter,ver − 4)

The corresponding miss-rate is the minimal possible miss-rate and consists of
all data that is ever loaded or written back

Mmax reuse,block,l = WH + WH ·
L−1
∑

k=0

(

1

2k
· 1

2k

)

Mmax reuse,block,w = WH + WH ·
L−1
∑

k=0

(

1

2k
· 1

2k

)

We have now fully and systematically described the miss-rate behavior for
both the block-based and the level-by-level execution orders. Figure 5.14 com-
pares the miss-rate curves to the approximated formulas, experimentally prov-
ing their accuracy. This will be used in the next section to determine the size
region where a particular execution order is optimal, as well as the amount of
misses by which it is better.
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Figure 5.14. Evaluation of accuracy of miss-rate behavior formulas.

5.3 Switching Guidelines

To efficiently exploit the varying system resources, mapping guidelines should
contain information on the size region where a certain localization is better, and
the gains that can be obtained by switching to another localization. Figs. 5.15
and 5.16 illustrate this for the two filter sizes employed in JPEG2000, 5/3 and
9/7, for 4 different numbers of WT levels.

In the complete region of interest the behavior of the level-by-level execution or-
der remains rather constant, as can be verified using the formulas from Sec. 5.1.
Moreover, in the initial region where level-by-level is also optimal, the behavior
of the block-based execution order isn’t heavily influenced by the number of
WT levels either. From the miss-rate formulas we derived that the maximal dif-
ference between both localizations for small Level 1 sizes is heavily dependent
on the filter size and can be approximated as

∆small = (2 · Lift − 2) ·
L−1
∑

k=0

(

W

2k
· H

2k

)

which is the difference between the block-based intra-kernel miss-rate and the
level-by-level inter-kernel miss-rate. This leads to a relative miss-rate difference
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of 52% for the 9/7 filter.

In the crossover region the behavior of the block-based curve is strongly depen-
dent on the number of levels and on the filter size, so that the L1 size where the
crossover point is located is also very parameter-dependent. To determine this
parametrized location of the crossover point, the miss-rate of the characteris-
tic points of block-based curve should be compared to the relatively constant
level-by-level miss-rate behavior. Due to the step-like shape of the block-based
curve, the crossover point is likely to be situated at the size corresponding to
the characteristic point whose miss-rate is less than but closest to the level-by-
level miss-rate. Depending on the number of WT levels in our examples, the
crossover locations for the 5/3 filters exploit varying amounts of subrow-based
reuse: for 3 WT levels the subrow based reuse is exploited at all levels, while
for 6 WT levels the subrow based reuse is exploited at the 4 highest levels.
Similarly for the 9/7 filter, the location of the crossover point corresponds to
block-based or subrow-based reuse: for the 3 level WT, the crossover point
lies in high cache size ranges corresponding to the block-based reuse, while for
more WT levels it is situated at the subrow-based reuse sizes exploited at all
levels, thereby increasing in size by two with each further WT level.

Finally, the miss-rate difference between level-by-level and block-based at de-
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Figure 5.16. Evolution of miss-rate behavior for a 9/7 filter based WT, over 4 WT
levels.

pendency pyramid sizes is given by

∆large = 3 ·
L−1
∑

k=1

(

W

2k
· H

2k

)

− 2WH − 2 · Lift − 2

2L

L−1
∑

k=0

WH

2k

where it is primarily the final term which determines the dependence on the
algorithmic parameters of filter size and number of WT levels.

This behavior can indeed be observed in Figures 5.15 and 5.16: initially the
level-by-level execution order offers the best miss-rate, with gains ∆small that
are not heavily dependent on the varying amounts of WT levels. This holds
until the crossover region, after which block-based offers miss-rate gains ∆large,
varying with the amount of WT levels as described above. Note that in the case
of the 5/3 filters of Figure 5.15, the crossover location is situated at very small
sizes of less than 50 words, making it unlikely that adding switching support
will offer a lot of miss-rate reductions. This is in contrast to the 9/7 filters of
Figure 5.16, where the crossover location varies between 600 to 2000 bytes.

Using this compile-time generated information about potential miss-rate gains,
the middleware can make a run-time evaluation, trading off these gains with
costs such as the overhead of switching between various execution orders or a
modified Level 1 access cost after activating or deactivating Level 1 memory
during a platform reconfiguration. Even if not all parameter values are known
at design-time the parametrized equations allow to effectively make that trade-
off at run-time.
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5.4 Conclusion

Future dynamic applications will lead to dynamically and unpredictably va-
rying platform resource requirements. In this context it is important for ap-
plications to optimally exploit the memory hierarchy under varying memory
availability. This chapter demonstrates how to achieve this for wavelet-based
applications by trading of the Level 1 memory space required for various ex-
ecution orders with their potential miss-rate gains. Systematic, parametrized
mapping guidelines are given, indicating which localization should be selected
when. Using this compile-time generated information, the middleware can
make an informed decision at run-time about switching. The results have been
formalized and generalized to be applicable to more general wavelet-based ap-
plications.
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Chapter 6

Formalization of Spatial Locality

“It’s a wide open road
And now you can go any place

That you ever wanted to go”

‘Wide Open Road’ - The Triffids

Allowing the middleware to switch efficiently to the optimal execution order
at run-time requires knowing how the miss-rates of different execution orders
evolve under specific execution conditions. This necessitates the availability
of mapping guidelines formalizing the influence of algorithmic parameters, so
that the miss-rate trade-offs between different execution orders can be directly
derived. Chapter 5 derived this formalization focusing on the exploitation of
temporal locality and data reuse. This chapter extends this formalization to
additionally consider the effect of spatial locality. It shows that the trade-offs in
miss-rate behavior for different execution orders still hold, given that a suitable
data layout is chosen, well-adapted to exploiting the spatial locality. This
formalization is once more based on the output of the extended simulation flow

117
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introduced in Chapter 3, which is based on the simulation of a fully associative
cache with LRU replacement policy and which can be easily extended toward
other memory hierarchy systems, such as scratchpads.

It is well known that loop transformations change the order in which data items
are accessed and computed [Banerjee 1993b]. Reordering the accesses via loop
transformations to bring multiple accesses, or reuse of the same data closer
in time leads to improved temporal locality. Chapter 5 demonstrated that
the trade-offs between the amount of temporal locality exploited at different
Level 1 memory sizes for different loop transformations or localizations, can be
exploited under dynamically varying Level 1 availability, by switching to the
most suitable localization at run-time, based on mapping guidelines. These
guidelines can be used at run-time to very effectively decide on switching choices
with relatively no run-time penalty in time or energy.

In addition to improving the temporal locality, one can improve spatial locality
by reordering accesses, such that data items that are placed close together are
also accessed close in time. Moreover, one can also modify placement of data in
memory to improve spatial locality through data layout transformations com-
plementary to loop transformations. For cache based systems, increasing the
spatial locality means each cache line fetch contains more useful data, while for
scratchpad memories good spatial locality means fewer block transfers by the
DMA [Absar 2005, Kandemir 2004]. Since the ordering of accesses determines
how much spatial locality is available, different localizations of Chapter 5 will
not only exhibit trade-offs in terms of temporal locality, but also in terms of
spatial locality. Therefore, this chapter extends the mapping guidelines to also
incorporate spatial locality in these trade-offs, resulting in more accurate guide-
lines. It shows that the trade-offs still hold, and can be improved by further
specializing the placement of data in memory.

The spatial locality analysis will be applied to fully in-placed lifting scheme
based WT implementations [Sweldens 1995]. Lifting based implementations
offered several advantages over filter bank implementations, such as reduced
computational complexity and the ability to achieve perfect reconstruction.
Moreover, lifting scheme algorithms have the advantage that they do not re-
quire temporary arrays in the calculation steps, as the output of the lifting
stage may be directly stored “in-place” of the input, whereas traditional filter
bank algorithms require additional memory to store both the original and the
transformed signal during the computations.

However, these fully in-placed implementations suffer from reduced spatial lo-
cality in the higher WT levels. As Figure 6.1 shows, the lowpass and high-
pass lifting outputs may directly overwrite the input in an interleaved manner.
However, this leads to an increasingly dispersed representation in the wavelet
domain, since after each transform level the processing iterates on the lowpass
samples. These lowpass samples are located on the “even” positions of the
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a) Filtering

b) Lifting

Input Array

Input Array

LP1, HP1
inplace of Input Array

LP1, HP1 Arrays

LP2,HP2,HP1
inplace of Input Array

LP2,HP2,HP1 Arrays

Figure 6.1. Filtering based implementations with increased spatial locality in higher
levels vs. lifting-based implementations with reduced memory footprint.

previous level in a regular row-major layout (where consecutive elements in
an array row are stored consecutively in memory, and the rows themselves are
also stored consecutively). Therefore, after one transform level the low-pass
subband is formed by every second coefficient, after two transform levels by
every fourth coefficient and so on (cf. Figure 6.1). This causes a non-optimal
memory access pattern because the wavelet transform operates on data that is
not contiguous in memory. In a filtering implementation, all the subbands are
stored in separate arrays, where they are contiguously stored. Figure 6.2 illus-
trates this for a two dimensional signal. The combined effect of the reduced
memory requirements and the lower spatial locality for the in-placed lifting
implementations is evaluated in Section 6.1.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.1 shows the effect of extend-
ing the analysis to include spatial locality. Section 6.2 applies the analysis
to the level-by-level execution order and section 6.3 to the block-based local-
ized execution order WT schemes to determine the different spatial locality
characteristics and give the resulting trade-offs. Section 6.4 demonstrates the
accuracy of the miss-rate behavior analysis, by comparing the resulting formu-
las to experimental simulation results. Section 6.5 extends the guidelines for
mapping wavelet-based applications to include this analysis, and shows that
similar energy gains remain possible, while section 6.6 shows how the miss-rate
performance and corresponding energy gains can be improved by adapting the
data layout to the in-placed lifting scheme characteristics. Finally, conclusions
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Figure 6.2. 2 Level Transformed Lena in filtering Output Subband Organization vs. In-
placed Spatial Layout.

are drawn in Section 6.7.

6.1 Spatial Locality Effects

Larger line sizes are essential for modern memories to increase the access band-
width and to reduce the access-related latency per word and energy per word.
In order to achieve the energy savings mentioned in Chapter 5 under general
algorithmic conditions, the middleware should know which execution order of-
fers the best miss-rate under all these conditions, including the spatial locality
conditions, which will be influenced by the encountered line size. Using a larger
line size does assume that the words in these larger lines are effectively used,
which means the algorithm should exhibit an access sequence which exploits
the potential spatial locality as much as possible. Only when this locality ex-
ploitation is large enough, do overall gains exist. As the potential to use the
words in a line depends on the execution order and the amount of L1 memory,
there will again be trade-offs between different execution orders for different
L1 sizes.

In this chapter, the miss-rate performance of the level-by-level and block-based
localized execution orders will be evaluated over an extended range of Level 1
memory sizes and for various algorithmic parameters, such as image size, filter
size and number of WT levels. These formulas extend the work in the previous
chapter by incorporating the influence of line size variations (2line words per
cache-line), and by examining the effect on in-placed implementation styles.
This is essential to derive mapping guidelines, allowing the middleware to know
which execution order to choose. Furthermore, it will also be used to determine
potential improvements in layout or execution order.
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To extend the switching guidelines to incorporate spatial locality effects and
evaluate different data-layouts, such as that of a fully in-placed implementation,
we derive the total amount of bytes transferred from L2 memory, including the
data fetched due to spatial locality mechanisms only: data is fetched from the
L2 memory using a granularity of multiple words, combined into a line. When a
word is accessed, all words situated on the same line are fetched simultaneously,
influencing the miss-rate and the L1 size requirements. Therefore the layout
of data elements in L2 memory, relative to the partitioning into lines must
be considered. This is illustrated in Figure 6.3, which shows the level-by-
level execution order in a fully in-placed WT, at a line size of 4 words per
line: during the horizontal filtering of the input, the data is traversed in a
row-major fashion, so that whenever a word in a new line is accessed and the
surrounding line is fetched from L2 memory, all of the data within this line
is actually used within the current or future horizontal filtering operations.
This is no longer the case in higher WT levels, where the subband samples
are dispersed in such a way that they are located at every other position in
WT level 2, every 4th position in level 3, etc. This can have as a result that
half of the data in a line fetched for WT level 1 will not be used. Similarly,
when performing the vertical filtering, the execution order does not follow the
data layout at all. Due to this low spatial locality, 2line words will be fetched
whenever a new sample is accessed, but only one of these words will be used
(at limited L1 sizes). Figure 6.4 gives a top down view of a 2D block-based
localized dependency pyramid of Fig 2.4, allowing to derive the space required
to exploit the block-based reuse. The higher WT levels are visible here due to
their reduced spatial locality, leading to more unused data transferred and/or
stored for these levels. Moreover, the production-consumption dependencies
between the WT levels impose constraints on the positions of the lower level
blocks, allowing to determine their position relative to the cache lines and
thereby what unused data will be stored at the block-boundaries.

Increasing the line size will lead to increasing amounts of unused data trans-
ferred and stored. This does not mean large line sizes should be avoided, as the
cost of transfers also decreases thanks to the higher communication efficiency.
Here we are primarily interested in the miss-rate performance of different WT
implementations relative to each other, to derive accurate switching guidelines,
and not so much in determining what the optimal line size is for the WT.
This would require evaluating the trade-off between the increased miss-rates
and the corresponding gains obtained in a.o. controller complexity and com-
munication efficiency. In practice we assume the line size is a constraint given
by the architecture. As indicated in the introduction, the locality can be in-
fluenced both by data layout and loop transformations. Modifying the data
layout will have an impact on the following functional blocks of the entire ap-
plication, e.g. the bitplane coder in JPEG2000 consuming data in a stripe like
manner [Taubman 2002]. In this chapter we analyze the WT in isolation to the
rest of the functional components. For a global optimization using similar tech-
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Horizontal filtering, WT level 1

Completely fetched line

Horizontal filtering, WT level 2

Vertical filtering,
WT level 1

Vertical filtering,
WT level 2

Accessed word in a line

2 words
line

Figure 6.3. Representation of data accessed and fetched for a level-by-level in-placed
4 level, 9/7 filter WT.

WT level 1

WT level 2

WT level 3

WT level 4

Addressed Element

Entire Fetched Line

Figure 6.4. Top down view of data accessed and fetched while processing a depen-
dency pyramid of blocks of a block-based in-placed 4 level, 9/7 filter WT.
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niques and guidelines, we can also evaluate costs of (where possible) switching
data layouts between blocks or the effect of different layouts or execution orders
on the consecutive functional blocks, as covered in Chapter 7.
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Figure 6.5. Read miss-rates of a 4 level, 9/7 filter, in-placed WT at 1 and 4 words/line.

Figs. 6.5(a) and 6.5(b) illustrate for both execution orders how spatial locality
effects start contributing to the read miss-rate trade-offs at line sizes of 1 word
and 4 words per line. A larger line size increases the potential for spatial reuse,
but for smaller cache sizes, it becomes more difficult to exploit this, leading
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to more unused data transferred. The miss-rate is expressed in total amounts
of bytes transferred to express this effect. At small Level 1 sizes the exploited
temporal and spatial reuse is limited, leading in the worst-case to a 2line times
increase in the miss-rate, when all but one of the fetched words in each line are
remains unused. In contrast, when the spatial locality can be fully exploited
at large Level 1 sizes and each word in a fetched line is processed usefully, then
a larger line size will not increase the miss-rate. This can be useful to suggest
practical bounds on the miss-rate behavior and to evaluate the efficiency of the
spatial locality mechanisms, as is illustrated in Figure 6.6, which shows that
at small L1 sizes the resulting miss-rate is close to the upper-bounds because
the exploited spatial locality is limited, while at large L1 sizes the miss-rate is
close to the lower-bound.

One could likewise choose to express the miss-rate in terms of cache-lines.
When the spatial locality is usefully exploited, the miss-rates would then fall
for larger line-sizes as each line would then contain more useful data which
would no longer need to be fetched in other lines. The miss-rate in terms of
cache-lines could be obtained by simply scaling the miss-rates in bytes down
by 2line, but then the efficiency of the spatial locality mechanisms would be
less easily visible on a graph.

However what is relevant for our purposes, is how this relatively influences
both schemes at a particular line size. The in-placed schemes already exhibit a
limited transfer increase at large L1 sizes, because the higher WT levels have a
low spatial locality. The extra unused data transferred actually correspond to
previous WT levels, so to avoid extra misses due to refetching these samples, the
Level 1 size should be large enough to keep the samples in Level 1 between the
first lower level miss and the final access in a higher level to a sample in the same
cache line. These higher WT levels correspond to a low number of accesses. The
lower WT levels, with more accesses, have increasing spatial locality resulting
in a rather limited miss-rate increase at large Level 1 sizes. At medium Level 1
sizes a rather sharp miss-rate increase can be observed, related to the vertical
filtering spatial locality of Figure 6.3. These Level 1 sizes are required to avoid
the extra vertical misses incurred when vertical filtering inputs of a particular
column, fetched while filtering a previous column, are evicted before the vertical
filtering of that column start. Similarly the point corresponding to the block-
based reuse of Figure 6.4 is present as the second-to-last characteristic point
on the miss-rate curves of Figure 6.5(b). At 4 words per line, this point is
situated at a larger Level 1 size, caused by the additional unused data which
should also be stored to exploit the corresponding reuse. Sections 6.2 and 6.3
will summarize this behavior for the level-by-level and block-based localized
execution orders in function of varying algorithmic parameters and for different
line sizes.

To describe the miss-rate performance for applications under varying Level 1
sizes and at a particular line size, we again use the simulator based on the
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Figure 6.6. Miss-rate bounds for increasing line sizes.

concept of Reuse Distance [Beyls 2002], which automatically gives the perfor-
mance over various Level 1 sizes for fully associative caches with a least recently
used replacement (LRU) policy. When a real cache hierarchy has to be cho-
sen, fully associative caches are not an option though, as they are very area
and power-inefficient. However, using the proper code and data layout tech-
niques [Kulkarni 2001b, Vander Aa 2003], it has been shown that the miss-rate
of a direct mapped cache can be substantially reduced. Figure 6.7 illustrates
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Figure 6.7. Comparison of miss-rate behavior under a fully associative and a direct
mapped cache for a 4 level, 9/7 filter WT with in-placed level-by-level and block-based
execution schemes.

this for a direct mapped cache, simulated using the Dinero IV cache simula-
tor [Hill 1998], after applying the simple array-padding layout transformations
mentioned in [Panda 1999]. The padding is adapted to the line size (which
influences the amount of padding required to remove conflict misses in vertical
filtering) and the localization style (e.g. the block-based padding depends on
the block size). The trends observed for fully associative LRU caches hold,
also for the larger line sizes. In low power contexts, direct mapped caches,
software controlled caches or scratchpad memories are preferred due to their
higher energy efficiency. Nevertheless, this chapter derives mapping guidelines
for fully associative caches as basis, since Figure 6.7 illustrates they can be eas-
ily extended toward other cache systems, while the miss-rate formulas can be
directly applied to control scratchpad mappings, since they also express which
data should be stored in L1 memory.

6.2 Impact on the Level-by-level Miss-rate Be-

havior

Figure 6.8 illustrates the miss-rate behavior of the regular level-by-level ex-
ecution order style, using the in-placed lifting scheme, at 3 line sizes. The
level-by-level behavior can be summarized at 4 cache sizes: the smallest size,
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at which no temporal reuse is exploited, a small size at which the lifting reuse
within 1 filtering kernel is exploited, a slightly larger size at which the hori-
zontal and vertical filtering temporal reuse is exploited, an intermediate size
at which the spatial locality of vertical filtering starts being exploited, and a
large size at which all possible reuse is exploited.

6.2.1 No Reuse

At cache size 0, all accesses miss, producing miss-rates equal to the maximal
load count for the lifting implementation. We assume a fetch-on-write-miss
policy, giving 4 load misses per lifting stage out of Lift number of lifting stages.
During the horizontal filtering every other column is processed and during the
vertical filtering every other row. Since each WT level further transforms only
the previously produced LL subband, the sizes of the levels will scale down by
four at each new transform level. Finally, since no spatial reuse is exploited at
this minimal size, the miss-rate is multiplied by the line size 2line, as each access
will fetch a complete line. Representing the image width and height as W and
H, the number of WT levels as L and the number of words per cache-line as
2line this leads to an initial load miss-rate (in words) of

Mno reuse,l = (Lift · 4) · 2 · W · H
2

·
L−1
∑

k=0

(

1

2k
· 1

2k

)

· 2line
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6.2.2 Intra-kernel Reuse

An additional opportunity for reuse is the intra-kernel reuse, where samples
produced by one particular lifting stage are read by the following stage. Since
this chapter examines a fully in-placed WT, the horizontal and vertical filtering
miss-rates will both have the same in-placing choices. In Chapter 5 this was not
the case: the horizontal filtering was in-placed, but the vertical filtering had
distinct input and output arrays. However, the spatial locality characteristics
of the horizontal and vertical components are quite different. At larger line
sizes, vertical filtering has a low spatial locality due to the row-major layout
(cf. Figure 6.3) and therefore it determines the size required to fully exploit
this reuse. As it does not exploit any spatial locality at all, a size of 3 complete
lines is required, or one line per word of a lifting stage.

Sintra = 3 · 2line

b) Horizontal filtering

a) Vertical filtering

Low WT Level High WT Level

1 1Lift Lift2 2

High WT Levels: 1 subband sample/line

Middle WT Levels: several subband samples/line, alignment important

Low WT Levels: many subband samples/line

Figure 6.9. Intra-kernel Reuse for different orientations and WT levels.

At this size the 4 load misses per lifting stage can be reduced, depending on
the locality of vertical and horizontal filtering for the different WT levels. For
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a regular, fully in-placed data layout, the samples of higher levels lie further
apart and a sample corresponding to WT level k is encountered every 2k words.
However, since the vertical filtering is not aligned according to cache lines, it
exploits no spatial locality and the miss-rate does not depend on the placement
of the samples: Figure 6.9a shows Lift + 2 lines are loaded at each kernel
position, regardless of the WT level.

In contrast, for the horizontal filtering it can be possible to exploit spatial
locality at the lower WT levels, as shown in Figure 6.9b. However, at the higher
levels, each line will still contain at most 1 sample of level k if k ≥ line and
locality is still not exploited then. For the middle levels the miss-rate depends
on how the Lift+2 subband words required per kernel position are aligned to the
cache-lines, considering their inter-sample separation of 2k words. As the inter-
sample separation is 2k at level k, a fetched line will contain more useful words
at the lower levels. This is taken into account by lk = min(k, line), so that the
total data fetched per accessed sample in level k becomes 2lk words. Depending
on the alignment of these (Lift + 2) · 2lk words along the cache lines, an extra
line may be fetched per position. This is approximated by the variable ak = 1
if k < line and 0 otherwise. Finally, since complete cache lines are fetched
at each position, (Lift + 2) · 2lk is rounded up towards an integer multiple of

2line, so that the miss-rate can then be approximated as ⌈(Lift + 2) · 2l
k

2line + ak⌉
lines per kernel position. At the lowest WT levels k with high locality, it may
even be possible to exploit not only the temporal reuse between the lifting
stages within a kernel, but also the temporal filtering reuse between kernel
positions, if the 3 lines required to exploit the vertical intra-kernel reuse, are
large enough to store the data for the horizontal inter-kernel reuse. This occurs
when SIntra = 3 · 2line ≥ (Lift + 4) · 2k or level k ≤ line + log2(

3
Lift+4 ) = kinter.

The miss-rate of these low WT levels, for which the temporal filtering reuse is
exploited, is given by Mintra,hor,low,l, while the miss-rate of the higher levels,
where only the temporal reuse between the lifting stages is exploited, is given
by Mintra,hor,high,l. This does not happen for the block-based execution order,
because the space required for the inter-kernel reuse is larger there.

Mintra,ver,l = (Lift + 2) · W · H
2

·
L−1
∑

k=0

(

1

4k

)

· 2line

Mintra,hor,high,l =
W · H

2
·

L−1
∑

k=kinter

(

1

4k
· ⌈(Lift + 2) · 2lk

2line
+ ak⌉

)

· 2line

Mintra,hor,low,l = W · H ·
kinter
∑

k=0

(

2lk

4k

)

Mintra,lev,l = Mintra,hor,low,l + Mintra,hor,high,l + Mintra,ver,l
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6.2.3 Inter-kernel Reuse

The next characteristic point occurs when all vertical lifting stages fit in Level 1
memory, so that both the reuse between the lifting stages in one kernel and
all of the horizontal and vertical filtering reuse can be exploited. The space
required for this inter-kernel reuse is again determined by the vertical filtering,
and consists of Lift + 2 lines to store one kernel and 2 additional lines for the
next kernel position.

Sinter,lev,ver = ((Lift + 2) + 2) · 2line

This produces miss-rates where each WT level k is loaded 2lk times during
horizontal filtering due to the decreasing spatial locality at the higher levels,
and 2line times during vertical filtering. In contrast, for the corresponding
reuse in section 5.1.3, where spatial locality mechanisms were not applied,
each WT level k was loaded just once for both the horizontal and the vertical
filtering. This indicates that the biggest increase in contribution to the miss-
rate is caused by the vertical filtering, which exploits no spatial locality at all,
while for the horizontal filtering the reduced locality of the higher WT levels
in the fully in-placed layout lead to a larger contribution by these levels than
in a regular layout.

Minter,lev,l = WH

L−1
∑

k=0

2lk + 2line

4k

6.2.4 Spatial Column Reuse

During the course of the vertical filtering of a particular column, an entire
column of lines is fetched from off-chip memory. At small L1 sizes, this data
will have been evicted by the time the filtering proceeds to the next column
within this column of lines. However, once the entire column of lines fits in the
L1 memory, the following column will no longer miss, and the spatial locality
of the vertical filtering can be exploited (Figure 6.10). Since this reuse is purely
related to spatial reuse and not to temporal reuse, no equivalent source of reuse
was present in Chapter 5. Due to the decreasing spatial locality of higher WT
levels, this reuse only occurs for levels with more than 1 column intersecting a
specific cache line. The corresponding reuse occurs at the size of a column of
lines of this particular WT level, while the reduction in misses corresponds to
all but the first column intersecting the column of lines.

Accordingly at WT level k, with Hk = H
2k and Wk = W

2k , this gives
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Hk

Figure 6.10. Spatial Column Reuse: second column in column of lines no longer
misses.

Sspatial column,k<line = Hk · 2line

∆Mspatial column,k<line,l = HkWk ·
(

2line − 2k
)

This means that, once a particular size Sspatial column,k′ has been reached, the
vertical filtering will manage to exploit the spatial reuse at levels k ≥ k′ which
the horizontal filtering already achieved at the inter-kernel point:

Mspatial column,k′,l = WH

k′−1
∑

k=0

2lk + 2line

4k
+ WH

L−1
∑

k=k′

2lk + 2lk

4k

6.2.5 Maximal Reuse

The final characteristic cache size is reached when all possible reuse is exploited.
This occurs when all data produced during the initial horizontal filtering re-
mains in Level 1 memory before being consumed by the vertical filtering, re-
quiring enough space to store the entire input array. At this size, only the
input array will miss once. The line size has no influence, since the input array
should be completely loaded anyway during the first level and no other data
is loaded due to the in-placing of the output over the input. Therefore the
formulas are the same as for a line size of 1 word/line, since all the words in
these larger lines are indeed used effectively.

Smax reuse,lev = WH

Mmax reuse,lev,l = WH
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6.2.6 Gradual Miss-rate Drop
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Combined Reuse Distance

Accessed Line
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2
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W H 2k k

lk

row ( W 2 -col )k

lk

Figure 6.11. Reuse distance resulting from the orientation mismatch between hori-
zontal and vertical filtering.

Before this maximal reuse point is reached, the miss-rate gradually decreases
again, due to the mismatch in direction between horizontal and vertical filter-
ing. Typically, the sizes required for this reuse are too large for on-chip storage.
The miss-rate behavior can be similarly approximated as in Chapter 5: for the
misses between horizontal and vertical filtering, the reuse distance at each lo-
cation corresponds to the lines accessed after the last horizontal filtering access
and before the first vertical filtering access, as is shown in Figure 6.11 for po-
sition (row,column). The differences compared to Chapter 5 are caused by
the different in-placing choices, so that there no longer is a distinct output
array, and the varying spatial locality over the different levels. This implies
that at WT level k, with Hk = H

2k and Wk = W
2k and for 0 < row < Hk and

0 < col < Wk · 2lk , the reuse distance is

dk = WkHk · 2lk − row ·
(

Wk · 2lk − col
)

For a specific L1 size, only those accesses hit whose reuse distance is less than
that size. As Figure 6.12a illustrates, this corresponding sum of discrete array
locations can be approximated by the integral under

col =
dk + (Wk · row − WkHk) · 2lk

row

so that

area(dk) =

∫ Hk

β

dk − WkHk · 2lk

row
+ Wk · 2lk d row

where β = row(col = 0) = WkHk·2l
k−dk

Wk·2l
k

, or for 0 < dk < WkHk · 2lk ,
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area(dk) = dk +
(

dk − WkHk · 2lk
)

· ln
∣

∣

∣

∣

HkWk · 2lk

WkHk · 2lk − dk

∣

∣

∣

∣

0
0

column

d=low d=high

0
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column

row
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a) horizontal to vertical filtering mismatch b) vertical to horizontal filtering mismatch

Hk Hk+1

W 2k

lk W 2k+1

lk+1

Figure 6.12. Reuse distance distribution resulting from the filtering orientation mis-
match.

This equation describes how the miss-rate drops due to the reuse of horizon-
tal filtering outputs, reread as input for vertical filtering. The impact of the
line size is visible through the parameter 2lk , corresponding to the reduced
locality of higher WT levels, leading to higher miss-rates and increased size
requirements in these levels for increasing line sizes.
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Level k+1
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End of Vertical Filtering
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(row+1) (col + 2 ) - 2
l lk+1 k+1

Figure 6.13. Reuse distance resulting from the orientation mismatch between vertical
and subsequent horizontal filtering.

The final data reuse component, where the output of vertical filtering is loaded
again by the horizontal filtering in the following WT level, is illustrated in
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Figure 6.13. Figure 6.12b shows the resulting reuse distance distribution over
the output image, for 0 < row < Hk+1 and 0 < col < Wk+1 · 2lk+1 :

dk = (row+1)·(col+2lk+1)−2lk+1 +((Wk−1−2·col/2lk+1)·Hk+Hk−2·row)·2lk

or

col =
dk − row · (2lk+1 − 2 · 2lk) − HkWk · 2lk

row + 1 − 2 2l
k

2l
k+1

· Hk

Figure 6.12 b) illustrates that the integral upper bound β can correspond either
to the intersection of the equi-distance curves with col = Wk+1 · 2lk+1 , or with
row = Hk+1, so that β = min(Hk+1, row(col = Wk+1 · 2lk+1)) or

β = min

(

Hk+1,
dk − 2lk+1 · Wk+1

(Wk+1 + 1) · 2lk+1 − 2 · 2lk

)

The transition to β = Hk+1 occurs for d ≥ dcrit, where

dcrit = (Hk+1 + 1)(Wk+1 + 1) · 2lk+1 − 2lk+1 − 2lkHk

For 2lk+1 · Wk+1 < dk < HkWk · 2lk , this gives

area(dk) = β · (Wk+1 · 2lk+1 + 2lk+1 − 2 · 2lk) − ln

∣

∣

∣

∣

1 +
2lk+1 · β

2lk+1 − 2 · 2lk · Hk

∣

∣

∣

∣

·

(dk − HkWk2lk + (2lk+1 − 2 · 2lk) · (1 − 2 · 2lk

2lk+1
· Hk))

This formula is significantly more complicated than the earlier horizontal-to-
vertical filtering based mismatch reuse, due to the contribution of different
levels

Combined, all these formulas fully describe the load miss-rates at large Level 1
sizes. Figure 6.14 shows a portion of the load miss-rate curve and the corre-
sponding approximation, which is practically indistinguishable. This experi-
mentally proves the accuracy of our formalization.

6.3 Impact on Block-based Localized Miss-rate

Behavior

Figure 6.15 shows the miss-rate behavior of the fully in-placed, block-based
localized execution order style, for 3 line sizes. The structure of this execution
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Figure 6.14. Load miss-rate and its approximation for a 4 level, 9/7 filter level-by-level
WT with 4 words/line.

order proceeds directly through the WT levels, on one hand by merging tiles of
exponentially growing sizes over the different levels while respecting the multi-
resolution dependencies, and on the other by finely merging the horizontal and
vertical filtering within these tiles. The resulting behavior can be summarized
by 6 characteristic points, which were also present at 1 word/line: the smallest
size, where no reuse is exploited, a small size at which the temporal lifting
reuse within the filtering kernels and some horizontal spatial reuse is exploited,
a slightly larger size at which only the temporal horizontal filtering reuse within
a tile is exploited, as well as some additional spatial reuse. At the subrow size
a subrow of kernels within a tile fits, allowing to further exploit the vertical
filtering temporal reuse within the tiles. When a complete band of tiles over
all the levels fit, the production-consumption reuse between the levels and
temporal horizontal filtering reuse at the tile boundaries is additionally added.
Finally, when a complete row of tile bands can remain in Level 1, the temporal
vertical filtering reuse at the tile boundaries is also exploited.
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Figure 6.15. Characteristic points of a 5 level, 9/7 filter, block-based WT.

6.3.1 No Reuse

As was the case for the level-by-level execution order, at cache size 0, the block-
based WT does not exploit any reuse either, resulting in miss-rates equal to
the maximal load count for the lifting implementation, where a full line of 2line

words is fetched per access.

Mno reuse,l = (Lift · 4) · 2 · W · H
2

·
L−1
∑

k=0

(

1

2k
· 1

2k

)

· 2line

6.3.2 Intra-kernel Reuse

The intra-kernel reuse, representing the reuse of samples between the lifting
stages within a kernel, again occurs at the size of 3 lines, required to exploit
this reuse during the vertical filtering.

Likewise, the vertical filtering cannot exploit spatial locality at any level, and
Lift + 2 complete lines are fetched at each kernel position. In contrast, at
WT level k the horizontal filtering may succeed in partially exploiting spatial
locality: at each kernel position Lift+2 samples should be loaded, separated 2k
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positions from each other. The corresponding number of lines depends on the
alignment of these samples to the cache lines. This can be approximated using
the parameters introduced in Section 6.2.2: with 2lk = 2min(k,line) representing
the unused data loaded when fetching a sample in level k due to the inter-
sample separation and with ak = 1 if k < line and 0 otherwise, indicating
when extra loads occur due to the alignment of the words to cache lines, the

miss-rate can be approximated as ⌈(Lift+2)· 2l
k

2line +ak⌉ lines per kernel position.

According to the definitions of 2lk and ak, this reduces to Lift+2 lines per kernel
position for WT levels k ≥ line, indicating no spatial locality is exploited: for
a regular, fully in-placed data layout, the samples in higher levels lie further
apart and a sample corresponding to WT level k is encountered every 2k words.
Therefore, if level k ≥ line, each line contains at most 1 sample of level k.
However, the final source of reuse available for the horizontal filtering in the
level-by-level execution size is not present here: the size required to exploit
the inter-kernel reuse here corresponds to the size of a group of finely merged
horizontal and vertical kernels instead of one single horizontal kernel, and the
corresponding size is always larger than the three lines available here. Therefore
we obtain as miss-rate:

Mintra,block,l =
W · H

2
·
(

L−1
∑

k=0

⌈(Lift + 2) · 2lk

2line
+ ak⌉ ·

1

4k
+

(Lift + 2) ·
L−1
∑

k=0

1

4k

)

· 2line

6.3.3 Inter-kernel Reuse

Compared to the level-by-level execution order, the inter-kernel reuse typically
occurs at significantly larger sizes due to the tight merging of horizontal and
vertical filtering: instead of accommodating space for 1 kernel, now 2 horizon-
tal and 2 vertical kernels are required. For larger line sizes, the required size
depends on the examined WT level k, as the later levels require extra space
due to the increased inter-sample distance. Furthermore, the horizontal kernel
again requires two additional samples corresponding to the next kernel posi-
tion, while the vertical kernel avoids 2 lines which have been produced by the
horizontal filtering.

Sinter,block,k = 2 · (Lift + 2 + 2) · 2lk + 2 · (Lift + 2 − 2) · 2line

When L ≤ line, the maximal size is required at the highest level with the
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largest inter-sample separation:

Sinter,block,max = 2 · (Lift + 2) · 2lL−1 + 2 · (Lift + 2) · 2line

2
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2 x 2
L-k l

2
l k
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2 x 2
L-k lkLift x 2

l k

Figure 6.16. Alignment of data accessed by horizontal and vertical filtering during
one subrow, after inter-kernel reuse is exploited.

The exploitation of all horizontal filtering reuse within a block at all WT levels,
as well as reuse due to horizontal production and vertical consumption is thus
enabled. Consequently, since each of the W

2L · H
2L blocks is filtered in a row major

order, the horizontal filtering overlap data for a merged kernel misses only at

each first column position of the block, leading to 2 · ⌈(Lift + 2L−k) · 2l
k

2line +

ak⌉ lines being loaded for the horizontal filtering for each subrow. For the

vertical filtering, the overlap reuse is not exploited and Lift · ⌈2L−k · 2l
k

2line + ak⌉
lines are loaded in each subrow, as shown in Figure 6.16. Compared to the
corresponding reuse in section 5.2.3, which did not examine spatial locality, this
miss-rate is higher due to the white parts of the lines, which were previously
not loaded. These represent words that are fetched but not actually used.
Their contribution is influenced by the distance between the required words
and likewise the WT level, and by the alignment of these words to the line
boundaries, as is expressed in these miss-rate formulas:

Minter,block,l =
W

2L

H

2L

L−1
∑

k=0

2L−k

2
· 2line·

(

2 · ⌈(Lift + 2L−k) · 2lk

2line
+ ak⌉ + Lift · ⌈2L−k · 2lk

2line
+ ak⌉

)
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6.3.4 Subrow Reuse

Once all of the data accessed while filtering one subrow within a block (Fig-
ure 6.16) fits in Level 1 memory, it becomes feasible to exploit the vertical
filtering reuse within the block. As block sizes and sample distances vary
throughout the WT levels, so does the size required for this reuse. It consists
of all data loaded during a subrow of filtering, specifically 2 rows consisting
of all data accessed for horizontal filtering and Lift rows corresponding to the
vertical overlap data, as well as the first (horizontal filtering) kernel of the
next subrow, accessed before the vertical filtering reuse starts being exploited.
The latter is not illustrated in Figure 6.16. All these rows are rounded up to
represent complete cache lines.

Ssubrow,k = 2 · ⌈(Lift + 2L−k) · 2lk

2line
+ ak⌉ · 2line

Lift · ⌈2L−k · 2lk

2line
+ ak⌉ · 2line + 2 · ⌈(Lift + 2) · 2lk

2line
⌉ · 2line

This will additionally make use of the vertical filtering reuse within each block.
Compared to section 5.2.3 the miss-rate is higher due to the presence of unused
words inside the fetched lines, illustrated in Figure 6.16 by the white words.
When this subrow reuse is exploited for all levels, the resulting miss-rate is

Msubrow,l =
W

2L

H

2L
·

L−1
∑

k=0

(

2L−k · ⌈(2L−k + Lift) · 2lk

2line
+ ak⌉ · 2line+

Lift · ⌈2L−k · 2lk

2line
+ ak⌉ · 2line

)

6.3.5 Pyramid-based Reuse

Once a complete dependency pyramid of blocks over all WT levels can be
stored in Level 1, the miss-rate will drop due to two new sources of reuse: the
production-consumption reuse between the WT levels within a dependency
pyramid and horizontal filtering reuse at the boundaries of neighboring de-
pendency pyramids. The former may already be exploited once blocks corre-
sponding to specific levels fit, while the latter requires space to store the entire
pyramid of blocks for all levels, since the processing first proceeds through the
WT levels before moving to the neighboring pyramid.

The size required for this reuse may be approximated by the unique data ac-
cessed during the processing of a single pyramid, as shown in Figure 6.17. It
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Figure 6.17. Top-down view of data accessed while filtering one pyramid of blocks,
over four levels and using 7/9 filter sizes.

gives a top-down view of the blocks of data accessed over 4 WT levels, with
the largest tile on the bottom right corresponding to the input level. This tile
exhibits the highest spatial locality, as the samples are situated right next to
each other. In contrast, the level four tile is the smallest, consisting of only one
2 × 2 group of merged kernels, and the corresponding subband samples have
an inter-sample separation of 8. Due to the full in-placing, the main parts of
the blocks at the higher WT levels overlap with those of the previous level, so
that only the non-overlapping space of the vertical filtering overlap has to be
additionally accommodated for these levels. Finally, due to the LRU replace-
ment policy, space is also required to store data corresponding to a subrow of
the following tile, which is accessed before the reuse is fully exploited.
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Spyramid =
(

2L⌈
(

Lift + 2L
)

2l0

2line + a0⌉ + Lift · ⌈2L 2l0

2line + a0⌉
)

2line +

∑L−1
k=1

(

2L−k⌈Lift · 2l
k

2line + ak⌉ + Lift · ⌈2L−k 2l
k

2line + ak⌉
)

2line +
(

Lift · ⌈2L 2l0

2line + a0⌉
)

2line

The image can be divided into H
2L rows of pyramids, so that per row of pyramids,

the miss-rate will consist of the complete row of blocks at the input level, plus
the additional vertical filtering overlap between the rows of pyramids, at all
higher levels.

Mpyramid =
H

2L
·
(

W · 2L + Lift ·
L−1
∑

k=0

W

2k
· 2lk

)

Compared to the corresponding size and miss-rate in section 5.2.5, the required
size and miss-rate are higher here because complete lines should be transferred
and stored, including the unused light gray words in Figure 6.17, whereas in
section 5.2.5 the transfer and storage was limited to the actually required dark
gray words of Figure 6.17.

6.3.6 Maximal Reuse

Finally, when a complete row of pyramids over all levels fits in L1 Memory,
the vertical filtering reuse between the rows of pyramids is also exploited. This
maximal size for the block-based localization is line size dependent, due to
the reduced spatial locality for the overlap component in the higher levels,
expressed by the 2lk parameter. This requires a size of

Smax reuse = W · 2L + Lift ·
L−1
∑

k=0

W

2k
· 2lk

Whereas the L1 size required to exploit the maximal reuse is therefore some-
what larger than at 1 word/line, due to the need to store complete lines for the
higher levels with reduced spatial locality, the resulting miss-rate is identical,
because this additionally stored data is actually used when it is loaded and it
is loaded only once. It is therefore never loaded solely because it is located on
the same line as another required word. The corresponding miss-rate is the
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minimal possible miss-rate and consists of all data which is ever loaded

Mmax reuse,l = WH

6.4 Experimental Results
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Figure 6.18. Evaluation of accuracy of miss-rate behavior formulas.

The previous sections fully and systematically described the miss-rate behavior
for both the block-based and the level-by-level fully in-placed execution orders,
under varying line sizes. The experimental miss-rate curves are plotted against
the approximation formulas in Figure 6.18, demonstrating their accuracy.

Moreover, the accuracy can be further improved if so desired, by making use
of the access footprint visualization of the extended simulation framework, de-
scribed in Chapter 3.2.3. This will be shown by refining the size estimate for the
block-based maximal reuse point. The size estimate described in section 6.3.6
actually corresponds to all data accessed while processing one row of depen-
dency pyramids. For this footprint, all data of the different WT levels is closely
aligned, since data produced during a particular level is consumed as soon as
possible by the following level. Therefore the only additional space required
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for the higher WT levels is linked to the non-overlapping vertical filtering tail
Lift ·∑L−1

k=0
W
2k ·2lk , or Lift ·∑L−1

k=0
W
2k at 1 word/line as shown in Figure 6.19(a).

However, this underestimates the maximal size requirements slightly. For a
particular type of reuse, these maximal size requirements correspond to the
largest amount of data accessed for all points exploiting this type of reuse,
between the occurrence of this reuse. The reuse here is related to the vertical
filtering overlap at the boundaries of neighboring dependency pyramid rows.
For some of the points reused like this, not all WT levels accessed between
the reuse are as perfectly aligned. In particular, the resulting maximal reuse
distance occurs during the filtering of the final WT level 1 subrow in a pyramid,
for a point highlighted in yellow in Figure 6.19(b). This point will only be
reused in the next row of pyramids, but in the meantime WT levels 2 and
higher in the same pyramid will still be filtered, as will the following pyramids
in the same row (marked in blue). The data accessed in the next row of
pyramids are also plotted, but at a distance to facilitate interpretation.

Figure 6.19(c) quantifies the resulting increase in storage requirements, at 1
word/line. A first additional component is related to the miss-alignment due to
the switching between the rows, which implies that for each level the horizontal
filtering overlap (of Lift samples) at the top left corners is no longer exploited, so

that Lift ·∑L−1
k=0 2L−k extra samples should be accommodated. Two remaining

components are related to the fact that for pyramid x in row y, only the last
subrow of WT level 1 is filtered. Therefore the corresponding earlier subrows
would not require storage, if not for the fact that for the next pyramid x+1 in
row y, the 4L−2 level 2 samples overlap with that same area and still require
storage. Moreover, a small part of the filter overlap of the last level 1 subrow
also overlaps with this same area. Subtracting the level 2 samples already
accounted for, this leads to 2 · 2L−1 − 2L−2 additional samples.

Smax reuse,refined,1 word/line =

(

W · 2L + Lift ·
L−1
∑

k=0

W

2k

)

+

Lift

L−1
∑

k=0

2L−k + 4L−2 + 2 · 2L−1 − 2L−2

Intuitively, the final two components related to the incomplete processing of
level 1 in a pyramid, would occur even more pronounced for the final subrow
processing in the input level. However, Figure 6.19(b) illustrates why this would
not lead to a larger total size: when the final input level subrow is examined
at row y, this will be reused in row y + 1 in the first pyramid x input level
subrow, so that the remainder of the input level is no longer accessed, resulting
in a reduced size than the previously discussed size.

Figure 6.19(d) shows the impact of increasing line sizes on these additional
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size components. For the miss-aligned corner component, the size increase is
again related to the inter-sample distance at level k through parameter lk:
Lift ·∑L−1

k=0

(

2L−k · 2lk
)

. This is also the case for the components linked to the
partial filtering of level 1 in pyramid x: 4L−2 · 2l2 and 2 · 2L−1 · 2l1 − 2L−2 · 2l2 .
Finally, a new component is introduced related to the alignment to the cache
line boundaries of the righthand boundary of the input level of pyramid x in
row y + 1. In Chapter 3.2.4 it was derived that 2L · Lift − (Lift − 1) input
samples were required to produce the first output sample. Therefore if the
input array starts at a line boundary, the extra samples due to the alignment
of this righthand tile boundary can be directly deduced from this formula.
Indeed, the smallest positive number of samples required to get to the next
line boundary can be computed as mod

(

−(2L · Lift − (Lift − 1)), 2line
)

.

Smax reuse,refined =

(

W · 2L + Lift ·
L−1
∑

k=0

W

2k
· 2lk

)

+ Lift
L−1
∑

k=0

(

2L−k · 2lk
)

+

4L−2 · 2l2 + 2 · 2L−1 · 2l1 − 2L−2 · 2l2 +

2L · mod
(

−((2L − 1) · Lift + 1), 2line
)

Figure 6.20 illustrates the improved accuracy of this approach, for a 3 level,
5/3 filter WT and a 4 level, 9/7 filter WT at 1 word/line and at 4 words/line.
For the 3 level 5/3 WT the original formulas were off by 0.6% and 1%, at 1 and
4 words/line respectively, whereas for the 4 level 9/7 WT the original formulas
were off by 1.2% and 2.2%.

Using the refined size estimates, this improves to 0% and 0.05% for the 3
level 5/3 WT and 0% and 0.02% for the 4 level 9/7 WT. This once more
demonstrates that the approximations correspond well to the actual size. The
derived formulas can therefore be directly used to determine the size region
where a particular execution order is optimal and the miss-rate gains that can
be obtained by switching to it, enabling the middleware to make informed
switching choices at run-time.

6.5 Regular Switching Guidelines

To enable optimal switching between execution orders, mapping guidelines
should contain information on the size region where a certain localization is
better, and the gains that can be obtained by switching to it.

At small L1 sizes, level-by-level execution orders are preferable, as they are
then able to exploit more reuse, whereas block-based execution orders manage
to exploit more reuse at larger sizes. In the complete region of interest the
behavior of the level-by-level execution order remains rather constant. The
corresponding level-by-level miss-rate at these sizes was
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(a) Size estimate is based on data accessed while fil-
tering 1 single row of pyramids.

(b) Maximal reuse distance occurs due to reuse of
marked point, between two rows of pyramids (sepa-
rated here).

Maximal
Reuse Distance

(c) Additional size components due to
miss-alignment (1 word/line).

(d) Additional size components due to
miss-alignment (4 word/line).

Figure 6.19. Reuse distance access footprint visualization improves size estimate for
block-based maximal reuse point.
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Figure 6.20. Improved accuracy of size estimates for block-based maximal reuse
point.

Minter = WH
L−1
∑

k=0

2lk + 2line

4k

The crossover point can be found by determining at which size the block-based
execution order has the same miss-rate, using the formulas from Sec. 6.3. For
the WT parameters in Figure 6.21, it always corresponds to the subrow reuse
at WT level 0:

Ssubrow,0 =

(

Lift · ⌈ 2L

2line
+ a0⌉ + 2 · ⌈ (2L + Lift)

2line
+ a0⌉ + 2 · ⌈ (Lift + 2)

2line
⌉
)

·2line

At large L1 sizes, the maximal miss-rate difference occurs when dependency
pyramids fit for the block-based execution order. Using the miss-rate formulas
in Sec. 6.3, the resulting difference is
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Figure 6.21. Mapping guidelines for 4 level, 9/7 filter WT using in-placed schemes
with row-major layout.

∆large L1 = WH

(

L−1
∑

k=0

(

2lk + 2line

4k
− Lift

2L

2lk

2k

)

− 1

)

Similarly, at small L1 sizes, the difference can be approximated by that between
block-based intra-kernel reuse and level-by-level inter-kernel reuse.

∆small L1 =
WH

2

L−1
∑

k=0

1

4k
·
(

(

⌈(Lift + 2) · 2k

2line
+ ak⌉ + Lift

)

· 2line − 2 · 2lk

)

Using this compile-time generated, parametrizable information about potential
miss-rate gains, the middleware can perform a calibration of the parameter
values at run-time to make an informed evaluation, trading off these gains
with costs such as the overhead of switching between various execution orders
or a modified L1 access cost after activating or deactivating L1 memory during
a platform reconfiguration. Clearly, the line size has a large impact on the
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potential gains, and it should be taken into account when deriving the switching
guidelines.

In practice the size range for which the level-by-level execution order is superior
is quite small for these straightforward layouts, so the block-based execution
order will be chosen most of the time. At times when there is a large pressure
on L1 memory, due to other applications executing simultaneously or due to
potential dynamism present in the wavelet-based applications themselves, the
middleware can switch to the level-by-level execution order, thereby avoiding
up to 63% of the misses that would be incurred if no switch had been performed
for a line size of 4 words per line. Assuming these peak memory requirements
occur in a realistic range of 10-20% of the time while the block-based size can
be used otherwise, this would still result in a 34-46% global miss-rate reduction
if we consider the higher absolute miss-rates at these small sizes.

However, the formulas in Sec. 6.2 and 6.3 can also be used to improve the miss-
rate behavior, by revealing the mechanisms causing the miss-rate at a particular
size. In the next section this information is used to suggest modified data
layouts, enabling better exploitation of spatial locality and further increasing
the region where level-by-level is optimal.

6.6 Improved Data Layouts

Sections 6.2 and 6.3 fully described the miss-rate behavior for both the block-
based and the level-by-level fully in-placed execution orders, under varying line
sizes and a standard row-major input layout. This is not necessarily the optimal
layout for exploiting spatial locality. Even though the fully in-placed scheme
in principle requires a lower memory footprint than a non in-placed scheme,
the formulas show this advantage is traded off for a lower spatial locality in the
higher WT levels. For the block-based execution order with enough space in
L1 to store a dependency pyramid of blocks, this leads to a miss-rate of

Mpyramid,l = WH +
H

2L
· Lift ·

L−1
∑

k=0

W

2k
· 2lk

The reduced spatial locality is visible in the final term corresponding to the
filtering overlap between subsequent rows of blocks, which is multiplied by 2lk .
Where this term traditionally scales by half for each higher WT level, here this
scaling is effectively stopped for each level k < line. One solution to avoid this
effect is to switch from a row-major layout, where samples of WT level k are
placed 2k positions apart due to in-placing, to a new layout where samples end-
ing up in a particular level and quadrant are situated together (Figure 6.22a).
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This layout effectively arranges the input samples so that the output is pro-
duced according to the Mallat organization [Mallat 1989, Sweldens 1995].

LL2 HL1

HH1LH1

HL2 HL1

HH1LH1 LH1
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quadrant output
locations
spatially

grouped

Figure 6.22. Traditional row-major layout vs. reorganized layout for 2 level WT.

This layout also improves the miss-rate behavior of the level-by-level execution
order for inter-kernel reuse, so each WT level is loaded once instead of 2lk times
during horizontal filtering:

Minter,lev,l = WH
L−1
∑

k=0

1 + 2line

4k

A further miss-rate reduction may be realized by adapting the layout for vertical
filtering, which otherwise does not exploit spatial locality at all. By applying a
tiled data layout to each quadrant, spatial locality is evenly exploited by both
horizontal and vertical filtering (Figure 6.22b)), in a manner comparable to
how the execution order is balanced in [Lafruit 1996]. In the limit each WT
level will be loaded 2line/2 + 2line/2 instead of 1 + 2line times. At a line size
of 4 words this results in a miss-rate reduced down to 0.80 compared to the
reorganized layout, and down to 0.746 compared to the row-major layout. The
full miss-rate hence becomes

Minter,lev,l = WH

L−1
∑

k=0

2⌈(line−1)/2⌉ + 2⌈line/2⌉
4k

A final miss-rate reduction may be obtained by applying an execution or-
der transformation, similar to the tiling of the vertical filtering performed
in [Chatterjee 2002], but taking into account this new tiled layout. This is
possible by interleaving the horizontal filtering over the rows and the vertical
over the columns to improve the exploitation of spatial locality, depending on
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Figure 6.23. Applying execution order tiling to further reduce miss-rate.

the amount of data layout tiling of the rows and columns. The principle is
illustrated in Figure 6.23.

However, applying this principle is complicated by our layout where the output
level and quadrant locations are separated. As Figure 6.22 illustrates, different
output level locations are encountered when filtering certain rows. For these
locations the distance to other samples ending up in the same cache line varies,
due to the non-linear layout. This should be taken into account when perform-
ing the execution order tiling. In fact, a trade-off between L1 size and miss-rate
can be realized through judicious application of the tiling in this regard. By
restricting the tiling to the even iterations of the horizontal and vertical fil-
tering, these iterations can fully exploit spatial locality without increased L1
requirements. Indeed, Figure 6.22 illustrates that these iterations process data
ending up in a single WT level, so the samples sharing a cache line are all
situated at the same distance to each other and filtering operations occupying
a single cache line can be interleaved. Interleaving of filtering operations occu-
pying multiple cache lines will lead to a size increase, but it also allows tiling of
more iterations, thereby permitting further miss-rate reductions. If the tiling
is limited to the even row positions, spatial locality is fully exploited in half
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the iterations of horizontal and vertical filtering and the miss-rate becomes

Minter,lev,l = WH
L−1
∑

k=0

1

4k
·
(

(1

2
+

1

2
2⌈(line−1)/2⌉

)

+
(1

2
+

1

2
2⌈line/2⌉

)

)

At a line size of 4 words the miss-rate is then reduced down to 0.56 of the
original level-by-level miss-rate with a row-major layout (which is shown in
Figure 6.21), and at a line size of 16 words it is even reduced down to 0.29 of
the original miss-rate. Moreover, if we do fully tile the execution order, the
miss-rates further decrease to 0.39 and 0.11 of the original miss-rate at line sizes
of 4 and 16 words respectively, or equivalently miss-rate reductions of 61% and
88% are reached.
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Figure 6.24. Mapping guidelines for 4 level, 9/7 filter, in-placed WT in the reorganized
layout.

If we assume both the level-by-level and the block-based execution order must
use the same layout organization, Figure 6.24 shows the resulting miss-rate
trade-off for 4 WT levels with a 9/7 filter employed in JPEG2000, showing a
miss-rate reduction of 65% to 78% is feasible by switching from block-based to
level-by-level at low Level 1 sizes, at 1 to 4 words/line, while at large Level 1
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sizes miss-rate reductions of 44% to 58% can be obtained by switching from
level-by-level to block-based, for line sizes of 1 to 4 words/line. By improv-
ing the layout, the region where the level-by-level order is optimal has also
increased, since it suffered very low spatial locality during vertical filtering.
Figure 6.25 gives the guidelines for when the execution orders can use dif-
ferent layouts, for example when switching only occurs between frames and
the block-based execution order uses a non in-placed layout. The resulting
switching gains are quite similar, but the overall block-based miss-rate is about
10% lower at high L1 sizes, so that overall miss-rate will also improve. The
miss-rate formulas for other sizes and the block-based localized order can be
similarly modified for this more complicated layout, to derive the correspond-
ing mapping guidelines. Constraints resulting from the complete surrounding
application can also be taken into account. For more info, see Chapter 7.
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Figure 6.25. Mapping guidelines for 4 level, 9/7 filter, level-by-level in-placed WT in
the reorganized layout and block-based non in-placed WT.
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6.7 Conclusion

Dynamically and unpredictably varying system resource requirements will in-
crease the need for accurately matching the application mapping to the encoun-
tered execution circumstances and for mapping guidelines allowing to efficiently
switch at low cost between different mappings, based on these execution condi-
tions. This chapter introduced and formalized the influence on these guidelines
of spatial locality mechanisms, in the form of cache-lines with multiple words
per line. Incorporating spatial locality in the analysis results in more accurate
mapping guidelines, allowing to switch to localizations with better spatial lo-
cality, and indicates potential data layout improvements which can enable up
to an 88% WT miss-rate reduction. By additionally trading off the L1 memory
space required for various execution orders with their potential temporal and
spatial locality gains, up to 78% reductions in memory accesses can further be
obtained for reasonable L1 sizes of less than 200 words.
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“The universe works on a math equation
that never even ever really even ends in the end”

‘Neverending Math Equation’ - Modest Mouse

In the context of spatial locality optimizations, Chapter 6 demonstrated that
it is possible to obtain important miss-rate improvements by adapting the data
layout to the processing characteristics and spatial locality parameters, en-
abling up to a 88% WT miss-rate reduction for a fully tiled layout at a line
size of 16 words/line. Moreover, it remains possible to further improve miss-
rates by exploiting run-time locality trade-offs. However, the influence of such
a modified data layout may be felt not only by the WT itself, but also in other
application components accessing the same data, such as color transform and
entropy coding in JPEG2000. Therefore care should be taken to avoid that
global miss-rate improvements are thwarted by miss-rate increases in other ap-
plication components, which could even lead to a globally suboptimal solution,
despite the obtained WT miss-rate gains.

155
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This chapter first examines the global impact of the proposed WT layout modi-
fications on the best-known wavelet-based application, JPEG2000, in section 7.1
and demonstrates that this undesirable scenario is not the case there. In or-
der to generalize this conclusion for all possible data layouts, section 7.2 de-
scribes two strategies for dealing with conflicting layout decisions in surround-
ing blocks, based on layout propagation to these blocks or explicit data reorder-
ing between the blocks. By comparing the corresponding cost for theoretically
worst-case layout choices to the WT miss-rate gains, it shows that for this par-
ticular layout choice a global miss-rate improvement is feasible, which for the
fully tiled WT at 16 words/line amounts to a 19% global miss-rate reduction
compared to a standard layout. Finally, the worst-case costs are refined for the
explicit data reordering strategy when the data layout in surrounding applica-
tion components is known, by exploiting the execution order freedom, but it is
shown using the example of a hypercube-related layout reordering that it is not
always possible to obtain a certain minimal reordering miss-rate at acceptable
L1 sizes.

7.1 Generalization To Full Still-Image Coder

This section evaluates the global impact of the proposed WT layout modifica-
tions on the best-known wavelet-based application, the JPEG2000 still-image
coder. It first gives an overview of the structure of the coder and subsequently
demonstrates that introducing our proposed WT layout does not result in larger
miss-rate increases in the rest of the application.

7.1.1 Structure of JPEG2000

Source
Image Data

Compressed
Image Data

Post Compression
Rate Distortion
(Tier-II EBCOT)

Block coder
(Tier-I EBCOT)

QuantizationDiscrete
Wavelet Transform

Component
Transform

Level Offset

Bitstream Syntax & Options

Figure 7.1. JPEG2000 Block Diagram.

Figure 7.1 shows the block diagram for (the lossy mode of) JPEG2000. The
blocks before the WT perform pre-processing on the image samples. They con-
sist of an optional tiling step (not shown), a level offset step, replacing unsigned
quantities by signed quantities with a nominal dynamic range centered around
zero and finally a component transform replacing RGB color representations
by Y CbCr representations. Loop-transformation inhibiting data dependencies
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do not occur in these blocks, which traditionally process data in the standard
row-major layout.

After the WT, the wavelet coefficients are quantized using a uniform quantizer
with deadzone. For each subband b, a basic quantizer step size ∆b is used to
quantize all the coefficients in that subband according to:

q = sign(y)⌊ |y|
∆b

⌋

This does not present loop-transformation inhibiting dependencies either.

However, the EBCOT block coder does present such dependencies. In EBCOT
the subbands of each tile are further partitioned into relatively small blocks
(e.g. 64×64 or 32×32 samples) called code-blocks, such that code-blocks from
the same subband have the same size. These code-blocks are independently
processed by a bitplane coder which consumes the bitplanes along stripes of
4 rows high as shown in Figure 7.2. Each code-block produces an elementary
embedded bitstream. These code-blocks permit a flexible bit stream orga-
nization in the Tier-II EBCOT block: in contrast to wavelet based entropy
coders which employ the concept of zero trees to exploit statistical redun-
dancy between information at the same spatial location in different subbands,
EBCOT processes all these code-blocks independently, thereby choosing to ne-
glect the inter-subband redundancy. However, [Liu 2001] demonstrates that
intra-subband statistical dependencies are stronger than inter-subband depen-
dencies in wavelet-transformed images and that the gains obtained by also
including the inter-band parent information are marginal. Moreover, in do-
ing so, a lot of freedom is gained in bitstream organization, where informa-
tion belonging to these different subblocks can be inserted into the bitstream
with large flexibility. This can be exploited by first inserting the code-block
sub-bitstreams which maximally reduce signal distortion, thereby more closely
following the convex rate-distortion curve.

...

...

...

...

...

4 rows

code-block

bitp
la

nes

Figure 7.2. Stripe scan processing order within a code-block.
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7.1.2 Impact of Surrounding Blocks on WT Layout Choice

In terms of layout optimization, this means the processing blocks before the
WT do not pose any constraints on the data layout. In principle it is possible
to propagate any possible WT layout to these blocks, and then simply adapt
their execution order to fully exploit the resulting spatial locality. In practice,
however, the input data will be organized according to the standard row-major
layout, where consecutive elements in an array row are stored consecutively
in memory, and the rows themselves are also stored consecutively. Figure 7.3
illustrates the differences between the row-major layout and the proposed WT
layout. For the row-major layout at a line size of 4 words, 4 consecutive words
in a row end up sharing a line. The tiled subband-based layout is annotated
with the output WT level at each position, and for the first input line in each
level, the output positions which end up sharing a line (of 4 words) are further
linked, indicating that the grouping of words into lines differs pronouncedly
from the row-major layout. This implies we will still have to reorder from
row-major to the tiled subband-based layout.
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Figure 7.3. Reordering the row-major input layout to the proposed WT layout, which
is tiled (2 × 2) and separated into levels and quadrants.

One way of doing this is by adding an additional reordering buffer in between
the pre-processing blocks and the WT. According to Figure 7.3, this can be
achieved at a minimal miss-rate of 1 input image read and 1 reordered image
write, independent of the line size, with an upper bound on the required L1

size of
(

2L−1 ·
√

2line
)2

. This is because samples ending up in the highest

WT level are separated 2L−1 positions in the input. It is these samples which
determine the reordering size requirements. Due to the tiled layout, they are
grouped with

√
2line samples of the same level, both horizontally and vertically.

If the required space is accommodated, the samples in the lower WT levels can
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be reordered as well, due to the hierarchical layout. Moreover, by judiciously
adapting the execution order to the hierarchical layout, the size can be even
further reduced: as mentioned in Chapter 6, the even rows only contain samples
ending up in WT level 1 and therefore these even rows can be independently
reordered, thereby already reducing the size requirements by half.

The overhead of this explicit reordering buffer can still be further reduced. If
the input is traversed row by row instead of in the manner described above,
the input would still be read just once, but the output writing would lead to
WH

√
2line misses. However, this execution order does enable the merging of

the preprocessing and reordering with the WT itself. Afterwards it is then
possible to remove the output dumping in the reordering buffer and the input
reading in the WT. Effectively, this transformation replaces the WT input
reading from the tiled and level-separated array at a cost of WH

√
2line by a

input reading (and combined pre-processing) from a row-major array at a cost
of just WH .

Clearly, the preceding processing blocks do not have a negative impact on the
choice of the WT data layout, but in fact succeed in further improving the miss-
rate. This is because the proposed WT layout had been chosen to reduce the
impact of the large inter-sample distance in higher WT levels and to balance
the locality between horizontal and vertical filtering, but both of these effects
are irrelevant for the preceding blocks and the WT input reading, which is
why the constraints during the WT mapping decisions are relaxed. Hence, the
choice of a row-major input layout could still further reduce the miss-rate.

The proposed WT layout is also quite compatible with the subsequent block
coder characteristics. Separating the data corresponding to different resolutions
and subbands is beneficial, because the block coder also processes the code-
blocks in different subbands independently. Furthermore, within each code-
block data is processed along stripes of 4 rows high, which is similar to the
tiling of the WT data. The WT tile height is dependent on the line size
though. It can potentially include more than 4 words, once the line size exceeds
16 words. Since the block coder processes the stripes multiple times according
to the significant bitplanes, an additional layout reorganization according to
bitplanes can be useful [Gupta 2006, Andra 2003]. This reorganization would
be present regardless of the WT layout choice, but it can be combined with
the stripe reordering, so that both the WT and the block coders can operate
using a layout with their own specific optimal stripe height.

Therefore we can either constrain the WT layout to stripes of 4 rows, or let
the bitplane reordering also perform stripe reordering at large line sizes. At
low L1 sizes, where the level-by-level order is followed, the former option is
preferable. A doubling of the line size would then reduce the locality balance
between horizontal and vertical filtering and thereby double the vertical filtering
miss-rate and halve the horizontal filering miss-rate. The latter option would
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directly double the reordering cost for each stripe height doubling. Moreover,
at these low L1 sizes the cost of performing the reordering is high, making
its contribution to the total miss-rate more important than that of the WT
filtering. At large L1 sizes on the other hand, it is possible to store complete
code-blocks in L1 and to apply the layout reordering without an extra cost.
Obviously the latter option of including stripe reordering in the code-block
reordering is sensible then.

Applying a tight merging similar to that of the WT and the pre-processing be-
tween the WT and the subsequent block coder, where the block coder follows
the WT execution order, is not at all beneficial. At a small scale, the stripe
based processing order (Figure 7.2) is incompatible with either examined exe-
cution order. Moreover, a full image sized buffer will be produced before the
first code-block can be consumed in the level-by-level execution order. Like-
wise, a large buffer is required for the block-based localized execution order,
even though it follows a block-based production pattern. Indeed, whereas the
produced WT blocks are aligned according to the WT dependencies (cf. Sec-
tion 3.2.4), the code-blocks in general are not, so that a row of blocks would
need to be buffered. This alignment issue can be partially resolved by careful
selection of JPEG2000 encoding parameters to modify the tile alignment. How-
ever, fully avoiding these large buffers would require smaller code-block sizes
at the higher WT levels, which could have a negative impact on the coding
efficiency. Clearly, if the WT and the block coder are merged and these large
sizes are present in L1, the reordering of the stripe layout need not cause a
miss-rate increase either.

In conclusion, aside from possibly adapting the WT stripe layout to the follow-
ing block-coder module, the WT miss-rate improvements are not impacted by
miss-rate increases or constraints corresponding to other JPEG2000 application
components. In the following section we will study if this can also be claimed
for generic application components.

7.2 General Worst-Case Scenario

The previous section demonstrated that embedding the WT block inside a
full JPEG2000 encoder did not remove the gains obtained by replacing the
WT data layout for an isolated WT block. This was possible by exploiting the
characteristics of the surrounding blocks, which allowed merging the processing
with the WT, consuming the data in the same subband-separated manner
as the WT layout or reordering the layout at a low cost. To check whether
the proposed layout is superior under general conditions, we should verify if
this still holds true if we embed the WT inside a pre-processing and post-
processing chain which does not necessarily exhibit as high a compatibility
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with the proposed layout, e.g. a wavelet-based entropy coder employing the
concept of zerotrees.

PostprocessingWT input
layout

WT WT output
layout

Preprocessing

(a) Propagate WT layout to surrounding blocks.

WT input
layout

WT output
layout

pre-
processing

layout

R
eorder R

eorder

WTPreprocessing Postprocessing

post-
processing

layout

(b) Insert explicit reordering buffers.

Figure 7.4. Theoretical analysis of worst-case, layout-based miss-rate gains in a full
application.

To prove the validity of our data layout optimizations and show that the impact
of embedding it in a complete wavelet-based application does not obliterate
the earlier gains, we can do two things: a first theoretical approach is proving
in general that the produced layout is optimal, by demonstrating that the
overhead related to the surrounding functional components is smaller than the
gains in the WT:

- by assuming our proposed layout is a worst case layout for the surrounding
blocks, but that the cost when propagating our layout to these blocks is
smaller than our obtained gains (Figure 7.4(a)), or

- by simply inserting reordering buffers before and after the WT and eval-
uating their cost likewise. (Figure 7.4(b)).

7.2.1 Layout Propagation

At first glance, it might not seem promising to propagate the proposed WT
layout to the surrounding blocks. Indeed, when imposing a new data layout on
a complete processing block, the corresponding miss-rate increase would depend
on the processing reuse characteristics. Conceptually, it is possible to design
processing blocks which iterate an infinite amount of times over the modified
arrays following a worst-case execution order in terms of spatial locality and
thereby globally annihilating any potential WT layout gains.
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However, this data reuse influence can be avoided by limiting the layout propa-
gation to the final output dumping for the pre-processing block and the initial
input reading for the post-processing block, instead of imposing the new layout
on the complete blocks, as suggested in Figure 7.4(a).

To evaluate the global impact on the miss-rate, we will compare the WT miss-
rate savings to the worst-case miss-rate increase in the surrounding blocks.
The miss-rate savings can be computed for the level-by-level execution order at
inter-kernel reuse sizes by using the miss-rate formula of the original layout on
page 130 and comparing it to the miss-rates for the proposed layout discussed
on page 151. The proposed new layout limits the execution order tiling to the
even rows, in order to limit size requirements. We also compare to a layout
scheme which applies full execution order tiling and requires a larger Level 1
size but which also obtains an ideal miss-rate, which does not increase for larger
line sizes. Note that for this inter-kernel reuse sized working point, the write
costs are equal to the described read miss-rates.
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The resulting miss-rate savings can be calculated as the difference between the
original and proposed miss-rates, multiplied by two to account for read as well
as write back costs. Note that these savings are calculated departing from an
initial row-major WT layout.
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These formulas reveal that for 4 WT levels and a line size of 16 words/line, the
miss-rate savings for the fully tiled execution order and layout (savings ideal)
reach 88% of the original row-major execution order and layout. These savings
however only consider the WT in isolation, without accounting for the miss-
rate cost related to propagating this layout to the surrounding blocks. This
worst-case cost will subsequently be derived.

For the worst-case miss-rate increase, the execution order of the surrounding
blocks leads to just one single word per line actually being used, so that the
miss-rate is increased by 2line. Nevertheless, we can leave the pre-processing as
is, letting it write to its usual output locations. However, when we encounter
the final write access to a line of the WT input array, we dump the complete
line to the WT input array. Aside from the line already present in memory
due to the normal pre-processing, 2line − 1 additional lines might need to be
fetched to gather all the words required for that WT input (and pre-processing
output) line, which itself will further also be dumped: Mpre-pr,incr = WH ·
(

(2line − 1) + 1
)

.

Likewise for the post-processing, when we encounter the first read of a par-
ticular line in the original post-processing input array, we fetch 2line lines of
the WT output array required to fill that particular post-processing input line.
This line is subsequently written, while the line originally fetched from the
post-processing input array, now no longer requires fetching: Mpost-pr,incr =
WH ·

(

2line + 1 − 1
)

.

In total the combined miss-rate increase then amounts to:

Mincr, surrounding = WH · 2line+1

Table 7.1 shows the corresponding increase per unit area, while Tables 7.2
and 7.3 show the miss-rate savings for the two WT layout options, for several
line sizes and WT levels, and indicate for which of these parameters there is a
global saving. For more than 1 WT level and sufficiently large line sizes, there is
always a global miss-rate reduction, since the savings are then 4

3 ·
(

1 − 2 · 4−L
)

times larger than the cost, due to the higher data reuse within the WT. For the
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Table 7.1. Worst-case cost surrounding block miss-rate increase (per unit area) under
layout propagation.

words/line 1 2 4 8 16 32 64
cost 2 4 8 16 32 64 128

Table 7.2. Actual miss-rate reduction (per unit area) for execution order tiling on even
rows only, under Layout Propagation. Configurations with lower WT miss-rate reduc-
tions than surrounding miss-rate increases are marked in red.

words/line 1 2 4 8 16 32 64

1 WT Levels 0 1 3 6.5 15.25 32.63 71.31
2 WT Levels 0 1.75 5.5 12.5 28.75 61.13 130.81
3 WT Levels 0 1.94 6.13 14 32.13 68.25 145.67
4 WT Levels 0 1.98 6.28 14.38 32.97 70.03 149.41

fully tiled implementation at 4 WT levels and 16 words/line, a relative miss-
rate gain of 19% is obtained (down from 88% for the WT in isolation). For both
WT layout options this relative miss-rate gain evolves to 25% at large enough
WT levels and line sizes. Obviously, in practice the gains can be even higher
without the worst-case layout assumption as shown in the earlier JPEG2000
example.

Table 7.3. Actual miss-rate reduction (per unit area) for execution order tiling on all
rows, under Layout Propagation. Configurations with lower WT miss-rate reductions
than surrounding miss-rate increases are marked in red.

words/line 1 2 4 8 16 32 64

1 WT Levels 0 2 5 10.5 21.25 42.63 85.31
2 WT Levels 0 3 8 17.5 36.25 73.63 148.31
3 WT Levels 0 3.25 8.75 19.25 40 81.38 164.06
4 WT Levels 0 3.31 8.94 19.69 40.94 83.31 168
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Additionally, hybrid solutions are possible, which do not maximally adapt the
layout to the WT processing properties, and which lead to reduced WT miss-
rate gains, but which are also more compatible with the surrounding block
and therefore suffer also suffer a reduced reordering cost. In practice both the
reordering costs of table 7.1 and the miss-rate gains of tables 7.2 and 7.3 will
be different then, and this could lead to a higher overall gains, but tools would
be needed to explore and evaluate these different hybrid layouts.

Layout propagation is not always an option however, e.g. if the surrounding
blocks cannot be modified directly. In those circumstances adding explicit
reordering buffers could be an option. Furthermore, when layout propaga-
tion is applied on real-life applications, it might not be possible to modify
the execution order due to internal dependencies. Then still global dataflow
transformations will allow to break these dependencies at a cost [Parhi 1989].
Usually this cost will still be lower than the gain, but an evaluation would re-
quire knowledge about the actual real-life dependencies. This would not be the
case for inserted reordering buffers, since these have no such dependencies, and
therefore execution order freedom is something we could freely exploit inside
reordering steps.

7.2.2 Reordering Buffers

In order to evaluate the impact on a complete application of imposing a new
data layout specifically for the WT, a second option consists of performing
an explicit run-time layout reorganization before and after the WT, as sug-
gested by Figure 7.4(b). The worst-case cost of such a reordering must then
be evaluated against the gains corresponding to a more optimal WT layout.

General Worst-case Reordering Costs

The WT-related gains can again be derived from the earlier formulas. A worst-
case reordering cost occurs when the input and output arrays are traversed
without respecting their layout, so that each input word access leads to a line
fetch containing 2line words, of which only 1 is used. Likewise, for each output
word which is written back, an entire 2line word output line word is written
back. Moreover, the first time an output line is accessed it does not contain any
useful data, but for all following accesses this is no longer the case. Accordingly
for each of these 2line − 1 output line accesses, the output line should first be
read. These WH · (2line + 2line + 2line − 1) misses occur both before and after
the WT:

costreordering = WH ·
(

3 · 2line − 1
)

· 2
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Table 7.4. Worst-case layout reordering buffer cost (per unit area) for worst-case ex-
ecution order.

words/line 1 2 4 8 16 32 64
cost 4 10 22 46 94 190 382

These reordering costs (see Table 7.4) will always outweigh the WT miss-rate
gains given in Tables 7.2 and 7.3, regardless of the line size. However, such
a traversal fails to exploit the fact that there are no dependencies inside the
reordering buffer, resulting in additional freedom to modify the execution order
and further exploit spatial locality. Indeed, if we select an execution order which
traverses the output array with maximal spatial locality, the output array will
be written once (and will not be read). In the worst case, this could correspond
to a traversal of the input, where only one useful word is transferred per line
of 2line words. The reordering cost before and after the WT then becomes:

costreordering = WH ·
(

2line + 1
)

· 2

This improved worst-case reordering cost can be obtained at an L1 size of
just two lines, an output and input array line. The output line stays in L1
until it contains its 2line new words. These are (in the worst-case) sequentially
extracted from one out of 2line input lines, so that only one input line at a time
requires L1 storage. The resulting cost is comparable to, but slightly higher
than the earlier worst-case layout propagation cost, due to the +1 in the cost
formula, related to the fact that for an additional reordering buffer both the
reads and the writes must be performed. This implies that the algorithmic
WT settings at which the new WT layout becomes globally optimal are similar
to those for layout propagation, as can be derived by comparing the costs in
Table 7.5 to those of Tables 7.2 and 7.3.

Table 7.5. Worst-case layout reordering buffer cost (per unit area) for improved worst-
case execution order.

words/line 1 2 4 8 16 32 64
cost 4 6 10 18 34 66 130
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Refined Reordering Costs

Therefore, for sufficiently large line sizes and/or numbers of WT levels, switch-
ing to the new WT layout will globally prove optimal, even for very limited
L1 sizes. Moreover, the gains can be further improved if the reordering cost
drops below the worst-case upper-bound. For the explicitly inserted reordering
buffers examined here, ideally one array is read and written in the reordering
buffers before and after the WT, independently of the line size:

costreordering, ideal = WH · (1 + 1) · 2

Such a cost would be optimal for WT layout variant of Table 7.3 once the line
contains more than two words. Note that in real-life this “ideal” cost could
be further reduced if the reordering buffer could somehow be merged inside
a processing block and the array would not need to be completely read and
written from off-chip memory again, but this would again require information
on the concrete internal dependencies inside the processing blocks.

Clearly, this ideal unmerged reordering cost can be reached if the entire input
and output array fit in L1, so that the compete reordering can be performed
on-chip, but for practical purposes, such an L1 size upper-bound is too large.
The size can be reduced by storing only the output array, and then sequentially
storing and reordering one input line at a time, but this will still lead to an
unacceptable size requirement.

Nevertheless, the L1 requirements can often be reduced towards acceptable
sizes due to the execution order freedom within a reordering buffer, if it is
possible to exploit “correlation” between the spatial locality in both layouts,
or in other words, between the way data is stored in memory in the input and
in the output array, which does assume that the data layout in the surrounding
blocks is known then. If such a correlation is present, it can become possible
to restrict the amount of data stored in L1 to a limited subset of the input and
output arrays, and still load each array just once. This implies that each input
line is also loaded just once, and therefore, that when a line is loaded, all words
contained therein are read and sent to their respective output locations before
the line is evicted from L1, and likewise for each output line all of the contained
words should be written to, before the output line is evicted and written back.

If there is no correlation between the input and output layouts, and the words
in each input line are sent to “random” output lines, it might still be necessary
to keep an entire array in L1 in order to avoid having to fetch any line more than
once. We will use a graph-based representation to illustrate how to derive the
reduced L1 requirements, necessary to obtain the ideal miss-rate. Moreover,
the graph-based representation will be used to show that conceptually, it is
possible to construct two different data layouts, related to each other in such a
way that the minimal miss-rate can only be reached at unacceptably large L1
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sizes. Therefore the class of layout pairs for which it is not possible to exploit
the correlation between the input and output layout, does indeed exist and is
not empty. However, determining for which class of layout pairs this is possible
and for which class not, is outside the scope of this thesis.

Furthermore, for the explicit reordering buffer strategy it is also possible to
select hybrid WT layouts, which are less adapted to the WT processing char-
acteristics, and more to those of the surrounding blocks, and which therefore
have higher WT miss-rates, but lower reordering buffer L1 size requirements
and/or reordering buffer miss-rates, potentially offering higher overall gains
than feasible for the proposed WT layout, but tools would again be needed to
explore and evaluate these different hybrid layouts.

We will now show why a graph-based representation is used to derive the L1
size requirements and a worst-case data layout necessary for the minimal miss-
rate. The actually required L1 size will depend on the relation of the input
layout compared to the output layout. Conceptually, we could try to construct
two layouts which would require the worst-case size at the minimal reordering
cost, without using a graph-based representation.

To obtain the minimal cost, we should consider that a fetched line may only be
evicted once all words of that line have been reorganized in the destination, and
similarly that an output line may only be written back once it contains all of its
corresponding input words. One approach might be to take a particular input
line, and assume that all words in this line fall correspond to a different line in
the destination (e.g. 16 lines in the output). Then, a consecutive maximal size
increase would be encountered if all words in these 16 lines occupied different
lines in the input again. Since 16 out of these 16 · 16 words already had a
fixed position (in the initial starting line), we will maximally have a 16 · 15 or
2line · (2line − 1) size increase. For n stages this will maximally correspond to
2line · (2line − 1)n words. The required L1 size would grow exponentially, and
the procedure would quickly stop once the number of lines exceeds the array
size. It might seem that the entire arrays should be stored then. However, this
would not fix how the lines at the last level are connected and moreover, this
only corresponds to one single way of reordering, specifically a breadth first
traversal of that “connectivity graph”, which reorders all lines present in L1
and therefore loads all connected lines, which themselves are only reordered
afterwards.

A significantly reduced size could instead be obtained using a depth-first search,
where the maximal size would correspond to the maximal depth-first path
length. Obviously we could reorder the connections under those circumstances
into a chain to maximize this length, but then we should consider those words
whose 16 connections already collide with the chain: these lines could be evicted
or written back, allowing in-placing optimizations to reduce the size. Indeed,
suppose the graph consists of a chain connecting the entire set of image lines.
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Without in-placing this would require space to store the entire image, but with
in-placing 2 to 3 lines could suffice. This again makes a priori assumptions
about the execution order (depth-first traversal) and the connectivity (nearest
neighbor connections only). In order to generalize, a graph based representation
will be used which will explicitly represent the connectivity and which will allow
evaluating different execution orders.

In such a graph representation we can represent each line in the input and out-
put array by a node. Each input line will contain 2line words, which are each
connected to some output line, depending on which output line location the
words ends up at after reordering. Therefore in the graph representation each
input line has 2line outgoing edges connected to the lines containing the desti-
nation locations of the words, and likewise each output line has 2line incoming
edges.

Each edge must then be visited once, since an edge represents a particular
word being reordered, or read from the input and written to the output. This
also means that the input and output lines containing that particular word,
or equivalently, the nodes connected by the edge, should be present in L1 and
will therefore contribute to the L1 size requirements. However, these lines will
no longer contribute to the L1 requirements by the time the following word is
reordered, if and only if the lines have been evicted after reordering the previous
word.

A node or line can in principle be visited multiple times, where each visit
corresponds to a (read or write) miss. Note that when output lines are visited
more than once, they also cause an extra read miss to load the data they already
contain at that point in time. If we are examining the size requirements for the
minimal miss-rate, each node may only be visited once though, and accordingly
may only be evicted as soon as all constituent edges have been visited.

Suppose we would also want to derive the Pareto trade-off between miss-rate
(or the number of times a node is visited), and L1 size. For this purpose we
could partition the graph so that each edge belongs to a partition, but each
node can be in multiple partitions. The miss-rate (of a line) then corresponds to
the number of different partitions a node belongs to while the L1 size is related
to the number of nodes connected to all the edges in a partition. Therefore a
possible approach is:

- partitioning the graph into connected components, as simultaneously load-
ing these sub-graphs will not help exploit spatial locality,

- further partitioning the sub-graphs to obtain different average miss-rates,

- and determining the L1 size for each partition, in first approximation by
counting the maximum number of nodes over all sub-partitions. For more
precision in-placing may also be considered, which can be done by visiting
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the edges in different orders and analyzing the resulting lifetimes of each
node.

The 1st partitioning step may be seen as a preprocessing step partitioning the
graph into independent connected components, which can be solved by applying
a depth-first search [Baase 1988]. In contrast, the 2nd sub-partitioning and 3rd

in-placing steps are likely to be computationally unpractical and might demand
(known) heuristics, which is out of scope for this thesis.

This graph-based representation will now be applied to two specific reordering
configurations: one in which an array is transposed and one in which the input is
related to the output according to a hypercube topology. This will demonstrate
how this graph-based representation can be used to derive the worst-case size
required to achieve the minimal reordering miss-rate and to derive how the
reordering cost trades off against the available L1 size.

Transpose Reordering

The transpose of an array can be constructed by writing the rows in the input
array as the columns of the output array, or vice versa, as illustrated in the
left of Figure 7.5(a). This can be useful for example when a matrix is stored
(or read) in a row-major layout, so that the rows are stored contiguously in
memory, but the columns are not, and the actual processing is applied within
the columns. In that case, applying an array transposition can be useful to
increase the spatial locality. In fact, one example where this can occur is
between the different dimensions of a separable filter, and subsequently also
in the Wavelet Transform itself, even though this thesis proposes the use of a
hybrid layout which offers a better L1 size/miss-rate trade-off than through a
transposition.

When a straightforward row-major input traversal is used to perform the array
transposition, the minimal reordering cost will not be obtained, due to the low
spatial locality in the output array, as is illustrated in Figure 7.6(a). However,
since the data reordering buffers may be loop transformed in whichever way
desired, this row-major input traversal need not be followed.

If instead the execution order is tiled as shown in Figure 7.6(b), both the input
and the output will be traversed according to maximal spatial locality and the
minimal reordering miss-rate can be obtained. Moreover, the worst-case L1 size
bounds for this miss-rate are clearly not reached: instead of having to store
the entire array, the minimal reordering cost of one single input and output
read can already be obtained for an L1 size of 2line · 2line + 2line words. In
Figure 7.6(b), this corresponds to a complete output tile and the lines of the
corresponding input tile, stored one after the other.
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Transpose
Reordering

Hypercube
Reordering

8 word
input line

(a) Comparison of transpose and hypercube reordering.

(b) Peak L1 size for minimal transpose
reordering miss-rate is 8 lines.

(c) Peak L1 size for minimal hypercube
reordering miss-rate is 70 lines.

Figure 7.5. Illustration of transposition and hypercube reordering for an array of 32×
32 words or 32 × 4 lines, at 8 words/line. Words sharing an input line are drawn in
the same color.

Figure 7.7 shows the graph representation of a transposition at a line size 4
words per line, when the image width is a multiple of the line size. For the
entire image, the graph consists of multiple connected sub-graphs of 2 · 2line
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(a) Transpose in row-major order: all locality exploited in input,
none in output; input read WH ·1, output read and written WH ·2line
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(b) After tiling: locality exploited in both input and output; if L1
≥ 2line · 2line, input read WH · 1, output written WH · 1

Figure 7.6. Straightforward and tiled data transpose (at 4 words/line).

(a) Graph equivalent is
fully connected graph
with 2line nodes

(b) Combined they form unconnected
subgraphs for entire image transposi-
tion

Figure 7.7. Corresponding graph representation (4 words/line).

nodes, representing 2 · 2line lines of 2line words each.
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The first step in the above-mentioned approach consists of partitioning the en-
tire graph into unconnected sub-graphs, which will be independently reordered.
The second step, which sub-partitions these sub-graphs to further reduce the
size requirements, will not be applied if the minimal miss-rate is targetted. If
in-placing is not considered, the L1 size for this miss-rate corresponds to the
total number of nodes inside the subgraph or 2 · 2line · 2line words.

After applying in-placing to the input lines, an L1 size of 2line + 1 lines or
2line · (2line + 1) words is reached. This cannot be reduced further, as each
output node is connected to all of the 2line input nodes. Figure 7.5(b) illustrates
such a partition of 2line = 8 lines on an input array.

If we allow a trade-off between size and miss-rate, further L1 size reductions are
possible though. For n = 2line input nodes per sub-graph, we can reduce the
required L1 size from n + 1 nodes to n

k + 1 nodes per sub-graph sub-partition
(where k evenly divides n and varies from 1 to n), in return for a miss-rate
increase from 2 · n to (1 + k) · n missed lines per complete sub-graph, or from
WH ·(1+1) to WH ·(1+k) for the entire image. Moreover, the miss-rate can be
improved to (1 + k) ·n−(k − 1) by using in-placing between the sub-partitions,
which evaluates to WH · (1 + k − k−1

2line ) over the entire image. These miss-rates
are evaluated in Table 7.6 for a line size of 16 words/line. For a proof of these
formulas, see Appendix B.1.

Table 7.6. Miss-rates for transpose reordering per sub-graph of 16 input lines, in func-
tion of the required L1 size for different sub-partitionings choices (at 16 words/line).

L1 size (lines) 2 3 5 9 17
miss-rate (no in-placing) 272 144 80 48 32

miss-rate (with in-placing) 257 137 77 47 32

Hypercube Graph

For the transposition graph topology, the L1 size for the minimal miss-rate
scales relatively weakly, so that this miss-rate can be reached at acceptable
L1 sizes, and the global gains due to the new WT layout can be even larger.
However, it has not been proven that this weak scaling is present for all possible
graph topologies. In fact, for a hypercube graph topology, this is not the case,
as will be shown in this section, where first a sub-cube reordering traversal
enables a L1 size / miss-rate trade-off, and where a wavefront traversal order
imposes the minimal possible L1 requirements for the minimal reordering miss-
rate, which however still grows exponentially with the line size.
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For such a hypercube reordering, the input and output lines are related to
each other such that they can be mapped to the nodes of a hypercube. This
implies that, due to the connectivity properties of a hypercube, the number
of connected nodes at a close number of jumps expands in a very pronounced
manner, similar to that of the worst case reordering which we tried to previously
construct without using a graph representation. However, due to the symmetry
of a hypercube, this property here holds over the entire graph. This rapid and
consistent growth of the number of nearby connected nodes makes it difficult to
exploit the correlation between the input and output locality. This is illustrated
in the right of Figure 7.5(a), which shows that the words in the input array are
dispersed in a very irregular manner in the output array.

Note that this is an artificially constructed layout reordering, which is not
necessarily used or useful in real-life applications. Its main purpose in this work
is to demonstrate that even though it is often possible to reach the minimal
reordering miss-rate at realistic sizes, making the gains of the proposed WT
layout more pronounced, this is not always the case. From this point of view
the fact that no practical application is known (yet), which would benefit from
such a layout reordering, need not be interpreted as a disadvantage.

Output node Input node

0000

0100

0001
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1000 1001

1010 1011

1100 1101

1110 1111
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0110 0111

0011

Figure 7.8. Hypercube graph example, including node coordinates (4 words/line).

For a line size of 2line words, the corresponding hypercube graph may be con-
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structed by considering that each of the 2n nodes in a n-dimensional hypercube
has n neighbors. Therefore, for the examined line size, a 2line-dimensional hy-

percube can be constructed with 22line

nodes. In a layout reorganization graph,
each input node is connected only to output nodes, and vice versa. Therefore,
half of these nodes are input nodes, and half are output nodes.

Since the nodes in a hypercube can be identified using n-bit coordinates, which
differ in exactly 1 bit position for neighboring nodes, the parity of the coordi-
nates’ Hamming weight can be used to determine whether a node belongs to the
input or the output. Figure 7.8 illustrates this for a 4-dimensional hypercube,
corresponding to a line size of 4 words/line.

One possibility to obtain the minimal miss-rate is to apply an execution order
similar to the one used for array transposition: by loading all output nodes and
cycling over the input nodes, the input will be read once, and the output will
be written once. However, due to the increased hypercube sub-graph size, for
a line size of n = 2line words/line, this will no longer require n + 1 nodes, but
2n/2 + 1 nodes.

Here too, a trade-off between L1 size and miss-rate is possible, by reordering
sub-partitions or sub-cubes of the output nodes, one after the other. In this
manner the L1 size can be reduced to 2k−1 +1 nodes, with 1 ≤ k ≤ n, in return
for a miss-rate of 2n−1 · (n − k + 2) per sub-graph, or WH ·

(

2line − k + 2
)

over
the entire image, as is derived in Appendix B.2. Table 7.7 summarizes these
trade-off numbers for 16-dimensional hypercubes (or 16 words/line).

Table 7.7. Miss-rate per hypercube sub-graph with 216 nodes, in function of size
required for different sub-partitionings (at 16 words/line).

L1 size (lines) 2 3 5 . . . 8193 16385 32767
miss-rate (103 lines) 557 524 492 . . . 131 98 66

Moreover, an alternate wavefront -based traversal produces slightly reduced L1
size requirements for the minimal miss-rate: Appendix B.2 describes in detail
how this traversal works and it demonstrates that for this traversal the L1 re-
quirements vary between

√
2 2n

√
πn

and 2(n+1)
n+2

√
2 2n

√
πn

. It further shows that no other

traversal order can go below these wavefront-based traversal L1 requirements.
Figure 7.5(c) highlights the lower bound for these peak L1 requirements for a
hypercube of n = 8, or equivalently 8 words/line, where more than 70 lines
should be stored. For larger values of n (in Table 7.8 for n > 4), these require-
ments will indeed be less than the corresponding sub-cube traversal L1 size,
due to the presence of the

√
n in the denominator.
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Table 7.8. Minimal miss-rate size in hypercube and transpose graphs in function of
line size

line size (words/line) 2 4 8 16
transpose size (words) 6 20 72 272
hypercube sub-cube size (words) 6 36 1032 524k
hypercube wavefront size (words) 6 40 1032 389k

From a practical point of view though, these L1 sizes for the minimal miss-
rate will still scale too fast, due to the exponential dependency on n, which
will quickly make the L1 sizes unattainably large. This demonstrates that
theoretically worst-case layout reordering topologies do exist, for which it is
not possible to obtain the minimal reordering cost for realistic L1 sizes. No
real-life examples can be given where such layout reordering topologies occur
though.

Moreover, even if this minimal reordering cost cannot be obtained, depending
on the WT parameters the reordering cost can still be lower than the proposed
WT layout gains so that global gains will still be reached, regardless of the
layout topologies. Furthermore, in practice, for real-life examples this minimal
reordering cost is often obtainable, and can even be further reduced by exploit-
ing application knowledge to merge the reordering buffer closer inside the actual
processing. In doing so, it can for example be possible to avoid the reordering
input reading when the reordering is merged inside the pre-processing and the
pre-processed data remains in L1 before reordering, and as such the reordering
cost would drop below the mentioned minimal reordering cost encountered for
unmerged reordering, where at least the input should read completely and the
output should be fully written.

7.3 Conclusion

This chapter performed a worst-case analysis to verify the global impact on a
complete application of selecting the WT layout proposed in Chapter 6. Two
strategies to integrate the new layout in the application were covered, based
on layout propagation and explicit data reordering. The latter has a higher
degree of execution ordering freedom, since no transformation inhibiting data
dependencies are present in such a reordering buffer. Even though a hypercube
example layout has been given where the minimal reordering miss-rate cannot
be obtained at acceptable L1 sizes, this is not required either to produce a
global miss-rate reduction: both for the explicit reordering and the layout
propagation strategies it was possible at minimal L1 sizes to obtain globally
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improved results for the proposed WT layout, depending on the algorithmic
WT parameters. Moreover, for concrete real-life applications a more accurate
analysis of the miss-rate gains can be performed, since the miss-rate and size
dependencies on the line size are very instantiation dependent. This has been
analyzed for several classes of layouts. The quantitative effect of this has been
evaluated in the JPEG2000 example, where the reordering could be merged
inside the WT itself to avoid one additional array output write, and where the
global miss-rate gains in fact increased within the full application.
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Chapter 8

The Influence of Intra-Task Dynamism

Within an Application

“I think of you in motion and just how close you are getting
And how every little thing anticipates you”

‘(Are You) The One That I’ve Been Waiting For?’ - Nick Cave & the Bad
Seeds

In the context of inter-task level dynamism, unpredictably introduced, event-
triggered tasks are competing for the available space in the foreground mem-
ory (L1). Therefore, applications should be able to optimally exploit (at
compile-time) memory hierarchy usage under varying memory availability, by
partially reconfiguring themselves at run-time, through switching to an appro-
priate instantiation. To enable this, Chapters 5 and 6 introduced the use of
different execution order localizations, which optimally exploit temporal and
spatial locality for specific L1 size regions.

In these chapters, the technique was analyzed for the 2D-Wavelet Transform,
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which is a complex, but fully statically analyzable application component. The
run-time unpredictability is assumed to be caused by varying L1 resources in
the context of inter-task level dynamism. In this chapter, the technique is fur-
ther extended for applications such as video and 3D-graphics, which themselves
exhibit run-time unpredictability of data transfers, with data-reuse possibilities
which are are data-dependent (intra-task dynamism). In this case, additional
unpredictability originates from within the application itself and the explora-
tion of the optimal memory hierarchy mapping depends on data dependent
application behavior. For example, in a video coder the performance achieved
for one input sequence will not match the performance for a different input se-
quence, even under constant memory availability. Handling this problem using
worst-case scenarios (e.g. based on the upper bound of the motion values) leads
to sub-optimal mapping decisions. In the proposed approach, specific cases
(system scenarios) of data-dependent behavior are defined, which benefit from
similar memory hierarchy mappings, leading to run-time optimized mapping
configurations. During the encoding and decoding of a video sequence, frames
or even regions of frames with different motion characteristics can trigger a
switch to a different localization, leading to energy savings. In the long run,
this technique can be complemented by a statistical analysis of video motion.

The evaluation of different motion-driven scenarios is analyzed for a Motion
Compensated Temporal Filtering (MCTF) based scalable video coder, which
has data-dependent memory hierarchy transfers. MCTF [Ohm 2002] based
scalable video coders allow the encoded bitstream to be partially decoded by
an end user according to the technical capabilities of the system and the encoun-
tered conditions. It reduces the temporal redundancy of a video sequence and
it produces a temporal multi-resolution decomposition of the original signal,
enabling scalability, since it is based on the Wavelet Transform. Although the
dynamism is limited to data-dependent indexing and does not exhibit a mas-
sively data-dependent control flow, the characteristics of the WT [Geelen 2006]
complicate the impact of dynamism in the exploration of the optimal mapping.
The technique can be generalized to other WT-like algorithms, such as hierar-
chical filter banks and iterative up and down sampling as in the Scalable Video
Coding of MPEG [Tran 2007].

A limited number of techniques have been proposed in the literature to han-
dle the impact on the mapping of memory-optimized WT execution orders
in the context of data-dependent behavior and dynamically varying memory
accesses. Examples exist where the cache misses in a video application are
reduced through tile processing, but without considering the impact of input
dynamism, by simplifying the algorithm [Bernabe 2005]. Content-driven map-
ping techniques reduce the energy consumption by adaptively applying volt-
age scaling techniques [Hamers 2007] and specifying optimal working scenarios
for memory allocation [Marchal 2003]. However, these examples exploit more
coarse-grained characteristics of the content dynamism and are not compati-
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ble with the complex WT-based applications. Finally, a similar technique has
been proposed in [Chen 2006], where a worst case per block analysis is followed
for irregular scratchpad scheduling, based on minimum and maximum param-
eter values. In contrast, this chapter demonstrates that the localized execution
order leading to the lowest memory-transfer energy cost, according to the en-
countered Level-1 memory space, depends on the dynamic characteristics of
the application.

This chapter is organized as follows: In Section 8.1, an overview of the MCTF is
given along with possible implementation methods, while Section 8.2 describes
the energy gains that can be obtained when the available L1 space varies,
by exploiting dynamically varying memory hierarchy resources. Section 8.3
presents and explains the impact of input dynamism and motion behavior on
the optimal mapping decisions. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 8.4.

8.1 MCTF Algorithm

This section describes the miss-rate characteristics of a wavelet-based video
coder, called Motion Compensated Temporal Filtering (MCTF). It first gives
an overview of the structure of the coder and subsequently introduces the
localizations which can be applied to it, in order to improve the temporal and
spatial locality characteristics.

8.1.1 MCTF in a lifting filter structure

Motion Compensated Temporal Filtering (MCTF) [Ohm 2002] is based on the
lifting scheme [Sweldens 1995] implementation of the WT. In our analysis the
MCTF is restricted to a lifting scheme configuration with one prediction and
one update step (equivalent to a 5/3 wavelet filter). In general, configurations
with longer filters, with variable decomposition structures or even configura-
tions which selectively omit the update step are possible [van der Schaar 2003],
enabling trade-offs in complexity, latency, scalability ratios.

In principle, the MCTF may be regarded as a one-dimensional WT where
the filtering is applied to entire frames instead of samples, forming Temporal
Filtering (Figure 8.1). Let x2k [m, n] and x2k+1 [m, n] respectively denote even
and odd frame subsequences from the original video sequence. If we would
ignore the motion, the 5/3-filter transform may be implemented through the
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following lifting steps

hk [m, n] = x2k+1 [m, n] − 1

2
(x2k [m, n] + x2k+2 [m, n]) (8.1)

lk [m, n] = x2k [m, n] − 1

4
(hk−1 [m, n] + hk [m, n])

where hk are predict filtered frames, which are further used to calculate the
update filtered frames lk.

However, in order to effectively exploit inter-frame redundancy under complex
scene motion, the motion may not be ignored and the temporal wavelet trans-
form and motion compensation must be performed jointly [Secker 2001]. Thus,
the filtering is performed in the direction of motion, leading to the Motion Com-
pensated Temporal Filtering. Now, let Wk1,k2 denote the Motion Compensated
(MC) mapping from frame k1 onto the coordinate system of frame k2, so that
Wk1,k2(xk1) [m, n] ≃ xk2[m, n], ∀m, n. No particular motion model is assumed,
aside from the use of bidirectional frame prediction. The lifting steps are then
modified as follows:

hk [m, n] = x2k+1 [m, n] − 1

2
(W2k,2k+1(x2k) [m, n] + W2k+2,2k+1(x2k+2) [m, n])

lk [m, n] = x2k [m, n] − 1

4
(W2k−1,2k(hk−1) [m, n] + W2k+1,2k(hk) [m, n])

(8.2)

Note that in the update step, where a classical 5/3-lifting scheme would add
the highpass values produced in the prediction step, here these highpass values
are subtracted. This is related to the Inverse Motion Compensation (IMC)
step, which inverts the motion vectors found in the predict filtering step, so
that these may also be used in the update filtering step, as will be explained
below.

The L frames (containing temporal lowpass values lk) can be further decom-
posed into temporal LL and LH bands, until the desired number of temporal
wavelet tree levels is reached. An example of a 3 level tree is shown in Figure 8.1,
where the even and odd indexed frames are designated A and B, respectively.
The bi-directional Motion Estimation (ME) is performed between the L frames
at each level of the wavelet tree. Predict and update steps are performed bi-
directionally, using the 3-tap filter kernels of formula 8.2. In a Spatial Domain
MCTF (SDMCTF), the frames at the leaf nodes of the temporal tree are fur-
ther decomposed by a spatial WT to additionally enable spatial scalability.
The final result then is a 3D motion-compensated Wavelet Transform in which
all possible scalability features can be exploited [Ohm 2002]. However, since
this chapter studies the dynamic and data-dependent aspects of the wavelet-
based video coder, the main focus will be on the MCTF itself, and not the 2D
WT or different motion estimation schemes. Nonetheless, when the miss-rate
trade-offs in the entire MCTF are considered, the mapping guidelines derived
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Figure 8.1. Temporal wavelet tree of 3-Level MCTF with spatial decomposition (2D
WT) of the output frames.

in Chapters 5 and 6 can be used to decide which execution orders should be
chosen to further improve locality, for example by indicating if the localization
chosen for the MCTF is compatible with the localization of the 2D WT.

Figure 8.2 illustrates how the MC is used in the predict and update steps, for
a block-based MC scheme [Ohm 2002]. It shows that the macroblock positions
are fixed with regard to the coordinates of the B frames. The B frames form
the central inputs to the predict filtering step, in which they are replaced by
temporal highpass frames H and therefore these H frames use the same mac-
roblock coordinate system as the B frames. Thanks to this fixed macroblock
coordinate system, it is possible to link each B frame pixel to a A frame pixel,
regardless of the motion characteristics of the input sequence. This is no longer
the case for the second step of the lifting filter or the update step, where the
inverse motion compensation procedure can be complicated by overlapping mo-
tion vector fields, related to object occlusion phenomena. In this update step,
the temporal lowpass frames L are generated. To avoid distortion in the pro-
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Figure 8.2. Illustration of MC and IMC [Ohm 2002].

duced (updated) L frames and to achieve the highest coding efficiency, the MC
applied to H should ideally be the exact inverse of the MC (IMC) used during
the prediction step: any pixel mapped from frame B/H onto frame A during
the initial motion estimation in the predict step, must be projected back to
its original position in the L frame. However, whereas the coordinates of the
macroblocks are fixed in the B/H frames, they are floating in the A/L frames
(Figure 8.2b), where:

• certain A/L pixels might not be linked to any B/H frame pixels and are
referred to as “unconnected” pixels. Since the information mapped from
H into L is zero in that case, the original values from the central A frame
are filled back in on these positions of the H frame.

• other pixels might have been linked by the initial motion estimation to
multiple pixels, in different A frame macroblocks. These pixels in over-
lapping macroblock regions are called “multi-connected” pixels. For the
IMC computation, several H pixels are a potential IMC candidate. This
decision can be resolved using different schemes. The simplest decision is
applied here, where each multi-connected pixel in A is linked to the first
connected pixel encountered in H .

8.1.2 Temporal and spatial localizations

A regular MCTF is performed by dividing the input video sequence into groups
of frames (GOFs) and then fully calculating all levels of the wavelet tree for
each GOF. Since the recursive filtering of the temporal Wavelet Transform
creates strong dependencies between the frames at different levels, a “skewed”
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front line in the GOF partition is formed, similar to the one encountered in
static 1D and 2D WTs (cf. Figure 8.1). In this ordering, the encoding of a
particular frame starts only after the previous frame has been fully encoded
and temporarily stored in memory. Similarly, it is only after all frames at a
particular level within a GOF have been encoded and stored, that the encoding
of the following level starts. Consequently, the memory size required to store
the temporal data is in the range of multiple frames.

For portable video applications, these large amounts of intermediate data will
not fit in small, on-chip memories of low-power devices and will need to be
stored in the off-chip SDRAM. As the use of macroblocks is already imposed by
motion estimation and compensation, the calculation schedule could be altered
to process tiles of one or more macroblocks, instead of performing MCTF on
entire frames. Thanks to these localizations of different sizes, it is possible
to exploit reuse sources which previously required storing copies of several
frames, which wouldn’t fit in the L1 memory. This reordering can be considered
an extension of the 2D Local-WT [Lafruit 1999] onto the temporal axis of a
video application. This block-based schedule potentially leads to faster and
more energy efficient MCTF implementations compared to the regular frame-
based approach, but then the available opportunities for data reuse have to
be exploited very effectively, including those reuse sources which are data-
dependent.

Consequently, the idea of switching between different execution schedules or
localizations to achieve the lowest possible memory-transfer energy cost de-
pending on run-time varying L1 memory capacity, which was characterized in
Chapters 5 and 6 for the static 2D-WT is extended here for data-dependent,
intra-task dynamic applications. Since the filtering in MCTF is performed
along motion vectors, the data transfers are data-dependent and the optimal
mapping no longer solely depends on the available L1 size, but also on the input
stream motion characteristics, grouped into system scenarios containing sub-
streams with similar resource requirements and execution order requirements,
so that the system can exploit this similarity at run-time [Gheorghita 2008b].

8.2 Optimal Mappings For Varying L1 Size

As was done for the 2D WT, the Data Reuse (DR) characteristics of different
block-based execution orders of the MCTF are once more evaluated based on
their miss-rate performance over an extended range of Level-1 memory sizes
and, in the following section, for a variety of motion vector sizes. In general,
it is possible to sacrifice some of the small-sized data reuse sources, in order
to exploit other, more important sources of data reuse at larger L1 sizes by
increasing the block size of the localized MCTF when enough L1 space is avail-
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able. Each localization results in a unique memory hierarchy performance: a
localized execution order with a relatively large tile size might need to fetch
samples between MCTF lifting steps and levels from off-chip memory, if the
size required to store intermediate data is too large to fit in the available L1
space. Compared to a smaller tiled localization, this can lead to a lot more
misses to off-chip memory: even though such a localization in principle does not
target as many sources of data reuse, it can keep its smaller amounts of data
present in the L1 memory. On the other hand, if large amounts of L1 space are
available, the wider localization will have a lower miss-rate, as the smaller tiled
localization will need to feed data from the off-chip to the L1 memory more of-
ten, since it exploits less data-reuse. Intermediate localization sizes can exploit
reuse with different efficiency and perform better at corresponding intermedi-
ate L1 sizes. The relation between localization size and reuse exploitation is
not simple, as different data reuse sources become important at different L1
regions.
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Figure 8.3. Pareto-optimal hardware caching miss-rates over different Level 1 sizes
for 4 different localization styles of 4-Level MCTF.

When dynamically introduced tasks are present, this L1 space can be traded off
at run-time with other applications, meaning the amount of space varies over
time and cannot be statically predicted. The behavior of each localization is
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different over the full range of possible L1 sizes and results in crossover points
at sizes whenever a particular localization starts to perform better. This can
be exploited at run-time by switching to that Pareto-optimal localization for
the specific encountered size [Yang 2003]. Figure 8.3 illustrates this trade-off
for 4 different localizations. The test case is a 4-level, 5/3-filter MCTF encoder
for the 32 first frames of the foreman sequence, at CIF resolution (352 × 288),
YUV format, with a GOF size of 16 frames, macroblocks of 16 × 16 pixels
and a motion estimation search area of 3 × 3 macroblocks. The performance
is compared using miss-rate as the evaluation metric. If we assume the MCTF
initially has access to 32KB of memory, localization 8m will offer the lowest
miss-rate. However, if halfway during the sequence a file transfer application
pops up, requiring half the L1 space, then localization 8m will no longer offer
the lowest miss-rate. If localization 8m keeps executing regardless, there will be
a 14% miss-rate increase, whereas if localization 2 is chosen instead, a global
miss-rate reduction of 8.2% over the duration of the entire sequence can be
obtained.
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Figure 8.4. Characteristics of the different MCTF localization styles.

Figure 8.4 illustrates the differences between the localization execution orders.
At a larger granularity of scheduling they all work the same: after completing
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the combined predict and update steps for a particular number of macroblocks
in one frame, each execution order performs the same calculations for the fol-
lowing frame position within the same level, and then proceeds to the following
MCTF levels within the same GOF, back to the following macroblock positions
within the first frame, and then finally to the next GOFs. The main difference
is situated in the fine-grained scheduling within tiles of macroblocks, and how
tight predict and update filtering steps are coupled within such a tile.

• Localization 1 corresponds to the finest localization: in one step it per-
forms the MCTF predict and update calculations per macroblock within
a complete GOF, as shown in Figure 8.4a). It then proceeds to the next
levels, and finally follows a raster scan through the macroblocks of the
GOFs.

• Localization 2 processes 2×2-macroblock tiles, as shown in Figure 8.4b).
Moreover it first fully calculates the predict step inside this tile and only
then the update step (breadth-first alike). Afterwards, the same tile posi-
tion throughout the GOFs is again handled for all the MCTF levels, and
then a block-based raster scan is followed. By switching the calculation
schedule at run-time from the first to the second localization (once the
available L1 space exceeds 16KB), it is possible to exploit more reuse in-
side each lifting step and each level, but then more data has to be stored
in cache.

• Localizations 5m and 8m perform corresponding sizes (5 × 5 and 8 × 8
macroblocks), as shown in Figure 8.4c) for the 5 × 5 size. In contrast
to localization 2, these localizations first perform combined predict and
update lifting steps per macroblock inside this tile (depth-first alike). As
such, they sacrifice reuse inside each lifting step at reduced L1 sizes, in
order to exploit more of the reuse between the lifting steps and the MCTF
levels at large L1 sizes (40KB and 65KB respectively).

The gains obtained by switching between localization mappings for different
available L1 ranges, vary between 5% and 12% miss-rate reductions for con-
secutive localizations, up to 25% for localizations 1 and 8m. As shown in
Section 4.2, these miss-rate reductions translate directly to energy savings, in
a suitable memory hierarchy and in the case of high miss-rates, such as here.

The results in Figure 8.3 correspond to the miss-rates obtained when local-
ization switches are triggered only by variations in L1 size. In fact, the same
localization is used during the coding of the whole sequence. Consequently, Fig-
ure 8.3 gives no information yet about the specific impact of different motion
types on the miss-rate performance of each localization. Instead, the impact of
motion on the miss-rate of a particular mapping is averaged out through the se-
quence, which contains a mixture of large motion in the foreground to small or
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no motion in the background regions. The following section analyzes how fur-
ther gains can be achieved by additionally enabling motion-triggered switching
between these localizations, on top of the existing size-triggered switches.

8.3 Motion Impact Exploitation

To analyze how specific video motion scenarios impact the described local-
izations differently and thereby contribute to the optimal mapping choice at
different L1 sizes, we study the influence of these motion scenarios on the miss-
rate curves. To have comparable results, artificial video sequences were used
with pre-defined constant motion values, as if the entire 32-frame sequence
had one single motion value. Moreover, the impact of specific motion estima-
tion algorithm characteristics on the miss-rate performance has been abstracted
away by only taking into account the data transferred to the motion estimation
blocks, in order to concentrate on the dynamic and data-dependent aspects of
the MCTF itself.

For this exploration, it is important to first describe the data reuse sources
present within in the MCTF code (Figure 8.1). Reuse sources expressed in
terms of entire frames, can be translated to macroblocks for the localized exe-
cution orders. However, by changing the localization size their contribution in
the overall data reuse is also altered. However, the importance of each source
of reuse is also affected by the exact values of the motion vectors, as is shown
later.

Reuse cases of input, lowpass and highpass frames:

a1) The reuse of each A frame (and every second lowpass frame at
higher levels) between 2 consecutive MC predict filtering steps at
the same level.

a2) The reuse of the same frames between the motion estimation (i.e.
the reading of the search area in the encoder) and the subsequent
MC predict filtering.

a3) These same frames are also reused between the predict step and the
update step, where they are used as the central filtering value.

a4) Each highpass frame is reused between two consecutive IMC update
filtering steps, similar to the reuse in a1).

a5) Within each level, highpass data produced in predict filtering step
is later consumed during the update filtering step.

a6) Similarly, lowpass data produced in an update step is consumed by
the predict filtering step of the following level.
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Similar reuse sources exist for helper data including motion data like the
MC and IMC motion vectors and “connected”, “unconnected” and “multi-
connected” descriptive mask arrays used to compute the IMC:

b1) In the connection descriptive mask array, mask values are easily
reused while they are being updated, even when the available L1
size is very small.

b2) This same connection descriptive mask array is used again after
being updated, during the predict filtering step where it determines
how the predict filtering should be applied, depending on how each
pixel is connected.

b3) Motion vectors are reused between the MC predict filtering and the
generation of the inverse projected vectors, which are used during
the IMC update filtering.

All of these reuse sources are encountered both in luminance and in chromi-
nance video components, aside from the motion vector reuse, since there scaled
versions of luminance vectors are directly used for the chrominance MC/IMC.
The analysis below only covers the impact of motion on the reuse of lowpass
and highpass frames (reuse cases a1-6 ), as this reuse is easier to explore and
visualize through Figure 8.1. Similar conclusions can be derived for the helper
data though.

Figure 8.5 (a-d) shows the Pareto-optimal miss-rates of the described localiza-
tions, using respectively zero, small, medium and big forward video motion,
moving toward the bottom-right of the screen. For scenarios with zero motion
(Figure 8.5a), all of the localizations already tend to exploit most of the reuse
possibilities at small L1 sizes (<4KB). Moreover, Localization 1 is optimal in
the whole L1 range. This is related to the fact that, due to the lack of motion,
the execution order is well aligned with the reuse characteristics for all local-
izations, however localization 1 manages to exploit as much reuse as possible
of cases a1-6 sooner than the other localizations due to its limited size. At very
large L1 sizes, the bigger localizations exploit some additional reuse, but the
difference is less than 1%. Taking into account that a steady background com-
monly occurs in many video sequences, this feature could lead to a significant
reduction of the miss-rates shown in Figure 8.3.

However, in the case of small to medium motion scenarios, a noticeably worse
miss-rate performance is observed for all localizations in comparison to zero mo-
tion (compare Figures 8.5b, 8.5c to 8.5a). This is caused by a data production-
consumption conflict between the prediction and update step, related to the
IMC filtering and a similar conflict between MCTF levels and related to the
MC filtering, where data pointed at by motion values and used in the MC/IMC
filtering is not aligned correctly to the localization area. Specifically, in the case
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where both lifting steps in one MCTF level are performed at the same mac-
roblock location: during the update step the IMC motion vector might point
at a macroblock in the highpass frame, which at that point in time had not
yet been produced by the predict filtering step. To avoid this, an execution
delay as large as the maximum possible motion vector is needed, at each level
between the two lifting steps. Similarly, an additional execution delay is needed
between consecutive MCTF levels, as big as the dimension of the search area,
ensuring that the lowpass values consumed during next level have already been
created.

In all cases of Figures 8.5b–d, a delay of 1 complete macroblock per direction is
required between lifting steps and between MCTF levels, because the selected
search area consists of 3×3 macroblocks (maximal mv = 16). The calculations
are performed per macroblock, so that a delay smaller than one macroblock
is not possible, even for regions with very small motion such as the mv = 4
case in Figure 8.5b. In that case, the bumping delays are too large and are not
well aligned to the actually required region, leading to a worse than expected
miss-rate performance. Furthermore, due to the motion and displacement of
matching data, localization 1 cannot exploit as much reuse in these scenarios
as the others, as illustrated in Figure 8.6, resulting in a worse miss-rate perfor-
mance than that of the bigger localizations. For these bigger localizations, the
small-block localizations are once more efficient at smaller L1 sizes, but exploit
less reuse.

As the motion size increases while the delays remain the same (cf. the mv = 8
case in Figure 8.5c), the bumping gets more aligned to the actual scene motion,
the miss-rates start to decrease and the switching points move to smaller L1
sizes. However, while this means certain reuse sources do get exploited more,
others become less important, and after all the different sources of data reuse
have interacted, the global improvement is not as big as expected, In partic-
ular, reuse sources a2, a3, a5, and a6 become stronger, while sources a1 and
a4 become weaker. Despite the disappointing performance of all localizations
for small to medium motion scenarios, additional miss-rate gains can still be
obtained, if these execution delays are only used to code the medium motion
regions of a sequence and if the optimal localization for the varying L1 size is
selected according to Figures 8.5b- 8.5c.

Finally, for the scenario with the biggest possible motion (mv = 16, in Fig-
ure 8.5d), reuse sources a2, a3, a5 and a6 are fully exploited, while sources a1,
and a4 do not contribute at all to the data reuse. In this scenario, matching
blocks are situated as far as one macroblock in each direction from the central
accesses, so that localization 5× 5 almost always succeeds in delivering the op-
timal performance, by covering all the delays, between lifting steps and levels.
This specific motion scenario can be beneficial for the overall miss-rate gains,
since in the higher MCTF levels maximum-valued motion vector areas are quite
common, due to the downsampling on the temporal axis of the MCTF.
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Figure 8.5. Pareto caching miss-rates over different Level 1 sizes for different motion
cases, (a) mv=0, (b) mv=4, (c) mv=8, (d) mv=16.
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Figure 8.6. Finer localization (a) cannot exploit as much motion-influenced reuse as
larger localization (b).

Although for certain motion scenarios (zero and maximum) the potential switch-
ing gains under varying L1 sizes is not that large, the corresponding optimal
localizations can lead to higher miss gains when the L1 size-triggered switching
is extended with motion-triggered switching. A simple profiling of the “Fore-
man” test sequence used in Figure 8.3 reveals a rough distribution of motion
areas of 25%, 40%, 25%, and 10% corresponding to the motion scenarios of
Figures 8.5a-d respectively. If the above described gains of motion-specific
switching are weighted according to these ratios, the overall gains of switching
between localizations are roughly estimated to reach a 13% miss reduction.

Consequently, this technique has to be expanded by a statistical analysis of
video motion and motion-alike areas, to predict which motion scenario is en-
countered at run-time. In this context, [Gheorghita 2008b] describes both high-
level mechanisms allowing to predict the encountered system scenario (specif-
ically the motion scenario) at run-time, as well as techniques to identify the
scenario sets at design-time, whereby a further clustering of motion scenarios
towards e.g. other directions would permit adapting the switching guidelines
more accurately to the actually encountered motion, and would permit an
increase of the above mentioned gains based on manual clustering. Initial anal-
ysis validates the existence of motion-alike regions in video frames (Figure 8.7a)
confirming the potential of the above described switching technique to exploit
the presence of correlations between the motion characteristics. Moreover, in
video sequences areas with similar motion characteristics tend to repeat in
adjacent frames. Thus, these regions are encountered and encoded at run-
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time according to a repetitive pattern (Figure 8.7b). An additional benefit
of applying localization is that regions of motion-alike content are brought
closer together at encode-time, because the encoding order traverses neighbor-
ing spatio-temporal regions throughout the frames, instead of first traversing
over all regions of motion-alike content within one frame. Aside from minimiz-
ing the total amount of required switches (Figure 8.7c), this also makes the
motion scenario content more regular and predictable. However, since motion
is a highly non-stationary phenomenon, it is unlikely that the motion will be
fully predictable. This could potentially lead to an increased miss-rate, if the
incorrectly predicted motion leads to the selection of sub-optimal execution or-
ders. Therefore the switching guidelines should take into account the reliability
of the motion analysis and prediction, in order to trade this risk off against the
cost of switching.

The above analysis outlines the general, high-level trends. The complex char-
acteristics of the code lead to a more detailed influence of the motion values on
the optimal mapping. Additional motion scenarios including different motion
directions, combined with algorithmic MCTF parameters (number of levels,
macroblock size, search area size, number of lifting stages) will lead to more
trends. For example, certain algorithmic modifications are directly suggested
by the explored motion scenarios, such as the possibility of selecting smaller
macroblocks to limit over-extending the delays. Thus, a detailed and formal-
ized exploration of our technique is required to lead to more systematic and
generally applicable mapping rules.

8.4 Conclusion

This chapter extends the basic methodology for WT-based applications of op-
timally exploiting the memory hierarchy under varying memory availability, to
the case of dynamic (data-dependent) applications. Again, various execution
orders are used by enabling run-time switching by the middleware, to trade-off
the Level-1 memory space for a lower miss-rate. This exploration is performed
for specific motion scenarios of the input video, that affect the performance
of each (potentially memory optimal) localization differently. The initial anal-
ysis of video sequence motion distribution validates the potential gains and
advantages of the proposed (content-adaptive) mapping methodology.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Work

“You know, I could write a book.
And this book would be thick enough to stun an ox.

Cause I can see the future and it’s a place - about 70 miles east of here.
Where it’s lighter.”

‘Let X=X’ - Laurie Anderson

This chapter discusses the contributions of this work to the state-of-the-art
in low-power embedded system design, and gives an overview of related fu-
ture work in the field of run-time adaption of Wavelet-based applications to
dynamic, heterogeneous environments.

9.1 Summary and Conclusions

Consumers increasingly want to be able to enjoy a wide variety of functionality
such as video and music playback and web browsing on their portable devices,
regardless of where they are and what the environmental user conditions are.
Moreover, applications themselves will also exhibit more and more dynamism
with regards to their resource requirements. Consequently, devices should be
able to tolerate a wide variety in system resource availability and execution
conditions, both of which have the potential to vary unpredictably at run-time.

197
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Scalable, wavelet-based applications can form a a large piece of the solution to
this puzzle, by allowing maximum application quality, scaled towards the en-
countered execution conditions, enabled by the Wavelet Transform (WT) which
produces a multi-resolution representation of a signal. However, due to com-
plicated dependencies related to the multi-resolution analysis, the WT is very
difficult to optimize, for example when targeting parallelization [Geelen 2005a,
Geelen 2005b], memory compaction [Ferentinos 2005] and software controlled
memory hierarchy mappings [Geelen 2005c], so that additional care should be
taken to ensure efficient implementions of wavelet-based applications.

In these scalable applications it is possible to successively refine the quality of
the reconstructed signal (e.g. a video sequence) by selecting increasing subsets
of the transformed signal. This allows connecting heterogeneous systems to the
same network with dynamically varying execution conditions, where each end-
user can download a varying subset of the transformed signal and still achieve
a reconstructed signal of optimal quality, according to the systems technical
capabilities and the encountered conditions. Moreover, on the system itself,
the application will typically also have to deal with dynamism at task-level by
competing for resources with other dynamically generated tasks with real-time
constraints, meaning not only the amount of available signal content varies,
but also these resources, leading to dynamically and unpredictably varying
complexity demands on the executing platform.

Due to the low power requirements of embedded systems related to the limited
battery lifetime, it will no longer be acceptable to cope with these complex-
ity variations using worst-case mapping choices, as these will lead to a heav-
ily suboptimal use of the available resources. This thesis demonstrates one
promising way to avoid such a worst-case mapping, which is by switching at
run-time to an implementation style adapted to the encountered execution con-
ditions [Geelen 2006]: we have proposed a switching principle for wavelet-
based applications in Chapter 4, which adapts to variations in available Level 1
memory sizes. It was shown how the miss-rate behavior of different wavelet ex-
ecution orders can be characterized over a wide range of Level 1 memory sizes
using miss-rate curves. Depending on the encountered run-time execution con-
ditions and Level 1 resources, different execution order curves will exhibit the
lowest miss-rate, due to trade-offs in different data reuse sources.

Switching at run-time to these execution orders will lead to significant energy
gains: for a 4 level 9/7 WT, a block-based execution order will usually suffer
18% fewer misses than a level-by-level execution order, but when heavy work-
loads occur the level-by-level execution order causes 52% less misses instead.
Considering the corresponding absolute miss-rates and assuming these heavy
workloads only occur during 10% of the execution time, a 12% miss-rate reduc-
tion can be obtained by indeed switching to the level-by-level execution order
during these heavy workloads.
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We have further shown qualitatively how the miss-rate gains depend on varying
Wavelet Transform parameters, other memory mapping strategies and multi-
level memory hierarchy configurations. Finally we have analyzed how the miss-
rate reductions translate to memory transfer energy reductions, and examined
under which conditions miss-rate trade-offs for different execution orders occur
in more general applications.

Efficiently exploiting this switching principle at run-time to switch at a low
cost to a different execution order, requires that the middleware should be
in possession of mapping guidelines consisting of parametrized equations, ex-
pressing the knowledge about which execution order offers the lowest miss-
rate and which gains can be obtained by switching to it, for parameters such
as fluctuating Level 1 resources and varying algorithmic Wavelet configura-
tions [Geelen 2008d]. Since the Wavelet Transform is very difficult to analyze
due to its complex data dependencies and non-linear index expressions, the
second contribution of this thesis is given in Chapter 5 by the formalization
of Wavelet Transform miss-rate behavior in function of temporal lo-
cality.

This formalization was enabled by an extended cache simulation framework,
described in Chapter 3, which aided in studying the potential gains. Using the
extended simulation framework, the formalization of level-by-level and block-
based localized execution orders in function of L1 memory size and algorithmic
WT parameters was performed. By focusing on differences in data reuse po-
tential, this formalization allowed to produce the required mapping guidelines.

Chapter 6 extended the formalization of miss-rate behavior in function
of spatial locality: the efficiency of real-life memory hierarchies is based not
only on data reuse or temporal locality exploitation, but also on the principles
of spatial locality. We have demonstrated that the different execution orders
also exhibit spatial locality trade-offs and we have extended the miss-rate for-
malization towards these spatial locality characteristics, based on spatial lo-
cality information derived from the extended cache simulation framework of
Chapter 3. If the data layout is judiciously chosen, it was shown that similar
mapping guidelines still hold [Geelen 2008b, Geelen 2008a].

Since adapting the data layout to a specific application component such as the
Wavelet Transform can potentially have a negative influence on the miss-rate
behavior of other application components, we have applied the suggested data
layout choices to JPEG2000 still-image compression application in Chapter 7,
to show the impact on miss-rates from a global application point of view, using
worst-case layout reordering analysis. We have demonstrated that this is
in fact not the case for this representative application. We have further shown
how this problem can be theoretically generalized and refined and demonstrated
that even for worst-case incompatible layouts in surrounding processing blocks,
it is possible to get a globally improved miss-rate by selecting the WT layout
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proposed in Chapter 6 [Geelen 2008c].

The formalization of the miss-rate behavior for temporal and spatial locality
was performed in the context of static, 2D Wavelet Transforms. In contrast,
future wavelet-based video codecs often make use of motion-dependent, 3D
Wavelet Transforms. Therefore Chapter 8 described the influence of dy-
namism on the mapping guidelines. This work was done in close coop-
eration with Aris Ferentinos of the University of Patras. We have here shown
qualitatively how this dynamism within the application influences the miss-
rate behavior and mapping guidelines for a Motion Compensated Temporal
Filtering (MCTF) application [Ferentinos 2007].

9.2 Recommendations

This section provides practical recommendations on how to exploit the switch-
ing principle in real-life applications. The philosophy of the switching principle
consists of avoiding worst-case application mappings by adapting to dynami-
cally varying executions conditions at run-time, specifically to varying Level 1
resources. Therefore it should be known if and how exactly these resources vary
at run-time. In this context, the work of Gheorghita et al. [Gheorghita 2008b]
gives a useful systematic methodology on how to identify a system scenario set
representing this information, where system scenario’s are clustered together
based both on cost (i.c. switching overhead, code size) and on knob settings
(i.c. the mapping guidelines for the the switching choices which will be used
within a particular system scenario).

If there is not much variability with regard to system resources, it will not
make sense to apply the switching principle, as the dynamic switching gains
will likely be too low. In that case it is possible to use the mapping guidelines in
a static manner to tune the mapping to the single encountered situation, where
it will be very likely that the block-based localized execution order offers the
lowest miss-rate, considering that under those circumstances it is likely that
there will be enough Level 1 space available to efficiently exploit data reuse.
For a 4 level 9/7 WT, a block-based execution order will then usually suffer
18% fewer misses than a level-by-level execution order, making it the optimal
mapping choice.

On the other hand, when there is a reasonable variation in the amount of
Level 1 resources, the miss-rate behavior of the different execution orders will
vary heavily in function of the actual execution order choice, the available
Level 1 resources and various algorithmic parameter settings, highlighting the
need for mapping guidelines expressing this behavior and allowing to effectively
switch at run-time (Figure 9.1). When the targetted algorithm applies an
actual 2D WT, it is possible to directly make use of the mapping guidelines
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derived in Chapter 5 for temporal locality and refined in Chapter 6 for spatial
locality. When the application instead applies a similar WT or multi-resolution
algorithm component, these guidelines can be extended by making use of the
simulation framework described in Chapter 3 and used to derive the original
mapping guidelines. Should the exploitation of spatial locality demand the
selection of a different data layout, the principles of Chapter 7 will permit the
evaluate the impact of reorganizing the data layout from a global application
point of view. Finally, in case the WT variant includes intra-task dynamism,
such as data-dependent indexing, the mapping guidelines should take this into
account, as described in Chapter 8.

Basic Switching Method

Mapping Guidelines

Simulation Framework

Temporal Locality Intra-Task Dynamism

Spatial Locality

New Layout Choices

Figure 9.1. Switching Principle Flow.

To summarize the feasible gains for a set of realistic applications, we will use
the miss-rate results of Chapter 8, specifically the miss-rate characteristics of
Figure 8.5, to analyze the impact of switching when an L1 of 16 KB is shared
by two MCTF instantiations with zero motion and low motion respectively.

If we enable this sharing in a static manner, where both instantiations receive
halve of the total L1 and both instantiations use the same localization 5m,
then 136.2 · 106 misses will be suffered in total over 32 frames. On the other
hand, if the switching is done in a dynamic manner, where each instantiation is
assigned a specific amount of L1 and a corresponding adapted execution order,
then the zero motion instantiation will be assigned 7.4 KB of L1 space using the
finest localization 1 and the low motion instantiation will be assigned 25.3 KB
using localization 2, resulting respectively in 49.5 · 106 and 73.8 · 106 misses
or 123.3 · 106 misses total, or a relative 9.5% reduction. In total this amounts
to 12.88 · 106 misses less, or according to the energy figure of 5.5 nJ/access
in table 4.2, 70.8 mJ less. Since the results of Figure 8.5 are based on 32
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processed frames, this translates to a power savings of 55 mW at 25 frames/s.
This is illustrated in Figure 9.2, where the optimally adapted curves display
the miss-rates corresponding to the optimal localization at a particular size.
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Figure 9.2. Gains of using dynamic switching over static execution order selection,
for zero and low motion MCTF instantiations sharing a 32k L1.

9.3 Future Work

Open research topics which are related to this work will further be described
in this section.

Chapter 4 demonstrated that the switching principle still applies for multi-
level memory hierarchies, but that different execution orders here led to optimal
miss-rate behavior. Therefore new multi-layer mapping guidelines should be de-
rived, incorporating the characteristics of these memory hierarchies. Moreover,
the miss-rate behavior of these different execution orders should additionally
be formalized to serve as input to these mapping guidelines and to enable the
extension of the switching principle towards multi-layer memory hierarchies. In
this context it would clearly be helpful if tools existed to automatically derive
the miss-rate formalization of these execution orders.
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Chapter 4 discussed the miss-rate trade-off requirements which are needed for
switching between execution orders to make sense, and linked this to a trade-
off between reuse sources, where exploiting more of a particular type of reuse
at a particular size, means exploiting less of another type of reuse at a lower
size. Deriving a complete set of necessary and sufficient requirements for this
to occur, based on e.g. code analysis will simplify determining the desirability
of enabling run-time switching between execution orders.

The primary focus of this work is situated in choosing an implementation well
adapted to changing execution conditions. This can later be complemented in
future work by adapting not only the execution order, but also the system con-
figuration and activated system resources, as mentioned in Chapter 3. If this
run-time switching algorithm is to be extended towards reconfigurable memory
architectures as described in [Balasubramonian 2003], we may at first expect
the number of possible configuration options to be rather limited, so that it
should be feasible to apply the fast heuristic of [Yang 2003] to each possible
configuration in order to find the best one. Future work would be required to re-
fine this as more architecture reconfiguration flexibility is introduced, e.g. prun-
ing of the possible configuration options, ordering of the required configuration
choices in a sensible manner according to the principles of constraint orthogo-
nalization [Catthoor 2000], incorporation of the reconfiguration switching cost
as is also done in [Andrei 2004], of the impact of the reconfiguration on the
different cost axes such as execution time and power consumption. One inter-
esting option to achieve this is to consider new optimization metrics, e.g. by
using a function of miss-rate times L1 size to incorporate the influence of static
leakage energy resulting from larger L1 sizes.

Chapter 6 studied the impact of data layout and spatial locality on the miss-rate
performance of the two execution orders assuming the line size is a constraint
given by the architecture. When scratchpads are used, the line-size of memory
transfers is not a fixed constraint, even though there will still be constraints
arising from the SRAM with regard to the possible word lengths. Moreover,
the word length should be wide enough to avoid that the decoder and periphery
overheads contribute too much to the total transfer energy and once this word
length has been chosen, it is also fixed for that particular architecture instan-
tiation, similar to the line size in the case of a cache. Nevertheless, this results
in an extra degree of freedom which has not been explored. This could lead to
modified mapping guidelines when different line sizes would be optimal for the
different execution orders. In addition, the line size could then be adapted not
only to the execution order, but also to different sub-phases within each execu-
tion order. The spatial locality characterization of Chapter 6 can be used for
this, by indicating different line sizes could be useful e.g. for the horizontal and
the vertical level-by-level filtering. The data layout modifications proposed in
Chapter 6 will further be useful in this context to increase the spatial locality
and the use of longer bursts. There will then also be a link between L1 size and
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acceptable burst sizes, as there should be a sufficient L1 capacity to store the
corresponding data. This further implies that missed lines or bytes would no
longer be a suitable metric, but should be replaced by transfer energy, based
on some sort of model of DMA transfer energy consumption. An additional
difference compared to a fixed line size is that not only will the transfer energy
cost be modified, but also the L1 size requirements, as it will no longer be
necessary to accommodate space for data which is not used but happens to be
located on a particular, required line. This means the L1 sizes of Chapter 5
can be used, as these do not need to store useless data which happens to be
located in a required line either.

Chapter 8 described the influence of dynamism on the mapping guidelines
within the context of a Motion Compensated Temporal Filtering (MCTF) ap-
plication, and demonstrated that the presence of different motion scenarios has
an impact on the choice of the optimal execution order and thereby on the
mapping guidelines. In order to effectively switch to the optimal execution
order at run-time a formalization of the influence of motion on the miss-rate
behavior is required, e.g. describing the impact of motion of a specific magni-
tude and direction on this behavior, in order to enable the process of system
scenario identification [Gheorghita 2008b]. This is complicated by the com-
plexity increase of the MCTF compared to a static 2D WT, since the MCTF
will typically process video streams which can be orders of magnitudes larger
than the data processed by a 2D WT.

An additional and potentially even more difficult task is related to motion
vector characterization and prediction, required to perform system scenario
prediction [Gheorghita 2008b]. In order to select the best execution order for
a particular motion scenario, the middleware must know what the encountered
motion scenario actually is, how long it will last and it must be able to predict
how the motion will change over consecutive frames, in order to be able to
evaluate the performance of execution orders which process according to a
different temporal order. Moreover, if these different execution orders proceed
differently in the temporal direction, this will have an impact on the motion
information which is available to base the motion prediction on, because the
order in which the different motion estimation calculations are done will be
modified.

Chapter 1 discussed certain properties of the Scalable Video Coding (SVC)
standard, which lead to similar reuse trade-offs like those encountered in the
WT. Therefore it should be possible to extend the mapping guidelines and mo-
tion analysis required for the MCTF to SVC itself. However, an additional issue
encountered in SVC is that its control-flow is immensely more complicated due
to the presence if numerous different motion estimation, processing and data
grouping modes. This is typical for modern video coding applications which
exploit the corresponding freedom to arrive at state-of-the-art rate-distortion
performances. A strategy to tackle this control-flow complexity is described
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by [Palkovic 2007], which specifically proposes the more extended use of sys-
tem scenarios and code duplication to enable the enhanced applicability of
Global Loop Transformations.

This work has focused on data memory miss-rate trade-offs for different exe-
cution orders, based on the available L1 resources. In practice, the different
execution orders will not only influence the miss-rate behavior, but they will
also influence other trade-offs such as instruction memory size, latency when
different temporal execution orders are considered for video codecs, control-flow
complexity and related issues such as impact on SIMD potential and suitability
for mapping on Graphics Processing Units (GPU) platforms. This issue is also
touched upon by [Palkovic 2007], which describes a trade-off oriented Global
Loop Transformations approach, based on high-level estimators for these dif-
ferent aspects.

Finally, a full proof of the switching principle requires building a real-life
demonstrator, so that the real-life applicability of the simulation results can
be shown, as well as related concepts such as the low cost of performing the
switching itself and profiling of work loads.
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Bijlage A

Nederlandse samenvatting

Wavelet-gebaseerde toepassingen met laag energieverbruik in dynamische
omgevingen

Deze bijlage vat de verschillende hoofdstukken van deze dissertatie samen in
het Nederlands.

Consumenten wensen in toenemende mate te genieten van een enorme diver-
siteit aan multimediatoepassingen zoals grasduinen op het internet, video en
muziek, ongeacht waar ze zijn. Daarnaast vertonen de toepassingen zelf ook
steeds meer dynamisme met betrekking tot complexiteit en systeemvereisten.
Bijgevolg moeten multimediatoestellen een uitgebreid gamma aan uitvoerings-
omstandigheden en beschikbare systeemvoorzieningen kunnen verwerken, waar-
bij beide op onvoorspelbare wijze kunnen veranderen tijdens de uitvoering.
Schaalbare, wavelet-gebaseerde toepassingen spelen hierbij een belangrijke rol
door toe te laten op ieder ogenblik een maximale applicatiekwaliteit te beko-
men voor de heersende toestelmogelijkheden. Dit leidt tevens tot dynamisch en
onvoorspelbaar wijzigende complexiteitsbehoeften naar het systeem toe. Dit
dynamisme wordt bovendien extra vergroot door de interactie van verschillen-
de toepassingen op taak-niveau, die om efficiëntieredenen systeemvoorzienin-
gen zullen delen, zoals gëıllustreerd in Figuur A.1. Het is echter niet aan-
vaardbaar meer om deze complexiteitsvariaties te verwerken aan de hand van
slechtst-inbeeldbare afbeeldings methodes (“worst-case mapping”) omwille van
de beperkte batterijlevensduur in draagbare toestellen en de daarmee samen-
hangende vereisten voor beperkt energieverbruik. Deze slechtst-inbeeldbare
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afbeeldings methodes leiden immers tot een suboptimaal gebruik van de sys-
teemvoorzieningen.
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Figuur A.1. Het delen van systeemvoorzieningen maakt het mogelijk om deze voor-
zieningen op een meer efficiënte wijze te gebruiken.

Deze thesis demonstreert een strategie om slechtst-inbeeldbare afbeelding me-
thodes te vermijden bij wavelet-gebaseerde toepassingen, door tijdens de uit-
voering over te schakelen naar een uitvoeringsvolgorde die aangepast is aan
de systeemmogelijkheden. Om een dergelijke omschakeling op een efficiënte
wijze uit te voeren terwijl het programma loopt, is het noodzakelijk dat het
tussenbesturingssysteem (“middleware”) in bezit is van afbeeldingsrichtlijnen
(“mapping guidelines”) die uitdrukken welke uitvoeringsvolgorde optimaal is
in termen van tussengeheugen (“cache”) mis-aantallen (“miss-rates”) en wel-
ke winsten kunnen bekomen worden door naar die uitvoeringsvolgorde om te
schakelen. Deze richtlijnen worden in de thesis afgeleid aan de hand van een
formalisatie van het mis-aantallen gedrag, in functie van temporele en ruim-
telijke localiteit. De thesis stelt nieuwe gegevensordeningskeuzes voor om de
ruimtelijke localiteit maximaal te benutten, analyseert de mis-aantallen win-
sten op toepassingsniveau en illustreert de gevolgen van dynamisme binnen de
toepassing zelf.

1 Inleiding

Multimedia is vandaag de dag alomtegenwoordig: kinderen spelen avonturen-
spelletjes op draagbare spelconsoles tijdens lange autoritten, politici lezen tij-
dens coalitiegesprekken hun E-mail berichten of zoeken via hun telefoon naar
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online opiniestukken over perslekken, pendelaars halen tijdens treinritten films
van het internet en bekijken ze via hun draagbare computer, toeristen vinden
via een GPS toestel hun eindbestemming door foto-realistische 3D weergaves
van de reisweg te raadplegen, zakenlui kunnen tijdens een vergadering illustra-
ties ophalen om hun standpunt te verduidelijken.

De laatste jaren hebben multimediatoepassingen inderdaad alle aspecten van
ons dagdagelijkse leven doordrongen. Dit opmerkelijk fenomeen is aangedreven
door meerdere samenhangende technologische ontwikkelingen, zoals de astro-
nomische groei in bandbreedtevoorzieningen, opslagcapaciteit, compressie en
visualisatie efficiëntie en vooral de blijvende aanwezigheid van de wet van Moo-
re [Moore 1965]. In zijn oorspronkelijke vorm stelde deze dat “de complexiteit
voor minimum componenten kost ruwweg met een factor van twee per jaar
toeneemt”. Dit heeft geleid tot een opmerkelijke bloei in halfgeleiderfunctiona-
liteit, waardoor steeds meer gecompliceerde multimediatoepassingen mogelijk
werden, evenals de snelle convergentie van de computer-, communicatie- en
ontspanningsindustrietakken. Dit liet toe dat een groot aantal gesofisticeerde
multimedia toepassingen met immer aangepaste inhoud via communicatienet-
werken met elkaar verbonden zijn en van waar dan ook te raadplegen zijn.

Consumenten verwachten hierbij in toenemende mate de digitale media te kun-
nen raadplegen aan de hand van toestellen met een uitgesproken diversiteit in
technische mogelijkheden, zoals mobiele telefoons, PDAs (persoonlijke digitale
assistenten), draagbare computers en krachtige ontspanningsinstallaties, etc.
Bovendien verwacht men deze toestellen te kunnen gebruiken onder wijd uit-
eenlopende uitvoeringsomstandigheden in termen van bandbreedte, aantal si-
multaan lopende toepassingen, beschikbare rekenkracht, hoeveelheid resterende
energie, . . . Om goed te functioneren ondanks deze uiteenlopende systeemmo-
gelijkheden is schaalbaarheid vereist, zowel op toepassingsniveau om de inhoud
te optimaliseren naar de ogenblikkelijk heersende uitvoeringsomstandigheden,
als in de afbeelding van de toepassing naar de multimedia architectuur, om
deze eveneens aan te passen aan die omstandigheden en zo energieverslinden-
de slechtst-inbeeldbare afbeeldingen te vermijden, hetgeen essentieel is voor
draadloze multimedia toestellen met een beperkte batterijlevensduur.

Een mogelijke manier om deze schaalbaarheid te bekomen in digitale media
toepassingen is door gebruik te maken van de Wavelet Transformatie (WT).
De WT levert een gemengde tijd-frequentie weergave van een signaal, waarbij
schaalbaarheid inherent mogelijk is door multi-resolutie karakteristieken. Dit
wordt gëıllustreerd in Figuur A.2, die weergeeft hoe 3 beeldresoluties kunnen
geëxtraheerd worden uit 1 beeld dat via een WT met twee lagen getransfor-
meerd is. Door steeds groeiende deelverzamelingen van het getransformeer-
de signaal te gebruiken, laat deze weergave toe om herhaaldelijk de resolutie
van een gereconstrueerd signaal te verfijnen. Naast deze resolutieschaalbaar-
heid laat de WT tevens andere vormen van schaalbaarheid toe, zoals distortie-
schaalbaarheid, waar grotere delen van een getransformeerde gegevensstroom
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Figuur A.2. Invoer beeld, 2 niveaus getransformeerd beeld, en 3 resoluties die over-
eenkomen met bepaalde onderdelen van het getransformeerde beeld.

leiden tot een verbeterde signaal-tot-ruis verhouding, en temporele schaalbaar-
heid, waarbij grotere delen informatie leiden tot een hoger aantal beelden-per-
seconde. De complexiteit die hoort bij dergelijke variërende kwaliteitsschalen
kan grootte-ordes verschillen [Verdicchio 2004]. Hier moet rekening mee ge-
houden worden wanneer de multimediatoepassing afgebeeld wordt naar het
toestel, om zo de afbeelding optimaal aan te passen aan de omstandigheden en
het vermogenverbruik te minimaliseren.

Hoofdstuk 1 schetst de context van het onderzoek en geeft hierbij een pro-
bleemstelling in deel 1.1. Deel 1.2 geeft een kort overzicht van de Wavelet
Transformatie en motiveert haar belang door een beschrijving te geven van de
vele toepassingsdomeinen die er gebruik van maken. Deel 1.3 vat de belang-
rijkste bijdragen van dit werk samen en tenslotte geeft deel 1.4 een overzicht
van de structuur van de dissertatie.

2 Gerelateerd Werk

Hoofdstuk 2 geeft een overzicht van het gerelateerde onderzoek. Deel 2.1 be-
schrijft de Data Transfer and Storage Exploration (DTSE, Gegevens Transfer
en Opslag Exploratie) methodologie. Deze formele aanpak van geheugenbeheer
op systeemniveau is uiterst belangrijk in de context van draagbare systemen,
omwille van de enorme impact van gegevenstransfer en -opslag op vermogen,
chipoppervlakte en performantie. Dit onderzoek kan binnen de DTSE con-
text gesitueerd worden, waar het de localiteitsafwegingen bestudeert voor ver-
schillende uitvoeringsvolgorden ten gevolge van onvoorspelbaar veranderende
platformcontexten.

Deel 2.2 bespreekt het gerelateerde werk in het lustransformatie-domein, waar
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typisch het geometrische model gebruikt wordt om de ontwikkeling van nieu-
we uitvoeringsvolgorden te automatiseren, hoewel de complexiteit van de WT
de toepassing ervan op de WT zelf bemoeilijkt. Deel 2.3 beschrijft gerela-
teerd werk met betrekking tot wavelet-specifieke optimizaties, zoals verschil-
lende WT uitvoeringsvolgorden of localizaties, en parallellisatie van de WT.
Deel 2.4 bespreekt ten slotte de zogenaamde tussengeheugen-onafhankelijke
(“cache-oblivious”) algoritmes, die als doel hebben implementaties te vormen
die een optimaal mis-aantallen gedrag vertonen, ongeacht de tussengeheugen-
capaciteit.

3 Simulatie Raamwerk

Dit hoofdstuk beschrijft de simulatiehulpmiddelen en architectuurveronderstel-
lingen die dienen als basis voor de mis-aantallen karakterizaties ontwikkeld
in Hoofdstukken 5 en 6. Deel 3.1 beschrijft het architectuursjabloon en de
daarmee samenhangende architectuurkarakteristieken. Het illustreert hoe men
zich tijdens de toepassingsuitvoering kan aanpassen aan veranderende omstan-
digheden door om te schakelen naar andere uitvoeringsvolgorden. Deel 3.2
presenteert de uitbreidingen aangebracht aan een tussengeheugen simulator
gebaseerd op herbruik afstand (“reuse distance”), die toe laten op efficiënte
wijze een analyse en karakterizatie uit te voeren van het mis-aantallen gedrag
voor een volledig associatieve (“fully associative”) tussengeheugen soort over
alle mogelijke tussengeheugen (of niveau 1) groottes, ondanks de complexi-
teit van de WT code en gegevensafhankelijkheden. Deel 3.3 toont aan hoe de
mis-aantallen karakterizaties die afgeleid zijn met behulp van de uitgebreide
herbruik afstand simulator kunnen veralgemeend worden naar andere geheu-
genhiërarchiesystemen. Ten slotte worden besluiten voorgesteld in deel 3.4.

4 Principe van de Omschakelingsmethode

Hoofdstuk 3 presenteerde het simulatie raamwerk waarmee het mogelijk werd
om op efficiënte wijze het mis-aantallen gedrag van wavelet-gebaseerde toe-
passingen te bestuderen over alle mogelijke niveau 1 geheugengroottes. Dit
mis-aantallen gedrag kan weergegeven aan de hand van mis-aantallen curves
die de evolutie van de mis-aantallen doorheen de niveau 1 groottes voorstellen
voor een bepaalde uitvoeringsvolgorde. Dit hoofdstuk bestudeert hoe deze cur-
ves zich gedragen in verschillende niveau 1 grootte regio’s en wat de invloed is
van algoritmische parameters. Aangezien de verscheidene uitvoeringsvolgorden
zich anders kunnen gedragen in éénzelfde niveau 1 regio, is het mogelijk dat de
mis-aantallen curves elkaar kruisen op bepaalde punten. Figuur A.3 illustreert
dit voor 2 typische uitvoeringsvolgorden van de WT, “niveau-per-niveau” en
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“blok-gebaseerd gelocaliseerd”. Dit hoofdstuk toont hoe de resulterende mis-
aantallen verschillen zich vertalen naar energie verschillen en beschrijft welke
toepassingseigenschappen leiden tot deze kruisende mis-aantallen curves.
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Figuur A.3. Relatieve mis-aantallen verschillen voor 2 localizaties van een 9/7 filter
gebaseerde WT over 4 niveaus.

De structuur van het Hoofdstuk is als volgt: deel 4.1 beschrijft kwalitatief het
gedrag van de mis-aantallen curves, deel 4.2 verklaart hoe de relatieve mis-
aantallen verschillen kunnen vertaald worden naar relatieve energieverschillen,
terwijl deel 4.3 een reeks vereisten aantoont die nodig zijn om de kruisende
mis-aantallen curves en de daaruit volgende energie verschillen in het algemeen
tegen te komen. In deel 4.4 worden dan besluiten getrokken.

5 Formalisatie van Temporele Localiteit

Hoofdstuk 4 toonde aan dat het mogelijk is mis-aantallen te verminderen door
gebruik te maken van het verschil in mis-aantallen gedrag van diverse uitvoe-
ringsvolgorden en daarbij om te schakelen naar de meest gepaste uitvoerings-
volgorde voor de geldende niveau 1 capaciteit. Het toonde eveneens kwalitatief
aan hoe het mis-aantallen gedrag bëınvloed werd door een wijziging van de
algoritmische WT parameters. Opdat het echter haalbaar is voor het tussen-
besturingssysteem om tegen lage kost een dergelijke omschakeling uit te voeren,
dient deze te beschikken over kwantitatieve kennis over hoe de verschillende uit-
voeringsvolgorden zich gedragen in welbepaalde omstandigheden, evenals wel-
ke uitvoeringsvolgorde het meest geschikt is. Dit vereist de aanwezigheid van
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geparametrizeerde afbeeldingsrichtlijnen die de invloed van algoritmische pa-
rameters tijdens het ontwerp formaliseren, zodat de mis-aantallen afwegingen
tussen bepaalde uitvoeringsvolgorden tijdens de toepassingsuitvoering direct
kunnen afgeleid worden aan de hand van een eenvoudige calibratie van de pa-
rameters.
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Figuur A.4. Illustratie van de nauwkeurigheid van de mis-aantallen gedrag formules
gebaseerd op temporele localiteit.

Dit hoofdstuk leidt deze formalisatie af, meer bepaald vanuit het standpunt van
gegevensherbruik en temporele localiteit, door gebruik te maken van het uitge-
breide simulatie raamwerk beschreven in Hoofdstuk 3. Figuur A.4 demonstreert
de nauwkeurigheid van de formalisatie aan de hand van een vergelijking met
experimentele resultaten. Deel 5.1 van dit hoofdstuk stelt een gedetailleerde be-
schrijving voor van de mis-aantallen karakteristieken van de niveau-per-niveau
uitvoeringsvolgorde in functie van verscheidene algoritmische wavelet parame-
ters, terwijl deel 5.2 dit doet voor de blok-gebaseerde uitvoeringsvolgorde. Ver-
volgens wordt deze informatie in deel 5.3 gebruikt om afbeeldingsrichtlijnen af
te leiden. Besluiten worden in deel 5.4 weergegeven.
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Figuur A.5. Illustratie van de nauwkeurigheid van de mis-aantallen gedrag formules
gebaseerd op ruimtelijke localiteit.

6 Formalisatie van Ruimtelijke Localiteit

Hoofdstuk 5 leidde een formalisatie van het WT mis-aantallen gedrag af vanuit
het standpunt van temporele localiteit en gegevensherbruik. Dit hoofdstuk
breidt deze formalisatie uit om eveneens de invloed van ruimtelijke localiteit in
kaart te brengen.

Aan de hand van lustransformaties kan de volgorde aangepast worden waar-
mee gegevens geraadpleegd en verwerkt worden [Banerjee 1993b]. Op die ma-
nier kunnen berekeningen die dezelfde gegevens herbruiken, in de tijd dichter
bij elkaar geplaatst worden, zodat de temporele localiteit verhoogd wordt en
de mis-aantallen kunnen verlagen. Hoofdstuk 5 leidde afbeeldingsrichtlijnen
af, die weergeven hoe de hierbij resulterende afwegingen tussen verschillende
bronnen van temporele localiteit benut kunnen worden voor verschillende uit-
voeringsvolgorden en variërende niveau 1 groottes. Een aanpassing van de uit-
voeringsvolgorde heeft echter niet noodzakelijk enkel op de temporele localiteit
een invloed, maar kan ook de ruimtelijke localiteit bëınvloeden, door gegevens
die op naburige locaties opgeslagen zijn ook snel na elkaar te gebruiken. Op
die manier kan meer nuttige data per transfer van gegevens uit het extern
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Figuur A.6. Afbeeldingsrichtlijnen voor een op elkaar geplaatste WT met 4 niveaus
en een 9/7 filter structuur voor de nieuwe gegevensorganisatie.

geheugen overgeplaatst worden en kunnen de mis-aantallen verminderen. Dit
hoofdstuk toont aan dat er hierbij nog steeds afwegingen zijn met betrekking
tot de beste uitvoeringsvolgorde voor een bepaalde niveau 1 geheugen grootte,
mits een gepaste organisatie van de gegevens in het geheugen die leidt tot een
goede ruimtelijke localiteit.

De structuur van dit hoofdstuk is als volgt: deel 6.1 toont de gevolgen van een
uitbreiding van de mis-aantallen analyse naar ruimtelijke localiteit. Deel 6.2
past de analyse toe op de niveau-per-niveau uitvoeringsvolgorde en deel 6.3 op
de blok-gebaseerde uitvoeringsvolgorde om de specifieke mis-aantallen karakte-
ristieken te bepalen en de hiermee samenhangende afwegingen weer te geven.
Figuur A.5 illustreert de nauwkeurigheid van de mis-aantallen gedrag formules.
Deel 6.5 breidt de afbeeldingsrichtlijnen uit aan de hand van deze analyse en
toont aan dat gelijkaardige energiewinsten mogelijk zijn als bij de temporele
localiteitsanalyse (Figuur A.6). Deel 6.6 geeft weer hoe de mis-aantallen en
overeenkomstige energiewinsten kunnen verbeterd worden door de gegevensor-
ganisatie aan te passen aan de WT karakteristieken (cf. Figuur A.7). Conclusies
worden gegeven in deel 6.7.
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Figuur A.7. Traditionele rij georiënteerde gegevensorganisatie vs. aangepaste gege-
vensorganisatie voor een WT met 2 niveaus.

7 Globale Impact van een Nieuwe Gegevensor-

ganisatie

In de context van ruimtelijke localiteit optimalisaties toonde Hoofdstuk 6 dat
belangrijke mis-aantallen verminderingen kunnen bekomen worden door de or-
ganisatie van gegevens in het geheugen aan te passen aan de WT karakteris-
tieken en aan de configuratie van ruimtelijke localiteits mechanismes. Verdere
mis-aantallen winsten blijven mogelijk door het omschakelingsprincipe toe te
passen. Een dergelijke gegevensorganisatie transformatie bëınvloedt echter niet
enkel de WT zelf, maar ook alle andere functionele blokken die dezelfde gege-
vens verwerken. Bijgevolg moet vermijd worden dat de mis-aantallen winsten
bekomen in de WT verminderd zouden worden door mis-aantallen stijgingen
in die overige blokken. Dit zou er immers toe kunnen leiden dat de nieuwe
gegevensorganisatie vanuit een volledig toepassingsstandpunt toch niet beter
is, ondanks de WT mis-aantallen winsten.

Dit hoofdstuk bestudeert in deel 7.1 de globale impact van de voorgestelde
WT gegevensorganisatie op JPEG2000, de meest gekende wavelet-gebaseerde
toepassing, en demonstreert dat er voor de gegevensordeningskeuzes binnen
deze toepassing geen probleem is op toepassingsniveau. Om dit besluit te ver-
algemenen voor willekeurige gegevensordeningskeuzes beschrijft deel 7.2 twee
technieken om tegenstrijdige gegevensorganisaties in de omliggende blokken
te verwerken, een eerste gebaseerd op een uitbreiding van de WT organisa-
tie naar deze blokken en een tweede waar expliciete transformatiebuffers toe-
gevoegd worden rondom de WT, zoals weergegeven in Figuur A.8. Aan de
hand van een vergelijking van de WT mis-aantallen winsten met de theoreti-
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sche slechtst-inbeeldbare transformatieblok kosten, wordt aangetoond dat er in
principe altijd globale mis-aantallen winsten mogelijk zijn voor de voorgestelde
WT gegevensorganisatie.

Na-verwerkingWT invoer
ordening

WT WT uitvoer
ordening

Voor-verwerking

(a) Uitbreiding van de WT gegevensordening naar omliggende blokken
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atie
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(b) Expliciete transformatiebuffers

Figuur A.8. Theoretische slechtst-inbeeldbare analyse van layout-gebaseerde mis-
aantallen winsten in een volledige toepassing.

8 De Invloed van Dynamisme binnen een Toe-

passing

Hoofdstukken 5 en 6 formaliseerden het mis-aantallen gedrag van de WT om zo
afbeeldingsrichtlijnen te genereren die weergeven welke WT uitvoeringsvolgorde
optimaal is. In deze hoofdstukken werd deze techniek bestudeerd voor de 2D
WT, die weliswaar complex is, maar eveneens volledig statisch analyseerbaar is.
De onvoorspelbare variatie in niveau 1 geheugen voorzieningen worden hierbij
verondersteld veroorzaakt te zijn door dynamisme op taak-niveau.

In dit hoofdstuk wordt de techniek verder uitgebreid naar toepassingen zo-
als video en 3D visualisatie, die zelf tijdens de uitvoering onvoorspelbaarheid
vertonen op vlak van gegevenstransfers en waarbij de gegevensherbruikmoge-
lijkheden afhankelijk zijn van de invoergegevens (“data-dependent”). In dat
geval is er een bijkomende bron van onvoorspelbaarheid veroorzaakt door de
toepassing zelf, en zal de exploratie van de optimale geheugenhiërarchie afbeel-
ding afhankelijk zijn van gegevens-afhankelijk toepassingsgedrag. Zo illustreert
Figuur A.9 hoe er voor verschillende uitvoeringsvolgorden een variatie is in het
benutten van gegevensherbruik gerelateerd aan beweging in een videosequentie.

In tegenstelling tot slechtst-inbeeldbare afbeelding methodes die bv. gebaseerd
zijn op bovengrenzen voor de bewegingsvectoren, worden gelijkaardige types
beweging in dit hoofdstuk in scenario’s gegroepeerd, zodat binnen één scenario
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a) localizatie 1 b) localizatie 2

Figuur A.9. Een meer beperkte ruimtelijke localizatie (a) is niet in staat even veel
bewegings-gerelateerd gegevensherbruik te benutten als een uitgebreide ruimtelijke
localizatie (b).

dezelfde afbeeldingskeuzes gemaakt worden en de afbeelding toch tijdens de
uitvoering kan aangepast worden aan de hand van deze scenario’s. Tijdens het
coderen en decoderen van een sequentie kan voor bepaalde beelden, of zelfs re-
gio’s in beelden, omgeschakeld worden naar een andere localizatie die is gekozen
aan de hand van de hoeveelheid niveau 1 geheugen en het bewegingsscenario,
om zo energiewinsten mogelijk te maken. Voor de analyse wordt gebruik ge-
maakt van een bewegingsgecompenseerde temporele filtering (MCTF, “Motion
Compensated Temporal Filtering”) schaalbare video coder (Figuur A.10).

Deel 8.1 geeft een overzicht van de MCTF en de mogelijke implementatie-
stijlen, terwijl deel 8.2 de energiewinsten beschrijft die kunnen bekomen wor-
den wanneer de uitvoeringsvolgorde aan de variabele niveau 1 capaciteit wordt
aangepast. Deel 8.3 presenteert en verklaart de invloed op de optimale afbeel-
dingskeuze van dynamisme in een invoerstroom, meer bepaald beweging in een
videosequentie. Besluiten worden weergegeven in deel 8.4.

9 Besluiten en Toekomstige Onderzoeksrichtin-

gen

Door de ingewikkelde gegevens-afhankelijkheden ten gevolge van multi-resolutie
analyse is het erg moeilijk om de WT te optimaliseren, bijvoorbeeld bij parallel-
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Figuur A.10. Temporele structuur van een MCTF over 3 niveaus, met ruimtelijke ont-
binding van de uitvoerbeelden via een 2D-WT.

lisatie [Geelen 2005a, Geelen 2005b], geheugen compactie [Ferentinos 2005] en
software-gestuurde geheugen hiërarchie afbeelding [Geelen 2005c], zodat hier-
aan voldoende aandacht moet besteed worden om toch een efficiënte wavelet-
gebaseerde toepassing te bekomen. Deze thesis demonstreert hierbij een stra-
tegie om slechtst-inbeeldbare afbeelding methodes te vermijden bij wavelet-
gebaseerde toepassingen, door tijdens de uitvoering over te schakelen naar
een uitvoeringsvolgorde die aangepast is aan de systeemmogelijkheden. In dit
laatste hoofdstuk ten slotte wordt een overzicht gegeven van gerelateerde toe-
komstige onderwerpen met betrekking tot omschakeling tijdens de uitvoering
naar andere implementatiestijlen van wavelet-gebaseerde toepassingen in dyna-
mische, heterogene omgevingen, worden besluiten geformuleerd en worden de
bijdragen van dit werk aan het onderzoeksdomein van laag-vermogen ingebed
systeemontwerp besproken.

Hier volgt een overzicht van de belangrijkste bijdragen van dit werk: een eer-
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ste bijdrage is de ontwikkeling van het vermelde omschakelingsprincipe om
de implementatie van wavelet-gebaseerde toepassingen tijdens de uitvoering
aan te passen aan de systeemmogelijkheden, om zo een verminderd aantal
tussengeheugen-misraadplegingen (“cache misses”) te bekomen en bijgevolg een
langere batterij levensduur (Hoofdstuk 4, [Geelen 2006]). De invloed van algo-
ritmische wavelet parameters op de mis-aantallen vermindering is gëıllustreerd
aan de hand van een daartoe uitgebreide set simulatiemiddelen (Hoofdstuk 3).

Een tweede bijdrage betreft de formalisatie van het mis-aantallen gedrag van de
WT in functie van temporele localiteit. Dit laat toe om afbeeldingsrichtlijnen
op te stellen die weergeven welke uitvoeringsvolgorde de laagste mis-aantallen
oplevert en welke winsten kunnen bekomen worden door er effectief naar om te
schakelen, onder wijzigende systeemvoorzieningen en algoritmische instellingen.
De formalisatie is afgeleid voor twee typische uitvoeringsvolgorden, gebruik
makende van het uitgebreide simulatieraamwerk (Hoofdstuk 5, [Geelen 2008d]).

De formalisatie van het WT mis-aantallen gedrag in functie van de ruimtelijke
localiteit is een derde bijdrage. Hierbij wordt rekening gehouden met het feit
dat een moderne geheugenhiërarchie niet enkel gebaseerd is op de herbruik van
gegevens in de tijd of temporele localiteit, maar ook op ruimtelijke localiteit,
of het feit dat naburig opgeslagen gegevens vaak kort na elkaar gebruikt wor-
den. Er is aangetoond dat er ook voor ruimtelijke localiteit afwegingen zijn
die ertoe leiden dat bepaalde uitvoeringsvolgorde optimaal zijn in functie van
de omstandigheden. Er is aangetoond dat gelijkaardige afbeeldingsrichtlijnen
kunnen toegepast worden, mits de organisatie van de gegevens in het geheugen
nauwgezet gekozen is (Hoofdstuk 6, [Geelen 2008b]).

Een slechtst-inbeeldbare gegevensordening transformatie analyse vormt een
vierde bijdrage. Wanneer de organisatie van gegevens aangepast wordt, heeft
dit niet noodzakelijk enkel een invloed op de WT zelf, maar tevens op omrin-
gende functieblokken. Er is aangetoond dat dit niet leidt tot problemen voor
de representatieve beeldcompressie toepassing JPEG2000, en er is verder aan-
getoond hoe dit kan veralgemeend worden voor willekeurige gegevensordenings-
keuzes in de omringende functieblokken aan de hand van gegevensordenings-
propagatie en gegevensordeningstransformatie stappen, waarbij is aangetoond
dat mis-aantallen winsten mogelijk blijven. Bovendien is aangetoond hoe die
winst schattingen kunnen verfijnd worden wanneer de ordening in de omrin-
gende blokken gekend is, maar is eveneens bewezen dat er theoretisch gezien
ordeningskeuzes denkbaar zijn waarvoor een bepaalde ondergrens voor de ge-
gevensordening transformatiekost slechts voor onhaalbaar grote L1 geheugens
te bekomen zijn (Hoofdstuk 7, [Geelen 2008c, Geelen 2008a]).

De vijfde bijdrage ten slotte betreft de beschrijving van de invloed op het
mis-aantallen gedrag van dynamisme binnen de toepassing zelf: toekomstige
wavelet-gebaseerde videocompressie toepassingen maken vaak gebruik van be-
wegingsafhankelijke 3D Wavelet Transformaties. Er is aangetoond hoe het dy-
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namisme ten gevolge van de bewegingsafhankelijkheid in bewegingsgecompen-
seerde temporele filtering een invloed heeft op het mis-aantallen gedrag en de
afbeeldingsrichtlijnen. Deze resultaten kwamen tot stand in samenwerking met
Aris Ferentinos van de Universiteit van Patras (Hoofdstuk 8, [Ferentinos 2007]).

10 Bijlagen

In dit laatste deel wordt een overzicht gegeven van de bijkomende informatie die
te vinden is in de bijlagen. Bijlage A, ook gekend als dit deel van de dissertatie,
geeft een uitgebreide Nederlandstalige samenvatting van de dissertatie.

Bijlage B beschrijft in detail de afwegingen bij het herorganiseren van gege-
vensordeningskeuzes, op vlak van L1 geheugen grootte ten opzichte van de
mis-aantallen. Bijlage B.1 bestudeert deze afwegingen wanneer de invoer- en
uitvoergegevensordeningen zich tot elkaar verhouden als een transpositie, ter-
wijl Bijlage B.2 dit bestudeert wanneer de ordeningen zich tot elkaar verhouden
als een hypercubus. Meer bepaald worden de afwegingen besproken die moge-
lijk worden wanneer men de hypercubussen doorkruist alsof men deelcubussen
volgt. Ten slotte wordt bewezen dat de minimale L1 geheugen groottes voor de
minimale gegevensherordening mis-aantallen verkregen worden door de hyper-
cubus te doorkruisen volgens een golffront procedure, waarbij deze minimale
L1 geheugengroottes echter exponentieel schalen met de tussengeheugen lijn-
groottes.

Bijlage C beschrijft een aantal van de problemen veroorzaakt door de inge-
wikkelde WT gegevensafhankelijkheden, wanneer getracht wordt de WT af te
beelden naar een architectuur met meerdere rekeneenheden, met als doel te
beantwoorden aan vereisten op vlak van vermogenverbruik, performantie en
flexibiliteit. Bijlage C.2 geeft algemeen de verschillende keuzes weer die ge-
maakt moeten worden bij parallellisatie, Bijlage C.3 beschrijft een parallelli-
satie verkenningsmethodologie met als doel de afwegingen tussen deze keuzes
te optimaliseren, Bijlage C.4 toont aan hoe de WT gegevensafhankelijkheden
hierbij tot moeilijkheden kunnen leiden en Bijlage C.5 beschrijft ten slotte de
moeilijkheden en resultaten van een afbeelding van de WT naar een Blackfin
ADSP-BF561 [Analog Devices 2005], een signaalverwerkingseenheid met twee
parallelle rekeneenheden.

De laatste drie bijlagen ten slotte bevatten respectievelijk een bibliografie, een
publicatielijst en een curriculum vitae.
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Appendix B

Size and Miss-rate Trade-offs in Layout

Transformations

“Prolix! Prolix!
Nothing a pair of scissors can’t fix”

‘We Call Upon The Author To Explain’ - Nick Cave & The Bad Seeds

B.1 Array Transposition

Chapter 7 demonstrated that an array transposition can be performed at a
minimal cost of one array read and write, if at least 2line +1 lines are available
in the L1 memory. This first section of the appendix will further describe
different opportunities for trade-offs between L1 size requirements and miss-
rate for an array transposition, so that the L1 size requirements can be reduced,
if miss-rate increases can be tolerated.

If there are n = 2line input nodes per sub-graph, we can reduce the required
L1 size from n + 1 nodes to n

k + 1 nodes per sub-graph sub-partition (where
k evenly divides n and varies from 1 to n), in return for a miss-rate increase
from 2 · n to (1 + k) · n missed lines per complete sub-graph.

Instead of storing all n output nodes, the output nodes are divided into k
sub-partitions of n

k nodes, which then are reordered sequentially. For each sub-

225
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(c) Sixteenth input node read.

Figure B.1. Cycling over input nodes for first of 4 output sub-partitions (16 words/line).

partition, the traversal cycles completely over the input, but only n
k instead of

n lines are used from each input node at a time to supply the n
k nodes in the

output sub-partition with their inputs, as is illustrated in Figure B.1.

This implies that each output nodes still misses just once, but the input nodes
are fetched k times. Consequently n + kn misses are suffered per complete
sub-graph of n input nodes, or 1 + k misses per input node. This translates
to WH · (1 + k) missed words in total over a complete image. Indeed, since k
scales from 1 to n = 2line, the miss-rate varies accordingly from the minimal
miss-rate of WH · (1 + 1) to WH ·

(

1 + 2line
)

.
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The latter miss-rate is equivalent to the upper-bound on the worst-case cost,
described earlier in Chapter 7. It is reached at the same L1 size of 2 words,
which makes sense considering this actually corresponds to that same proce-
dure, where the output array is traversed according to maximal spatial locality
and written once, but where the input could be read 2line times.

This miss-rate can actually still be slightly reduced though, at no increase in
L1 size, by exploiting reuse between the sub-partitions. In figure B.1(c) this
can be done by keeping input node 16 (the final node required for output sub-
partition 1) on-chip. When the reordering proceeds to sub-partition 2, it will
then begin at input node 16 instead of node 1, thereby avoiding one input node
fetch.

In total, n input nodes will be fetched and n
k output nodes will be written

during the first output sub-partition, but for all k − 1 following output sub-
partitions, n− 1 input nodes will be fetched and n

k output line will be written.
This is possible due to the connectivity of the graph, where all input nodes are
connected to all output nodes.

Msub-graph =
(

n reads +
n

k
write

)

· 1 +
(

n − 1 reads +
n

k
write

)

· (k − 1)

= (n − 1) · (k − 1) + 2 · n misses

This evaluates to k·(1− 1
n )+(1+ 1

n ) misses per node. For k varying exponentially

from 2line to 1 and at an L1 size of 1 + 2line

k lines, the miss-rate over the entire
image amounts to

Mtranspose = WH ·
(

k ·
(

1 − 2−line
)

+
(

1 + 2−line
))

Finally, the previous principle can be extended by increasing the amount of
input nodes kept on-chip between sub-partitions. This allows generating yet
more intermediate L1 size / miss-rate Pareto points. However, given the choice
of allocating L1 space by doubling the number of input nodes or by doubling the
number of output nodes, the latter should be chosen as this will have a larger
impact on the miss-rate reduction: keeping more input nodes on-chip ensures
they are reused between sub-partitions, but keeping more output nodes on-chip
ensures all input nodes are reused more.

If we define the number of input nodes kept on-chip as y, the miss-rate accord-
ingly becomes:

Msub-graph =
(

n reads +
n

k
write

)

· 1 +
(

n − y reads +
n

k
write

)

· (k − 1)

= n · (k + 1) − y · (k − 1) misses

This evaluates to k + 1 − y · (k − 1)/n misses per input node. For k varying
exponentially from 2line to 1 and for y varying linearly from 1 to 2line, an L1
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size of y + 2line

k lines is required, leading to a miss-rate over the entire image of.

Mtranspose = WH ·
(

k + 1 − y · (k − 1) · 2−line
)

Note that when the minimal miss-rate was targetted, in principle it did not
matter whether we stored all output nodes of a tile and cycled over the input
nodes, or if we stored all input nodes and cycled over the output nodes: re-
gardless of that choice, each input and output node would still miss just once.
As this no longer holds for the output nodes when the size is reduced, sub-
partitions of the output nodes must be stored, cycling k times over the input,
otherwise we would risk additional output line fetches.

B.2 Hypercube Graphs

Output node Input node

0000

0100

0001

0010

1000 1001

1010 1011

1100 1101

1110 1111

0101

0110 0111

0011

Figure B.2. Hypercube graph example, including node coordinates (4 words/line).

This second section of the appendix analyzes two different traversals to perform
layout reordering for a hypercube reordering topology. The first is the sub-cube
traversal which also permits L1 size and miss-rate trade-off opportunities, and
the second is the wavefront reordering which is shown to result in the lowest
possible L1 requirements, for the minimal unmerged reordering miss-rate cost.
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Figure B.2 repeats the structure of a hypercube graph: for a line size of 2line

words, the corresponding hypercube graph may be constructed by considering
that each of the 2n nodes in a n-dimensional hypercube has n = 2line neighbors.
To determine whether these nodes belong to the input or the output, the parity
of their coordinates’ Hamming weight can be used. In Figure B.2 all output
nodes have an even Hamming weight1.

B.2.1 Sub-cube traversal order

One possibility to obtain the minimal miss-rate, is to follow an execution order
similar to the one used for array transposition: by loading all output nodes and
cycling over the input nodes, the input will be read once and the output will
be written once. However, due to the increased hypercube sub-graph size, this

will no longer require 2line + 1 nodes, but 22line

/2 + 1 nodes (or lines).

Here too, a trade-off between L1 size and miss-rate is possible, by reordering
sub-partitions of the output nodes, one after the other. However, in a hy-
percube graph the output nodes should be carefully selected to exploit reuse
within the sub-partition, which can be achieved by selecting output nodes lo-
cated inside the same lower-dimensional sub-cube.

For array transposition this was not an issue, as each output node was con-
nected to each input node. This also meant that for each sub-partition, the
entire set of sub-graph input nodes had to be loaded. Due to the different
hypercube connectivity, this is no longer the case for hypercubes: for n = 2line,
each node has n neighbors, which can be found by determining the nodes at
a Hamming distance of 1, or stated differently, the nodes whose coordinates
differ in exactly one bit position with those of the original node. Accordingly,
these n neighbors can be found by consecutively flipping one out of the n bits
in the original node coordinates.

We define a sub-cube as a lower-dimensional hypercube of dimension k, whose
coordinates consist of a sub-set of k bits out of the n in the original hypercube.
The remaining n−k coordinate bits then identify which sub-cube is being exam-
ined. If we examine such a k-dimensional sub-cube, k out of these n neighbors
will be input nodes located inside the same sub-cube. This is illustrated in
Figure B.3 for a 2-dimensional sub-cube of a 4-dimensional hypercube. Here
the final k = 2 coordinate bits are used to distinguish the 2k nodes inside the
sub-cube, whereas the first n−k = 2 bits identify which sub-cube is examined.
Therefore, neighbors corresponding to a bit-flip in the final k coordinate posi-
tions will still be found inside the same sub-cube and will be shared with other
sub-cube nodes, whereas the first n− k neighbors will lie outside the sub-cube

1Hamming weight of a node or Hamming distance between nodes will further be used to
refer to the Hamming weight of or distance between node coordinates.
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Output node Input node

Coordinate inside sub-cubeCoordinate of sub-cube
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00 11

Internal sub-cube edge External sub-cube edge

Figure B.3. Hypercube graph example, illustrating that certain coordinate bits select
the examined sub-cube, while others point to the node inside the sub-cube (4 word-
s/line).

and these will not be shared with any of the other nodes, since they are located
at a Hamming distance of at least 3 with regard to those nodes.

Therefore, each of the 2k−1 output nodes inside the k-dimensional sub-cube
will have n − k unique neighbors outside of the sub-cube. If in-placing is not
applied, this amounts to a total of (n − k) · 2k−1 input nodes which are loaded
for each sub-cube. All remaining neighbors will be shared by at least one other
output node. These neighbors correspond to all of the input nodes inside the
k-dimensional sub-cube, or 2k−1 nodes in total. Combined, 2k−1 output nodes
will be written and (n − k) · 2k−1 + 2k−1 input nodes will be read, so that:

Msub-partition = (n − k) · 2k−1 + 2k−1 + 2k−1

= (n − k + 2) · 2k−1

Msub-graph = 2n−k · Msub-partition

= (n − k + 2) · 2n−1
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Since there are 2n−1 input nodes in a sub-graph, and n = 2line, over the full
image this translates to a miss-rate of Mhypercube = WH · (2line − k + 2), if the

image consists of multiple complete 22line

node hypercube sub-graphs.

The size required for this procedure amounts to the size of the sub-cube output
nodes and one additional line which is used to cycle over all the input nodes,
or 2k−1 + 1 nodes.

B.2.2 Wavefront traversal order

Instead of adhering to the previously described sub-cube based traversal pro-
cedure, which arrived at the minimal miss-rate in return for an L1 size of

22line−1 + 1 lines, an alternate wavefront -based traversal procedure permits re-
duced L1 sizes, and in fact will deliver the minimal miss-rate at the lowest
possible L1 requirements.

In this wavefront procedure we start at (any) particular node, and then proceed
to load all of its n = 2line direct neighbors, as can be seen in Figure B.4(a) for
a graph at 4 words/line (where each node has 4 neighbors). Consequently, the
first node will then already have been reordered, but the n remaining nodes
still reside in L1. The following step consists of loading all remaining neighbors
of these n nodes, which can be seen as second degree neighbors of the starting
node and are located on a second wavefront of neighbors (Figure B.4(b)). We
can then similarly proceed over all remaining wavefronts, until all nodes have
been reordered (Figure B.4(c)- B.4(d)). Note that since this is a 4-dimensional
hypercube, these figures illustrate the same hypercube as in Figure B.2, but
represented in terms of Hamming distance from node 0000, where the dotted
circles represent wavefronts containing nodes at the same Hamming distance.

Figure B.4(e) gives an alternate representation of this traversal procedure, for
the 4-dimensional hypercube, where the expanding wavefronts are plotted as
consecutive columns. Note that this representation is specific for the hypercube
topology. In general, it is not possible to construct such a representation where
nodes are only connected to neighbors in the previous or next column. It
shows that the amount of neighbors initially keeps growing, until a maximum
is reached and gradually less and less neighbors are encountered on the later
wavefronts. In order to derive the maximal required L1 size, we would like to
determine the number of nodes at each wavefront.

This can be achieved by keeping the n-bit hypercube coordinate system in mind,
where neighboring nodes differ in 1 single coordinate bit-position. Accordingly
the n neighbors on the first wavefront can be determined by flipping 1 of the n
bits of the starting node coordinates (Figure B.4(a)). If we select the starting
node with all zero coordinates, these first degree neighbors will each have a
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Figure B.4. Wavefront reordering procedure, rippling through consecutive wavefronts
of neighboring nodes (4 words/line).
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high bit in one single position. More precisely, this first wavefront will contain
all the nodes with a Hamming weight of 1.

The same bit-flip procedure can be applied to find the second degree neighbors.
However, we do not want to reload any nodes which have already been pro-
cessed, specifically the starting node with Hamming weight 0. Therefore each
wavefront 2 node will now have n − 1 neighbors on the third wavefront, found
by toggling one of the coordinate zero bits. In general we can see that on each
additional wavefront, the Hamming weight of the nodes will increase by one:

• the Hamming weight of neighbor nodes can only be 1 higher, or 1 lower,
due to the hypercube construction, while

• if for wavefront k, all neighbors with a lower Hamming weight can be
found on wavefront k − 1, then wavefront k + 1 will only contain nodes
with a Hamming weight k + 1, so that this relation will also hold for
wavefront k + 1, and

• this relation holds for the first wavefront, and will by induction also hold
for all remaining wavefronts.

This implies that there will be a total of n+1 wavefronts, with Hamming weights
varying from 0 to n. The amount of nodes in wavefront k then corresponds
to the number of different nodes with Hamming weight k, or the number of
possible strings with k bits equal to 1 and n − k bits equal to zero. This
evaluates to the number of possible combinations of k out of a set of n (Ck

n):

Swavefront,k =

(

n

k

)

=
n!

k!(n − k)!

The maximal value is reached for the central binomial coefficient when k = n
2 ,

or

Swavefront,n/2 =
n!

((n/2)!)2

According to Stirling’s formula for approximating large factorials [Kreyszig 2005],
which implies

(

2n

n

)

∼ 4n

√
πn

this can be approximated for large values of n as

Swavefront,n/2 ∼ 4
n

2

√

π n
2

=

√
2 2n

√
πn

Table B.1 shows that this approximation is quite accurate.
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Table B.1. Accuracy of Stirling’s formula for approximating central binomial coefficient

line size (words) 2 4 8 16
central binomial coefficient (lines) 2 6 70 12870
approximation (lines) 2.26 6.38 72.2 13073
ratio 1.13 1.06 1.03 1.015

Moreover, since neighboring wavefronts will partially be simultaneously alive,
the maximal size will not correspond exactly to Swavefront,n/2, but it will vary
between a lower bound of Swavefront,n/2 and an upper bound of Swavefront,n/2-1+
Swavefront,n/2, where

Swavefront,n/2-1 + Swavefront,n/2 =

(

n

n/2 − 1

)

+

(

n

n/2

)

=

(

n + 1

n/2

)

=
(n + 1)!

(n/2)!(n + 1 − n/2)!

=
n + 1

n/2 + 1
· n!

(n/2)!(n/2)!

=
2 · (n + 1)

n + 2
· Swavefront,n/2

The total size required for the wavefront reordering will therefore be

√
2 2n

√
πn

≤ Swavefront reordering,max ≤
2 · (n + 1)

n + 2

√
2 2n

√
πn

Due to the presence of the
√

n in the denominator, this will grow less fast than
the peak sub-cube traversal size, but it will still grow exponentially with the
line size.

In the following subsection a more accurate analysis is given of how two con-
secutive wavefronts can be optimally reordered, demonstrating experimentally
that the resulting peak size is closer to the lower bound of Swavefront,n/2 than
the upper bound of Swavefront,n/2-1 + Swavefront,n/2.

Consecutive wavefront Reordering Procedure

This subsection describes a reordering procedure which minimizes the L1 size
requirements when proceeding from wavefront k to wavefront k+1 (out of n+1
wavefronts in total). It does this by exploiting the connectivity of the nodes:
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at each step in the procedure an input node in wavefront k is selected and
reordered, which requires that all of its neighbors in wavefront k+1 are loaded
into L1. The procedure then selects these input nodes so that they share as
many neighbors as possible with the previously loaded output nodes, using the
n-bit hypercube coordinate system for guidance.

Note that “input” and “output” here in the context of the consecutive wave-
front reordering procedure refers to wavefront k and wavefront k + 1 nodes
respectively, i.e. “input” and “output” is interpreted here from the perspective
of reordering the two consecutive wavefronts, and not from the perspective of
the entire layout reordering. During this procedure, the number of live output
nodes grows as slow as possible to Ck+1

n , while the number of alive input nodes
decreases by one at each step, from Ck

n to 0.

To initialize the procedure a random starting point in wavefront k may be cho-
sen, but for the sake of clarity here the node is selected whose k first coordinate
label bits are one. As there are no output nodes alive yet at this point, all n−k
neighbor nodes in layer k + 1 will be activated to reorder this starting node.
This directly ends phase 0 of the consecutive wavefront reordering procedure.
The set of activated output nodes then corresponds to the set of all output
nodes with Hamming weight k (Wk) in the first k label positions and Ham-
ming weight 1 (W1) in the n − k final label positions (see Figure B.5(a)). At
the same time the set of all input nodes with Hamming weight 0 in the final
n − k positions will have been reordered, i.e. just the one starting node.

For the next node to be reordered as many neighbors as possible should come
from the set of live output nodes. To determine what the neighboring input
nodes are for a particular output node, we can flip any high bit in the output
nodes’ label. Suppose we would like to find a node which shares 2 neighbors
with this active output set. This would likewise require flipping a high bit of an
output node label to end up at an input node label, and subsequently flipping
a different low bit in this input label to end up at a different output node label
which still belongs to the set of active output nodes.

However, since the first k label bits of all these live output nodes are identical
(and equal to 1), those high bits should not be flipped: indeed, if one of these
bits would be the first bit flipped and it would not be flipped again as the
second bit, we would end up in an output node outside of the live output node
set, whereas if it would be flipped again as the second bit, we would end up
at the same node from which we started instead of a different output node.
Therefore, our only remaining option would be flipping one of the final n − k
bits, but since these have Hamming weight 1, only one single bit can be flipped
for each output node, and flipping that bit but would lead us back to the node
with Hamming weight 0 in the final n− k bits, i.e. we would end up at a node
which had already been reordered.
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Therefore, it is impossible to share more than one neighbor from this live output
set, and we should settle for a node which shares one neighbor. Flipping one
of the final n − k would obviously lead to the already reordered input node,
but flipping one of the first k first bits will lead to a different node, which does
indeed share one neighbor with the output set. Again, a lot of candidate nodes
are possible, which correspond to all input nodes at a Hamming distance of
two from the original starting node2. For the sake of clarity we will flip the
kth bit of the first output node. Equivalently, but from the perspective of the
first reordered input node label, we will shift the kth final high bit of its label
one position to the right, so that we end up at the input node illustrated in
Figure B.5(b).

This second input node only differs with input node 1 in the label positions k
and k+1. Accordingly, we end up at the same shared neighbor, if bit k is flipped
for input node 2 and bit k +1 for input node 1, as illustrated in Figure B.5(b).
All n− k− 1 remaining output neighbors are not shared however and are new.

We have already determined that it is impossible to share more than 1 neighbor
with the output neighbors of one particular node, but luckily, it is possible to
share a different output node in both of these nodes’ output sets. This requires
finding an input node at Hamming distance 2 to both of these previously re-
ordered nodes and which shares a different neighbor with both. This once more
requires shifting the 1-bit highlighted in gray to the right. n−k−1 destination
positions are possible and we select the first one, at position k+2. Figure B.5(c)
shows this label, and illustrates that its first two output neighbors are shared
with node 1 and 2 respectively, leaving n − k − 2 new output nodes.

Continuing in this manner by shifting the highlighted input label bit to the
right, will progressively lead to input nodes sharing more and more neighbors
with the previously reordered nodes. In fact, for the final n − k + 1th input
node, all neighbors will be shared, and no new outputs are activated, as shown
in Figure B.5(d). This ends phase 1 of the consecutive wavefront reordering. At
this point, the set of all input nodes with Hamming weight k−1 (or Wk−1) in the
first k−1 positions and Hamming weight 1 (or W1) in the final n−k+1 positions
will have been reordered. Likewise, at each step one less new output node is
activated, so that at step j in total

∑j
i=0 C1

n−k−i output nodes are activated.

At the final position
∑n−k

i=0 C1
n−k−i = C2

n−k+1 output nodes will have been
activated, corresponding to the set of all output nodes with Hamming weight
2 in the n − k + 1 final positions (Figure B.5(e)).

Subsequently the procedure can be continued in a similar manner. Though
C2

n−k+1 output nodes with Hamming weight 2 in the final n − k + 1 label
positions are alive, it is impossible to share more than 1 neighbor with this set:

2To be precise: from the perspective of the first reordered input node, one of its first k

(high) bits should be set low and one of the final n− k (zero) bits should be set high, leading
to k · (n − k) candidate nodes.
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Figure B.5. First steps of wavefront reordering procedure for maximally sharing
neighboring nodes when proceeding from wavefront k to wavefront k + 1.

flipping one of the first k − 1 bits would again lead us outside of the live set,
while flipping one of the n− k+1 final bits would produce a label of Hamming
weight 1 in those positions, i.e. a label which has already been reordered.

Therefore, we select a node which shares only one neighbor with the live output
set, specifically by shifting the k−1th bit one position to the right, as highlighted
in darker gray in Figure B.6(a). For each position of the darker gray bit, the
light gray bit should also be fully shifted to the right. When this phase of
the procedure has been fully executed, and the darker gray bit is in its final
position to the right (shifted from position k−1 to n−1), all input nodes with
Hamming weight 2 in the final n− k + 2 positions will be reordered. Likewise,
for each position j of the darker gray bit (shifting from k−1 to n−1), all output
nodes with Hamming weight 2 in the final n − j positions will be activated,
or in total

∑n−1
j=k−1 C2

n−j =
∑n−k+1

j′=1 C2
j′ = C3

n−k+2, which corresponds to all
output nodes with Hamming weight 3 in the final n − k + 2 positions.

Ultimately, at the end of the consecutive wavefront reordering procedure, all
k − 2 remaining high input label bits should be similarly shifted as far right as
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Figure B.6. Continuation of wavefront reordering procedure for maximally sharing
neighboring nodes when proceeding from wavefront k to wavefront k + 1.

possible. At that point of the procedure Ck
n−k+k input nodes will have been

reordered, which correspond to all the input nodes with Hamming weight k
in the final n − k + k label positions. In other words, all the input nodes in
wavefront k will have been reordered.

Similarly in the output wavefront, the nodes with Hamming weight k + 1 in
the final n − k + k positions will have been activated, or all output nodes in
wavefront k + 1. To enable this, the entire procedure should be recursively
applied to reorder the entire wavefront k, where at each step the number of
activated output nodes will be equal to each partial sum of

0
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In other words, at the end of phase l, Cl+1
n−k+l output nodes will have been
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activated, corresponding here to all nodes of Hamming weight l +1 in the final
n − k + l label positions.

Figure B.7 plots the combined sum of live input and output nodes at each step
of the procedure, for line sizes n equal to 8 and 16 words/line and when the
reordering proceeds to the central wavefront, which also corresponds to the
peak memory requirements. It demonstrates that the number of live activated
output nodes grows in a very non-linear manner, but also that the sum of live
input and output node stays close to the lower bound of Swavefront,n/2, or C4

8

and C8
16 in Figures B.7(a) and B.7(b) respectively.

In the following subsection the properties of this consecutive wavefront reorder-
ing procedure will be used to show why the wavefront reordering is optimal in
terms of minimal L1 requirements for the minimal miss-rate.

Optimality of wavefront reordering

This subsection shows why wavefront reordering offers the lowest L1 size re-
quirements in return for the minimal miss-rate, i.e. the miss-rate where both
the input and the output array miss just once. We will begin with some general
properties about the reordering procedure:

1. In every step of the reordering procedure one node is completely re-
ordered.

Reordering less nodes does not make sense, since this would at best imply
that only certain edges of a node α are activated or equivalently certain
neighbors are fetched, without necessarily loading any of the remain-
ing neighbors and in principle leading to less L1 storage requirements.
However, this would only be useful if fetching a neighbor permits fully
reordering a connected node. If not, the L1 requirements would increase
for no useful reason. On the other hand, if any connected node could be
fully reordered thanks to a fetched neighbor of node α, we could just as
well reorder that node directly, instead of partially reordering node α.

Likewise it could be possible that reordering a node α also enables fully
reordering another node β, at least if that other node β previously only
missed one or two nodes which were shared neighbors with α. Since
reordering both in the same step would be equivalent to reordering α
first, and only then β, this latter approach will be followed for clarity.

2. Reorganizing a node potentially requires L1 space to store n = 2line

neighbors, unless some of these neighbors are shared with previous nodes,
so that the only additional L1 storage required is for the new neighbors.

3. At each step of the reordering procedure, we should reorder a node which
minimally increases the L1 requirements, or equivalently which maximally
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Figure B.7. Peak L1 memory requirements at central wavefront for reordering proce-
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shares neighbors with previously reordered nodes. This is a greedy local
search strategy, using the number of newly activated neighbors as the
cost function. This greedy strategy could result in problems, either if it
is possible that selecting another node with the same cost would later on
permit a reduced increase in L1 requirements, or if selecting a node with
a higher cost would later open up opportunities to access nodes with less
neighbors than if the initial locally optimal node had been chosen.

The latter risk requires that locally selecting a non-optimal node later
enables arriving at a set of nodes which share more neighbors. Stated
more formally this requires that instead of selecting a locally optimal
node with α new neighbors, a node with α + i new neighbors is selected
instead, which should subsequently enable reordering later nodes with
less new neighbors, or equivalently, at a lower cost.

This cannot occur however, due to the structure of a hypercube (Fig-
ure B.8): 2 hypercube nodes can share at most two neighbors, since two
nodes at Hamming distance 1 share each other as neighbor, two nodes
at Hamming distance 2 share two neighbors and two nodes at Hamming
distance 3 or higher do not share any neighbors. Furthermore, while
two nodes can share two neighbors, and a third node can additionally
share two neighbors with each of these nodes, in total only three dis-
tinct nodes will be shared, so that all but 3 neighbors of this third node
will not be shared. This can be shown using the hypercube coordinates,
and because the third node should be at Hamming distance two to both
previous nodes, restricting the freedom of which coordinate bits can be
flipped. Similarly, any ith added node will maximally share i neighbors
with node 1 through i − 1.

Starting node

First Hamming
distance 2 node
shares 2 neighbors

Second Hamming
distance 2 node
shares 2 neighbors with
each previous node,
but one of these is shared by both:
in total only 3 shared nodes

1

2

3

Figure B.8. 3 hypercube nodes can at most share 3 neighbors.

In order for it to be possible that selecting the locally suboptimal node
ω with cost α + i later enables reordering other nodes at a reduced cost,
nodes close to ω should maximally share neighbors with it, keeping in
mind a first node can share at most 2 neighbors with ω, and later nodes
can share at most one neighbor exclusively with ω. Furthermore, these k
nearby nodes must at least have a cost of α, otherwise they would have
been the next candidate node and their cost would be the reference cost.
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If we assume these k nearby nodes all had an initial cost of α, while ω had
a cost of α + 1, the resulting cost sequence due to selecting ω, followed
by its k neighbors, would be:

Costs ω first = α + 1, α - 2, α - 3, α - 4, . . . , α - (k+1)

Now if ω had not been selected first, we could have selected its first
neighbor instead, which had the minimal cost of α, and subsequently
the k − 1 other nearby nodes (which would respectively share 2,3,. . . ,k
nodes with the previous neighbors). Moreover, when ω would then be
selected later, it would itself share at least k + 1 neighbors with these
nodes, leading to a cost sequence of

Costs ω last = α, α - 2, α - 3, α - 4, . . . , α - k, α + 1 − (k + 1)

In other words, the cumulative cost of selecting ω would be the same at
the end of this cost sequence, but it never drops below the cost generated
by selecting a node with optimal cost first.

Now assume that ω instead had a weight of α + 2 or more, or that the
nearby nodes had a cost of more than α, then it can be similarly shown
that the extra cost would not have been compensated, and therefore at
each point a node must be selected with the minimal cost. This shows
that there is always a cost sequence linked to a node with a lower cost,
which at each point in the reordering procedure activates the same or less
nodes than generated by any sequence with a higher cost.

In principle this still leaves the greedy search issue that when multiple
nodes with the same minimal cost are present, one might be better than
the other. However, we will subsequently show that all these nodes with
the same minimal cost are always located in the currently active wave-
front, ensuring that not reordering wavefront by wavefront will never be
optimal. Moreover, the previous subsection on the consecutive wavefront
reordering procedure demonstrated that, even though at any point in
time multiple nodes offer the minimal cost, the resulting cumulative cost
will be the same for all, and Figure B.7 illustrated that the obtained peak
cost was already quite close to a lower-bound reordering cost.

These properties can also be used to explain why the sub-cube traversal order
lead to higher L1 size requirements than the wavefront reordering procedure:
the sub-cube traversal first loaded all output nodes and then cycled over each
input node, one at a time. In Figure B.4(e) this would correspond to load-
ing all the red nodes first, or in general, all wavefronts with an even parity
Hamming weight3, before any reordering is done. Clearly, the memory size re-
quirements would be reduced if not all wavefronts were loaded simultaneously,
but sequentially.

3 if the all zero coordinate label has been assigned to a write node
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In fact, the sub-cube traversal does not respect the first principle, since all nodes
are first loaded, and only then reordered, as opposed to reordering one node at
each step and only loading the data needed to do this. If the second principle is
also respected, this procedure would reduce to the wavefront reordering, as we
will subsequently see. Note that the sub-cube traversal order was still useful,
to quantify a L1 size to miss-rate trade-off. Moreover, the two traversal orders
could be combined to realize better size and miss-rate trade-offs, by applying
the wavefront traversal directly within the smaller sub-cubes used in sub-cube
scheduling to produce its size and miss-rate trade-off.

We will now conclude by showing why wavefronts must be consecutively re-
ordered to obtain the lowest L1 size requirements:

• Applying principle 1 to node 1 means it should be fully reordered and
therefore the second wavefront would directly be fully loaded.

• By induction it will also hold for later wavefronts, by applying principle
2: suppose wavefront k is fully present in L1. Figure B.9 shows each of
these Ck

n nodes will have n − k edges to the following wavefront, and k
to the previous. It might therefore make sense to proceed sooner to the
next wavefront, since those nodes only contain n− (k+1) outgoing edges
to wavefront k + 2. However, this does not take into account the k + 1
incoming edges from wavefront k.

nodes

nodes
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Weight k+1

outgoing
edges

per node
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per node
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per node

incoming
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per node
...
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Figure B.9. Connectivity of neighboring wavefronts.

Before the first node in wavefront k is reordered, all wavefront k+1 nodes
will still have k + 1 new incoming edges. After the first node is reordered
n wavefront k+1 nodes will be connected to this first reordered wavefront
k node, and will have just k remaining incoming edges, or n− 1 in total.
On the other hand, we know from the previous section that there will be
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n−k wavefront k nodes who share one wavefront k+1 neighbor with the
first reordered node, leaving only n− k − 1 new neighbors for the second
node, which should therefore be chosen according to principle two.

In fact, applying property 2 to wavefront k leads to the consecutive wave-
front reordering procedure covered before. If we follow the conventions
of the previous subsection (where the first node was the one whose la-
bel contained k ones at the front and n − k zeroes at the back), then at
the end of each reordering phase l all wavefront k nodes with Hamming
weight l in the final n − k + l label positions would be reordered and all
wavefront k + 1 nodes with Hamming weight l + 1 in their final n− k + l
label positions would be activated. Moreover, all of these wavefront k+1
nodes would be connected to l + 1 different wavefront k nodes. Indeed,
by reversing any of the l + 1 one bits in the final n − k + l label posi-
tions, one would revert to a label with weight l in the n − k + l final
positions, or a node which had already been reordered. Therefore, at the
end of each phase, the wavefront k + 1 nodes will at best have a cost of
((k + 1) − (l + 1)) + n − k − 1 = n − l − 1.

Likewise, the worst cost for a wavefront k node occurs right between
phases, when only one neighbor is shared with the set of nodes reordered
in the previous phase, for a cost of n − k − 1. This implies that there
will only be a wavefront k + 1 node with an equal or lower cost than a
wavefront k node when n− l− 1 ≤ n− k− 1 or at the end of phase l = k.
However, this cannot occur since the consecutive wavefront reordering is
finished after k phases (all nodes with Hamming weight l = k in the final
n − k + k positions have been reordered). Therefore wavefront k will be
fully reordered before any wavefront k + 1 nodes are reordered, and by
induction, the entire hypercube will be reordered wavefront by wavefront.

B.2.3 Conclusion

Section B.2.2 analyzed the minimal peak L1 size required to obtain the min-
imal miss-rate for hypercube layouts, relying heavily on hypercube properties
such as Hamming labelling of nodes. If we ignore the (small) Stirling formula
approximation error, then for n = 2line, this peak size could be represented as

Swavefront,max >

√
2 2n

√
πn

Table B.2 compares the size required to achieve the minimal miss-rate for a
transposition and for the two hypercube traversal orders (sub-cube and wave-
front). Even though the wavefront traversal L1 requirements do indeed grow
slower than those for the sub-cube traversal for increasing line sizes, the table
shows that it still grows at a tremendous rate towards impractically large L1
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Table B.2. Minimal miss-rate size in hypercube and transpose graphs in function of
line size

line size (words/line) 2 4 8 16
transpose size (words) 6 20 72 272
hypercube sub-cube size (words) 6 36 1032 524k
hypercube wavefront size upper bound (words) 6 40 1032 389k

sizes. This demonstrates that theoretically worst-case layout reordering topolo-
gies do exist, for which it is not possible to obtain the minimal reordering cost
for realistic L1 sizes. No real-life examples can be given where such layout
reordering topologies occur though.

Moreover, even if this minimal reordering cost cannot be obtained, depending
on the WT parameters the reordering cost can still be lower than the proposed
WT layout gains so that global gains will still be reached, regardless of the
layout topologies. Furthermore, in practice, for real-life examples this minimal
reordering cost is often obtainable, and can even be further reduced by exploit-
ing application knowledge to merge the reordering buffer closer inside the actual
processing. In doing so, it can for example be possible to avoid the reordering
input reading when the reordering is merged inside the pre-processing and the
pre-processed data remains in L1 before reordering, and as such the reordering
cost would drop below the mentioned minimal reordering cost encountered for
unmerged reordering, where at least the input should read completely and the
output should be fully written.
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Appendix C

Wavelet Parallelization Experiments

“You want my reply?
What was the question?

I was looking at the big sky . . . ”

‘The Big Sky’ - Kate Bush

In order to meet heavy constraints for power, performance and flexibility, ap-
plications on hand-held devices will be executed on architectures with multiple
processors. However, this will only succeed if the application is mapped us-
ing an efficient, coarse-grained parallelization. The final performance of the
parallel executed applications heavily depends on the partitioning, the archi-
tecture characteristics, the memory hierarchy, etc. This appendix illustrates
some of the difficulties caused by the complicated Wavelet Transform (WT)
dependencies when exploring this parallelization freedom.

C.1 Introduction

Compared to sequential programming, parallel programming is a difficult and
error prone process, with a huge design space. Designers require methods to
automate or semi-automate this process, including tools such as automatic par-
allelizing compilers. Ideally, these compilers should relieve the programmer of
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all the concerns of parallelization. However, decades of research in parallel opti-
mization have shown that functionally correct, let alone efficient parallelization
is often not achieved solely through automatic methods. Semi-automatic par-
allelization techniques are applied, allowing the designer to guide the compiler
in parallelizing the code. For example, OpenMP [OpenMP 2005] is a standard
allowing designers to indicate how and which loops to split. The resulting
threads of execution are then managed by a run-time environment, which can
choose to map threads to fixed processors to improve cache performance, or to
redistribute threads to improve load balance.

Typically utilizing application knowledge available at design-time can be more
optimal, avoiding run-time overhead for too fine or too many threads. Ob-
viously, the many possible parallelizations can lead to different performance
results. Because of the complexity of delivering a functionally correct paral-
lelization, traditional parallelizing compilers do not explore these options, re-
lying instead on designer expertise, even though the size of the problem makes
it very hard to manually gain insight into interactions with the memory hier-
archy. Exploiting design-time application knowledge, allowing both to explore
the parallelization design space and rely more on the actual application char-
acteristics, instead of expensive run-time methods, will permit more efficient
parallelizations.

C.2 Parallelization Options

There are many options one should consider when parallelizing. Tradition-
ally, one of the possible choices is to split the application in threads using a
data-level or loop-level split, using a functional pipelined or task-level split or
combinations thereof [Bal 1998], but the quantitative impact of the memory
hierarchy on the performance of these choices is unclear. In data-level par-
allelism the data domain within a task is split in parts assigned to different
processors, while in task-level parallelism tasks (or parts of them) are assigned
to the processors. These styles have basic characteristics leading to different
trade-offs in power, area and time for the final implementation. One distinction
is that data locality can be larger for loop-level splits, since a complete applica-
tion can execute on a fixed processor, working on a part of the entire data-set,
whereas instruction locality can be higher in functional splits, where processors
will store a smaller amount of instructions in instruction cache. This means
the trade-off between functional and data-level will cause different costs in the
instruction and data memory hierarchy, and hence different performances.

Another important decision is how data management should be handled. In
a multi-processor environment more data will be alive simultaneously, increas-
ing the pressure on the (shared) background memory and exacerbating the
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need for a high data locality and good data management. Typical systems
rely on hardware caching schemes to address background memory and man-
age foreground memory. Disadvantages of these schemes include the expen-
sive protocols, the bad scalability and the resulting unpredictability, especially
with multiple threads of control each requesting their data independently of
one another. An alternative is to use scratchpad memory, filled with software-
controlled DMA transfers according to the application needs. There are many
different choices for these transfers, depending on application data reuse, mem-
ory hierarchy configuration, communication topology, etc. It is shown in sec-
tion C.5 that software-controlled data transfers can be more efficient, since
they can be scheduled in such a way that the threads are aware of each other.
Coherency is solved at compile-time, such that data modifications do not have
to be communicated to the other processors unnecessarily, making the system
more scalable. These transfers also make the system predictable, since they do
not rely on run-time choices made by the cache. This last aspect will allow
performing a more thorough design time evaluation of different alternatives.
Currently this huge design space is not explored. Typically a designer does the
parallelization, based on ad-hoc expertise. Really covering the design space
and accurately predicting the interaction with the memory architecture allows
to achieve a more efficient parallelization.

C.3 Exploration Methodology

Fig. C.1 illustrates the steps of the initial methodology that was proposed to
explore the design space. The starting point is a sequential version of the appli-
cation, localized according to the principles of DTSE [Catthoor 1998b]. This
code is then annotated and modified to a so-called parallel tolerant version:
the designer indicates all points in the program where a split can be done,
together with info on constraints to be respected (e.g. loop-carried dependen-
cies). Where traditionally a designer points out exactly how the split is to be
done, this approach provides generic info that can be used for many different
combinations of parallelizations.

An interpreter extracts a specific parallelization configuration from this set
of possible parallelizations, which is then translated into a parallel threads
model, yielding all necessary information for detailed power, area and timing
cost estimations. This performance estimation heavily relies on the memory
hierarchy layer assignment, since this has a major influence on the memory
subsystem, one of the biggest performance bottlenecks. The data reuse anal-
ysis [Van Achteren 2002] uncovers the data reuse present in the application
and extracts the possibilities for exploiting the reuse by making copies. This
information is used as an input for the memory hierarchy layer assignment
step [Masselos 2001], which explores all the options for mapping application
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data and copies to the distributed multi-processor memory hierarchy using a
heuristic. The outcome of this step is a set of nearly optimal configurations
with energy and timing performance, resource usage, etc. The final methodol-
ogy step then consists of code generation for the desired configuration points,
resulting in parallel C and further implementation info such as selected copies,
data mapping choices and communication requirements.

Implementation info

C parallel tolerant

parallel threads model

Memory Hierarchy Layer Assignment

E/T info, resource usage

C sequential

Interpreter

Code Generation

select point(s)

Reuse Analysis

Figure C.1. Parallelization Exploration Methodology

The ultimate goal for the methodology is to automate the process of steering the
choice between many combinations of memory hierarchy layer assignments and
parallelization parameters to find a near-optimal power/area/timing trade-off.

This methodology later evolved towards the Multiprocessing Parallelization
Assistant (MPA [The MPSoC Team 2008]). Based on parallelization directives
provided by the designer, the MPA can similarly check a parallelization scheme,
insert necessary communication and synchronization primitives, and generate
code for the multiple processors, enabling rapid exploration of parallel map-
pings starting from sequential C code. The goal of the MPA tool is to help
the designer split a sequential C program into a parallel version that runs on a
multi-processor platform. It is the first step towards a Multi-Processor Memory
Hierarchy tool that, in addition, will optimize the code for a given distributed
memory hierarchy. The full MP-MH tool will, in addition to parallelizing the
application, also optimize the storage and transfer of data in the hierarchical
distributed memory architecture of the multi- processor platform. It will de-
cide where and how each array must be stored in the memory hierarchy, which
local copies have to be made to increase the efficiency, where these local copies
must be stored, and when they must be made. This is similar to what the MH
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tool does now for a single processor with a hierarchical distributed memory
architecture (for more details see [The Atomium Club 2008]).

The following sections illustrate some of the complexities encountered when
applying the proposed methodology to the WT context.

C.4 WT Parallelization Freedom

When splitting computations between two processors according to a data-level
split, issues can arise due to loop-carried dependencies. Due to these depen-
dencies, simply assigning iterations to different threads will not be sufficient.
Each thread will need to possess the data it consumes, including data that
would otherwise be produced by another thread. This problem can be resolved
in several ways: options for handling inter-thread data dependencies include
recomputation, sharing or explicit communication.

To respect the dependencies, recomputation lets a thread recompute data that
is also computed by the different thread, leading to redundant computations,
but also avoiding potentially expensive synchronization. Another option to
respect the dependencies is to have the first thread reuse the value calculated
by the second thread, either by letting the second thread store the data in
shared memory and signalling its availability or by letting it explicitly send
the data to the first processor. This avoids the redundant recomputations, but
leads to more synchronizations.

However, the same WT dependencies which complicated automated loop trans-
formations (section 2.2.1) and lead to the skewed dependency pyramids in the
block-based localized WT (section 2.3) will complicate the way these solutions
should be handled, as was shown for two parallelization schemes, mapped to a
BlackFin [Analog Devices 2005] dual-core processor: with and without inter-
WT level synchronization. The first version did not contain inter-level synchro-
nization, meaning the cores could possibly get out of sync (and actually did), so
a particular core could only reliably use data it had (re)computed itself. Par-
titioning was done by splitting the output WT levels in 2 and then tracing the
data dependencies throughout the previous WT levels to determine their par-
titioning and overlap, resulting in a loop-dependent OVERLAP constant. This
overlap is illustrated at the boundary region in Figure C.2. These constants
(and the typical WT level-dependent loop bound modifications) would need to
be added to the parallel tolerant C to support this scheme without synchroniza-
tions at loop level. In the experiments, this scheme performed poorly (because
BlackFin syncs are cheap and the out of sync threads also lead to many shared
memory page misses). This can be architecture dependent though, so if syncs
would happen to be very expensive the analysis models derived from parallel
C could evaluate this scheme and detect its advantages.
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Processor A Processor B

Figure C.2. Partitioning of Localized Wavelet Transform with overlap at partition
boundaries.

The other version of the BlackFin IWT did (barrier) synchronize both cores
between the WT levels (and horizontal and vertical), meaning at each level a
core was certain that the previous level had been fully completed and was stored
in shared memory. Therefore the only data overlap at partition borders had the
size of the WT filter, and the block transfers had to be modified. To represent
this scheme in parallel tolerant C, constructs for the synchronization between
WT levels (barrier synchronization before next loop start) and the typically
modified loop-bounds should be added. For more details in this mapping, see
section C.5.

Localized versions were not implemented. They offer yet other parallelization
possibilities. Due to the modified execution order the data overlap at the edge of
partitions can become quite extended, as shown in Figure C.3. In a sequential
version, calculations progress from left to right through the successive black
strokes. Therefore the pixels corresponding to dependencies at the lefthand
border of such a stroke have already been calculated and are available. At the
start of the partition for processor B, this will not be the case, explaining why
the dependencies there overlap into the partition for processor A, as also shown
in the image.

Processor A Processor B

Figure C.3. Partitioning of Localized Wavelet Transform

It makes sense to add communication as an extra scheme to handle this data
overlap, aside from recomputation. Processor B then communicates the val-
ues it computes in the overlap region in some way to processor A, as shown
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in Figure C.4. A parallelization tool would need to capture exactly how the
communication is done, e.g. what values to communicate, how and when to
synchronize, etc. Figure C.3 shows that simply inserting a loop extend of the
outer, coarser loops (corresponding to black stripes on the image) can lead
to quite some unnecessary computations for processor B: this would require
3 extra calculations along the dependency bands, but the image shows these
bands overlap only partially with the actual overlap region containing the val-
ues processor B needs to resolve the start-up data dependencies. Moreover,
intermediate schemes between recomputation and communication permit to
perform a trade-off between recomputation cost and communication and syn-
chronization costs, but the WT dependencies need to be taken into account
then, as shown in Figure C.4.

Processor A

Processor A

Processor B

Processor B

Figure C.4. Communicate or recompute?

This section shows that manually performing a parallelization is quite com-
plex and evaluating a large number of these parallelization styles manually
isn’t feasible. By adding hints to the parallel C on how the options (recom-
putation, synchronization, etc. ) should be correctly applied, a tool can then
itself evaluate different configurations for these options and combinations of the
multiple options. The following section focuses on the practical issues encoun-
tered when performing the Level-by-Level WT parallelization on the dual-core
Blackfin processor.
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C.5 BlackFin Dual Core Parallelization

The data-level parallel mapping of an inverse 2D Wavelet Transform to a dual-
core Blackfin ADSP-BF561 [Analog Devices 2005], described in [Geelen 2005a],
demonstrates the need for parallelization design space exploration and explicit
data mapping. The Blackfin is suited for high performance, low power ex-
ecution of multimedia applications (up to 1512 Million MAC operations per
second, and 280mW at 600MHz). Power savings through frequency and volt-
age scaling are supported at a frequency range of 100-600MHz. The presence
of on-chip SRAM memory, configurable as cache or scratchpad, combined with
off-chip SDRAM (on the EZKit test board) and high bandwidth DMA capa-
bilities make the Blackfin processors ideal for memory hierarchy experiments.

A comparison is made between a typical mapping style and one with software-
controlled memory transfers. For a fair evaluation of the parallelization effi-
ciency, both the reference single-core code and the parallelized code should be
low-level optimized as well as possible [Analog Devices 2003b], to avoid com-
paring different optimization efficiencies. Figure C.5 briefly summarizes both
approaches.

cache

software-controlled

data transfers

406M
low-level

optimizations
29M

19.5M 18.5M
data-level

parallelization

x1.06 speed-up

x1.86 speed-up

16.2M 8.7M
data-level

parallelization

Figure C.5. Effect of data transfer scheduling for parallelized Wavelet Transform ex-
ample on ADSP-BF561.

C.5.1 Single-Core Optimization Steps

General, low-level optimizations were performed on the single-core ADSP-
BF533. Figure C.6 illustrates the performance gains realized by these opti-
mizations. The applied transformations included a data type refinement and
a data layout transformation to improve processing locality and removal of
inner-loop conditions, to avoid the associated overhead. These optimization
steps gave an execution times of 29M cycles, with cache as is representative
for conventional design techniques. Figure C.6 shows this corresponds to a
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Figure C.6. Single-core optimization results.

huge improvement, illustrating the need for these optimizations. Turning off
the cache leads to a performance drop to 254M cycles, showing the need for
on-chip storage.

Using software-managed on-chip memory instead of cache can give even better
performance though, without the extra hardware control logic needed for cache.
Since Blackfin permits configuring L1 on-chip memory as software-managed
memory instead of cache, L1 memory can be used to store Data Reuse copies
introduced by MHLA [Van Achteren 2002]. This further improves performance
since the DMAs, used to transfer data between SDRAM and the copies, can
address the SDRAM using the more efficient Fast Page Mode. Moreover, the
DMA transfers can be scheduled so processing and data transfers are pipelined,
thereby hiding the data transfer latency by the processing time. For the ADSP-
BF533 this leads to an execution time of 15.2M cycles (or 40 fps), which rep-
resents roughly an additional factor 2 compared to hardware-caching.

C.5.2 Conventional Parallelization

When mapping the IWT to the dual-core ADSP-BF561, the low-level opti-
mizations are similar to the earlier optimizations on the ADSP-BF533. This
optimized code is used to perform a coarse data-level split, where the first
processor transforms the left-hand side of the image for each WT level, while
the second transforms the right-hand side. Since data overlap at the border
of the data partitions between the two processors is small compared to the
total computation area for this scheme, no special attention is paid to the is-
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sue of intra-processor data reuse. Hardware cache support is employed for the
management of L1 memory, since this is what is generally used.

This conventional parallelized scheme executes in 18.5M cycles. The equiva-
lent cache-assisted sequential execution on one ADSP-BF561 core needs 19.5M
cycles. Therefore the parallelized scheme only has a × 1.06 speed-up instead
of the desired × 2. Timing results show this poor performance is due to both
cores interfering with each other while trying to access the background mem-
ory: core A gets precedence over core B and execution on core B is noticeably
slower. As a result, core A already finishes its execution after 10.8M cycles.
Core B then has full access to the background memory and remaining core
B calculations are at full speed, finishing after 18.5M cycles. Although the
data-level split of the IWT conceptually certainly seems simple and feasible,
conventional mapping techniques appear to deny this.

C.5.3 Memory Efficiency Optimization

The conventional hardware cache supported ADSP-BF561 scheme resulted in
a disappointing speed-up of × 1.06, due to both cores’ memory accesses in-
terfering each other. This seems to imply that using cache accesses leads to
inefficient, uncontrollable use of background memory and a bad division of
memory bandwidth between the two cores. More control over the way the
background memory is accessed would be desirable, as described in the follow-
ing subsections.

Software-managed on-chip memory

After reuse analysis on the WT, MHLA recommends making line-sized copies
in the on-chip memories for both input and output accesses. In a first step the
code from Section 4 is executed on a single core of the ADSP-BF561, leading
to a 16.2M cycles execution time. For execution on 2 cores, these same copies
are implemented. The only modifications are in the DMA transfer functions,
to exploit the doubled 32-bit SDRAM bandwidth.

Adding copies using DMAs for transfers instead of cache not only gives a per-
formance boost thanks to DMA’s efficient SDRAM accessing and pipelined
data transfers, it also acts as an enabler to allow more control over the timing
of background data-accesses. These modifications improve the total execution
time of 18.5M cycles to 10.6M cycles (for core B; core A actually finishes sooner,
after 8.67M cycles).
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Global DMA transfer scheduling

Although the data transfers are now performed in a controlled manner on both
cores separately, there is still a loss of efficiency, caused by the cores simulta-
neously requesting DMA transfers and interfering each other. To explain this,
it is necessary to take a closer look at the DMA transfers performed during
the processing of a line. Each time a core starts filtering a line, it transfers
the next line of input data to its input copy as mentioned in the previous sub-
section. For a representative WT level this takes about 1000 cycles. Similarly
the output data is transferred two lines at a time, every other iteration. This
allows to exploit the 32-bit SDRAM bandwidth and takes about 3900 cycles
per transfer. For the parallel scheme, this means that ideally 1 input transfer
should be done for each core and 1 output transfer for either core A or core B,
while both cores are filtering their line of data, as shown in Figure C.7. This
should lead to a total data transfer time of roughly 6000 cycles.
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Figure C.7. Data Transfer Schedule.

Comparing this to the filtering performed in parallel in 5200 cycles shows the
WT is clearly transfer limited instead of processing limited. This is generally
the case for multimedia applications and motivates the attention paid to data
transfers. Comparing this ideal line execution time of 6000 cycles to the ob-
served time of 7500 cycles for the scheme in the previous section shows there is
a problem. We can conclude that letting two DMA engines independently start
transfers leads to an inefficient use of the bus and SDRAM resources. Using
one core to deterministically perform all DMA transfers for both of the cores
according to the schedule of Figure C.7 leads to better results. Measuring the
realized performance gives a line execution time of 6550, corresponding well to
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the ideal line execution time of 6000 cycles. Scheduling the DMA transfers of
both cores relative to each other speeds up the total execution down to 9.65M
cycles.

Reducing Page Misses

Figure C.7 showed the total time needed to perform a block of transfers is 6550
cycles, compared to 5200 cycles needed for the processing done in parallel. This
means data transfers still form a relatively big bottleneck. [Kim 2003] stresses
the importance of page misses in the transfer cost. We show the number of
page misses can be reduced by scheduling the transfers more efficiently.

Examining the components of a block of transfers shows that transferring the
two lines of input data takes 2 × 1056 = 2112 cycles, while writing two lines
of output data takes 3875 cycles. This is related to data layout issues: the
data layout was chosen here so that for each array filtering occurs in the inner-
most dimension, improving the spatial data locality for the filtering operations.
However, in the WT a horizontal filtering step is followed by a vertical filter-
ing step and vice versa, so a row of data is output to a column-major array
with column-sized gaps between the words (see Figure C.8), resulting in a poor
locality and many page misses each time outputs are written.

The input transfers in Figure C.7 have around 2 page misses, whereas the
output transfers have around 64. The cost of a page miss was experimentally
observed to be around 40 cycles, explaining the high output transfer time. The
relative number of page misses can be decreased by transferring more lines at
a time during a transfer. The output copy size should increase to store these
lines. This leads to a L1 size-usage/speed trade-off. In our final implementation
output copies of 2 × 4 lines are added, the maximum size that still fits in L1.
This leads to an output transfer every 4 iterations for each core. Obviously
the DMA transfer schedule should be modified to accommodate this change, as
shown in Figure C.9. The resulting scheme still has 64 page misses per transfer,
but with twice as many lines transferred. The mean data transfer time becomes
5000 cycles, showing the data transfer bottleneck has been significantly reduced.
By applying this scheme, total execution time becomes 8.72M cycles.

C.5.4 Energy Savings

This final version achieves an execution time of 8.72M cycles. This corresponds
to a frame-rate of 68.8 fps at 600MHz, or 34.4 fps at 300MHz. At 600MHz, the
single-core has an execution time of 16.25M cycles (or 36.9 fps). This means
the parallelized version can offer a comparable frame-rate at half the clock
frequency. According to the voltage-scaling info from [Analog Devices 2003a],
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this corresponds to 280 mW for the single-core and 2 × 85 mW = 170 mW
for the dual-core, or at comparable execution time performances a 40% power-
saving.
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C.5.5 Relation to Spatial Locality Optimizations

Section 6.6 of this thesis also examined the problem of the spatial locality
mismatch in the different WT filtering directions. The same problem is tackled
here, but in contrast to that section, an Inverse WT is examined here as opposed
to a Forward WT. Furthermore this section studies the impact of page misses,
which can be interpreted as spatial locality at large transfer granularities and
different layouts are chosen for the input and output arrays which implies in-
placing cannot be applied and also that the corresponding higher displacement
of high-level samples is not encountered here either. For this particular layout
choice the input always enjoys good spatial locality whereas the output suffers
bad spatial locality regardless of the filtering dimension. The bad output spatial
locality is reduced here by transferring 4 output columns at a time, at a cost of
2×4 output columns L1 storage to enable pipelined transfers (Figure C.10(a)).

In section 6.6 the spatial locality mismatch problem (at cache line level) was
reduced through tiling of the layout and execution order. These principles
can be applied here as well, as illustrated in Figure C.10, for a simplified lay-
out without WT quadrants or array padding: Tiling of the execution order
through processing half columns permits storage of 2× 8 half output columns.
Figure C.10(b) shows that this causes double the amount of page misses for
the input transfers, in return for half the amount of page misses for the output
transfers. According to a simple linear extrapolation, this would require 1115
cycles to transfer two half input columns and 4924 cycles to transfer 8 half
output columns, using the same transfer schedule as Figure C.9. For these
values, the system becomes computation limited and is no longer transfer lim-
ited. Nevertheless, an extended use of layout and execution order adaptation
permits further page-miss reductions and/or L1 size reductions. This is shown
in Figure C.10(c), where the layout is tiled by two along the original columns,
producing the same amount of page-misses, but at half the L1 size requirements
for the output buffer.

C.6 Conclusion

There is a lot of freedom available in the mapping of an application to a parallel
architecture. One important parameter in this parallelization design space
exploration is the data management. Using explicit memory hierarchy control
allows exploiting the mapping freedom to gain faster and more energy-efficient
implementations. We also propose a semi-automatic way to explore this design
space and find near-optimal solutions.

Figure C.11 gives on overview of the obtained results. The experiments show
that applying traditional cache support on multi-core DSPs can lead to severe
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Figure C.11. Overview of optimization possibilities when employing software con-
trolled L1.

memory bandwidth and efficiency problems. These problems can be resolved
by adding more control over how the background memory is addressed: through
implementing software-managed on-chip memory using DMA to transfer data;
by scheduling the DMA transfers of the cores relative to each other, optimally
using memory bandwidth and by keeping in mind the page-structure of the
background memory when scheduling these transfers. By concentrating on the
bottlenecks caused by two cores trying to access the background memory, a final
execution time of 8.72M cycles is obtained, a speed-up of × 1.86 compared to
the 16.25M cycles for one core of the ADSP-BF561. Thanks to this speed-up
a 40% processor power-saving can also be realized.
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